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OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
The items in this catalog were received within the last four weeks. Many of these items are in limited supply and will not be available in other catalogs, so this may be your only chance to purchase them. Those items that do not sell out from this catalog will be listed by subject area in future catalogs.

NEW NON-FICTION

★ 4684222 THE WORLD ALMANAC AND BOOK OF FACTS 2021. By Emily J. Dolbear et al. With more fascinating facts per page than any other general reference, this volume has the authoritative answers to your questions on every essential topic from politics to pop culture including the Decades in Review; 2020 Election Results; Sports statistics; and more. Color. 1008 pages. World Almanac. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

4691733 THE PERFORMANCE HORSE: A Photographic Tribute. By David R. Stoecklein with J.F. Meyer. Features brilliant competitors from all the major disciplines: reining, cutting, barrel racing, and roping, as well as hunter/jumper, three-day eventing, dressage, and driving. Racehorses and polo ponies also gallop across the pages. Stoecklein also goes behind the scenes to capture poignant moments between equine athletes and their human companions. Full-color. 251 pages. Stoecklein. 12x12. Pub. at $60.00 $49.95

4685792 LEE MARVIN: Point Blank. By Dwayne Epstein. The first full-length account of Marvin’s life that reaches beyond the Hollywood scandal sheet reporting to provide a full appreciation of the man and his career. Moving beyond the tough guy TV roles, it is a portrait of a deeper, more complex individual who experienced WWII, alcoholism, depression, and PTSD. 16 pages of photos. 309 pages. Schiffer Press. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $16.95

4694252 OPERATION LUSTY: The Race for Hitler’s Secret Technology. By Graham M. Simons. Features lists of aircraft, radar equipment, and other military and aviation accessories that the U.S. and the Western Allies used during the postwar period, when enemy secrets were more hungrily sought than ever. Presents the unfolding of events through this massive retrieval operation. Well illus. 270 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95 $37.95

469161X COWBOY GEAR: A Photographic Portrait of the Early Cowboys and Their Equipment. By D.R. Stoecklein & C. Smith. In stunning photographs, Stoecklein shows cowboy and Western gear as it actually looked on the cowboys who wore them, and how the gear was used. A timeless resource for collectors, and western fans alike. 228 pages. Stoecklein. 13x10¼. Pub. at $60.00 $49.95

4691636 DUDE RANCHES OF THE AMERICAN WEST. By David R. Stoecklein. Showcases more than 25 dude ranches across the American West. Each ranch has a rich history and a family heritage that goes back many years. Stoecklein captures the spirit of each one in stunning images. 320 pages. 12x12. Pub. at $60.00 $49.95

4691563 THE AMERICAN QUARTER HORSE. By David R. Stoecklein with B. Prunts. A photographic celebration of the American Quarter Horse, the history of its evolution, and the racing that breed these powerful creatures. Prunts’ text traces the history of the breed and explores the different paths it has taken in the equine industry. 304 pages. All Points. Pub. at $29.99 $24.95

4695267 UNITED STATES OF SOCIALISM: Who’s Behind It, Why It’s Evil, How to Stop It. By Dinesh D’Souza. An informative, provocative and thrilling expose not merely of the ideas but also the tactics of the socialist Left. In making the moral case for capitalists and the free market, the author portrays President Trump as the exemplar of capitalism and also the most effective political leader in the battle against socialism. 290 pages. All Points. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

4691660 THE IDAHO COWBOY, TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY. By David Stoecklein. Assembles the photographers favorite images from 25 years of photographing Idaho cowboys. The original volume is a classic collector’s edition and the one that started it all. This new title celebrates the 25th anniversary of that edition, and is sure to become a collector’s item as well. 168 pages. Stoecklein. 11¼x11¼. Pub at $50.00 $19.95

4691628 COWGIRLS IN HEAVEN. By David R. Stoecklein. This stunning coffee-table book features gorgeous photographs of the working cowgirls of the West. In all their glory, providing readers with another glimpse into the rich lives of cowgirls across the West. 232 pages. Stoecklein. 12x12. Pub at $60.00 $19.95

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address.

★ means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.

If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Sales Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>0%¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>6.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>4.166%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>6.625%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>8.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>6.875%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>4.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>5.125%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>6.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>6.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

States in red above also have local taxes. To get the total rate go to HamiltonBook.com/tax

¹Alaska has no state tax but may have a city or borough tax.
The Untold Story of Donald Trump and the Russian Mafia. By Craig Unger. A chilling story that begins in the 1970s, when Trump made his first splash in the booming money-drenched world of New York real estate and ends with Trump’s inauguration as president of the United States. That moment, argues Unger, has come to define a nation on a long mission to undermine Western democracy. 24 pages of color photos. 368 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

GRANNY POTTYMOUTH’S FAST AS F*CK COOKBOOK. By Peggy Glenn. With side-splitting potty-mouth commentary, yummy dessert recipes for every occasion and directions even the dumbest of cooks can follow, you’re all set to enter cookbook heaven. Recipes include Three-Ingredient Potato Salad; French Toast Casserole; Bad-Ass Beef and Broccoli; and more. As new. Only color photos. 176 pages. $5.95

THE TACTICS OF AELIAN. By Christopher Matthew. Offers a new translation of the manual that influenced warfare for 15 centuries. The author has used the 1552, 1613 and 1655 editions to create the fullest version ever published, and the first dual-text format with the ancient Greek and English translation on facing pages. 227 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

KETO: A Woman’s Guide. By Tasha Metcalf. One size does not fit all when it comes to the Ketogenic diet. Women need to do keto better and smarter to get the health and fat-burning benefits they are seeking. This guide offers a balanced approach to using the keto diet to lose weight, optimize hormonal balance and body composition, and achieve health goals. 192 pages. Fair Winds. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

YOU ARE WHAT YOUR GRANDPARENTS ATE. By Mary Graves, Herbert Hoover, Pat Garrett, Jessie Fremont, and many others. Illus. 180 pages. TwoDot. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

3000 EYE-WITNESS ACCOUNTS, OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS, DITERY IN APPEARANCE, BUT INWARDLY AS SHARPIE GREEN. The author methodically became involved in U.S. intelligence and shows that SS Commando Otto Skorzeny gradually and covertly worked his way into Hitler’s inner circle for over 20 years. The untold story of the infamous SS commando who spearheaded the theft of the Nazis’ treasure. 469 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $62.00

“Rocky,” lovingly hand-painted by its owner George Harrison. It’s an obsessive celebration of over 200 instruments, guitars, filled with history, artisans, backstories and profiles. Slipcased. Fully illus. in color. 210 pages. Workman. Pub. at $35.00 $12.95

GRANDPARENTS ATE. By Charles Harrington Elster. This comprehensive, graduated program helps you remember key words, use them in your daily life, and increase your rate of learning new words. 459 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

COOKING WITH CATS. By Susannah Charleson. The mission to reunite lost pets with their families starts with the author’s own shelter rescue, Ace, a plucky Maltese mix who narrowly survived months wandering lost. When unexpected heartbreak shatters Charleson’s own sense of purpose, she and Ace that lead them on a profound memoir that pays tribute to the missing dogs, and to the found. Photos. 310 pages. HMH. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

YE OLDE CAT MEMES: The Original Book of Cat Humor. By Euryale Osgood Grover. Originally published in 1911, this little volume is proof of how long humans have loved and loved and loved and loved and loved cats. Indulge in a fascination as old as the internet with these vintage photos of costumed kittens. 86 pages. HMH. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

COLD CASE: Billy the Kid. By W.C. Jameson. Using modern detecting techniques, a private investigator picks up where historians left off, tracking the myths and legends about Billy the Kid’s misadventures and eventual killing of the notorious outlaw Billy the Kid. Photos. 196 pages. TwoDot. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

THE SKORZENY PAPERS: Evidence for the Plot to Kill JFK. By Ralph P. Ganis. The author shows that SS Commando Otto Skorzeny gradually and covertly worked his way into Hitler’s inner circle for over 20 years. The untold story of the infamous SS commando who spearheaded the theft of the Nazis’ treasure. 469 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $62.00

MURDER, SHE SAID: The Quotable Miss Marple. By Agatha Christie. Everyone in St. Mary Mead knew Miss Marple: fluffly and dithery in appearance, but inwardly as sharp and as smart as they made her. Now, in her own words, discover the razor-sharp mind of the world’s favorite armchair sleuth, and the wit and wisdom of the Queen of Mystery who created her. 160 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

ACOUSTIC GUITARS: The Illustrated Encylopedia. By Tony Bacon et al. A comprehensive and informative work on guitars, with a unique A to Z guitar directory organized by brand name makes this a must have reference for any guitar collector, or player. Researches and written by some of the world’s authorities, this is a descriptive guide to the most important musical instrument in the world. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Chartwell. 10¼x13. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

TREASURES OF THE CIVIL WAR: Legendary Leaders Who Shaped a War and a Nation. By Renee H. MacLachlan. Exhibition catalog. Gives a rare glimpse into the professional and personal sides of several key wartime leaders—an up-close look at the giants who shaped today’s America 150 years ago through more than 90 artifacts and over 80 displays. Well illus., many in color. 167 pages. $14.95

YOURSHARPIE STYLE: 75 Original Sharpie Craft Projects to Design Your Home and Your Life. By Deborah Green. Take your coloring to the next level as you decorate, embellish, and transform your home and accessories using just a Sharpie pen. Ranging from cute and crafty to unique and bold, these fun, unique, and inventive follow projects are filled with simple instructions, tips, variations, and colorful photographs. 144 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

VALLEY FORGE. By B. Drury & T. Colvin. December 1777: The American Revolution appears to be lost. Washington’s military encampment in Valley Forge is desperately short of supplies and morale. But as the army slowly begins to recover, the men and women involved. 16 pages of illus. 419 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $6.95

WATERLOO 1815: Voices from the Battlefield. By John Sheahan. Composed of more than 300 eye-witness accounts, official documents, parliamentary debates and newspaper reports, this fascinating volume tells the story of Napoleon’s last battles as they were experienced and reported by the men and women involved. 16 pages of illus. 352 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $39.95 $7.95
4684311 SUMMER BOYS. Photos by RJ Sebastian & J. Jaxson. These photographs capture summer in all its shades and nuances: joy and melancholy; strength and vulnerability; love and lust; longing and freedom. No matter what the season or in what part of the world you find yourself, this collection will awaken the summer boy within you. Salzeiger. 8¾x11½. Pub. at $69.99 $49.95

4691776 WAITING FOR DAILYLIGHT. By Janett Klebeg. Collects photographs taken from horseback while working cattle in South Texas, Brazil, Argentina, and Australia. These photographs capture an era when people lived out their lives on lands that were often inhospitable with great herds of red cattle and fine cow horses. 176 pages. Stoecklein. 12x12. Pub. at $49.95 $19.95

4690409 PRIVATISING: Patriots & Profits in the War of 1812. By Farland M. Kent. Places the story of private armed warfare within the overall context of the War of 1812. Kent highlights the economic, strategic, social, and political impact of privatizing on both sides and explains why its toll on normal society and the citizenry of the British and U.S. was so onerous that the war had grown too costly. Illus. 215 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $55.00 $9.95

4683544 THE ART OF HAIKU: Its History Through Poems and Paintings by Japanese Masters. By Stephen Addiss. In the past hundred years, haiku has gone far beyond its Japanese origins to become a worldwide phenomenon, with the classic poetic form growing and evolving as it has adapted to the needs of the whole range of languages and cultures that have embraced it. This study examines not only early haiku masters such as Basho, Buson and Issa, but also the lesser known aspect of haiku: haiku art. 32 pages of color illus. 338 pages. Shambhala. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

4685768 HOW TO BEHAVE BADLY IN RENAISSANCE BRITAIN. By Rutfi Goodman. Analyzes the use of bad manners with times, including practical tips on how to choose the perfect insult, the best way to mock the provincials and their accents, and how to handle yourself in a fight. Goodman explores life during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, what mattered to society, and the kind of world they lived in. Illus. 314 pages. Michael O’Mara. $9.95

4695402 CRAFTING WITH CAT HAIR: Cute Handicrafts to Make with Your Cat. By Kaori Tsutaya. Shows how to transform stray clumps of cat fur into soft and adorable handicrafts. From kitty tote bags to finger puppets, fluffy picture frames, and more, these projects are cat-friendly, eco-friendly, and require no special equipment or training. Color photos. 96 pages. Quiet Design. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

4685180 NARVIK: The Struggle of Battle Group Dietl in the Spring of 1940. By Alex Buchner. The first English translation of this German perspective of the battle to take Narvik, the consolidation of troops in the area, and their efforts to hold Narvik. The Allied counterattack was never written in the 1950s. 218 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95

4684732 THE CUT OUT GIRL. By Bart van Es. In this deeply moving true story of a young Jewish girl who took refuge in an underground network of foster families, the author braids together a powerful re-creation of her intensely harrowing childhood with the present-day account of his efforts to piece together—and bring the ghosts of the past back into the light. Photos. 298 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

4694309 SNIPER IN HELMAND. By James Cartwright. A thrilling action-packed yet very human account of both front line service in the intense Afghanistan theatre and first-hand sniper action. 178 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95 $7.95

4694163 GURKHA TALES: From Peace and War, 1945-2011. By J.P. Cross. Gurkhas have served with the British for almost 200 years, first with the Indian Army Company of 1756, later with the Indian Army of the Raj, and then in 1947 becoming an integral part of the British Army. This is a unique anthology drawn from an equally unique military career and a relationship with the Gurkhas that has lasted for over half a century. 167 pages of photos. 278 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95

4685644 ARMOURDED WARFARE FROM THE RIVIERA TO THE RHINE 1944-1945: Images of War. By Anthony Tucker-Jones. While the Allies were locked with the Germans in Normandy after D-Day, another campaign was being fought against the Germans in southern France. A sequence of over 150 wartime photos tell the story, from the amphibious invasion of the French Riviera to the entry of Allied forces into southern Italy. 120 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95
NEW NON-FICTION

4691571 BE YOUR OWN DETECTIVE. By G. Fallis & R. Greenberg. Authoritative guide to the art of detection provides guidance on how to get involved on just about anyone—including new technological advances in the art of snooping, advances in forensic, and legal changes affecting private investigators. 246 pages. M. Evans. Paperback. P at $14.95 $4.95

4686195 DRAWING THE HEAD & FIGURE. By Jack Hamm. This reprint of a 1963 classic features a wealth of fully-demonstrated ways to portray faces, features, body parts, and complete figures. Includes useful anatomical insights that streamline the drawing process, and many other tips and insights for artists. Fully illus. 120 pages. Perigeu. 8x10%. Paperback. P at $17.95 $13.95

468401X THE KYBALION: The Definitive Edition. By William Walker Atkinson writing as Three Initiates. Presents the authoritative edition of the most widely read occult book of the past century—now published with a groundbreaking introduction that establishes its true authorship and history. This volume also features a previously unpublished work by the original author. 311 pages. Tarcher. Paperback. P at $17.95

4687927 THE KASSEL RAID, 27 September 1944: The Largest Loss by USAF Group on Any Mission in WWII, By Eric Ratcliffe. In this highly moving account of the Kassel raid, the author uncovers the painful details of those terrible moments in September 1944 through the stories of those who survived one of the Second World War’s most disastrous operations in the USAF’s battle against the Luftwaffe. Illus. 182 pages. Air World. Paperback. P at $34.95 $26.95

4693159 HITLER’S LOST STATE: The Fall of the William Gustloff Tragedy, By T. Heath & M. Cooen. Examines the events of that fateful day in 1939 when 9,500 civilians who lived in East and West Prussia under the Third Reich era, their role in Germany’s aspirations for world domination, those who survived the Soviet massacres that would later take place in the region and those who survived the greatest maritime disaster in history, the sinking of the Wilhelm Gustloff. 16 pages of photos. Word. Paperback. P at $34.95 $26.95

4688171 DOG IS LOVE: Why and How Your Dog Loves You. By Clive D.L. Wynne. Drawing on everything from his lab and others around the world, Dr. Wynne shows that affection is the very essence of dogs, from their faces and body parts, to their behavior, needs, and hidden depths than we ever imagined possible. Drawings. 262 pages. HMH. Paperback. P at $28.00 $6.95

4683453 THE INVENTION OF MEDICINE: From Homer to Hippocrates. By Robin Lane Fox. In this remarkable narrative, we learn how the origins of modern medicine—radical new ways of thinking—were born in Greece, from theoretical mathematics and free-standing sculpture to democracy and the art of rhetoric. And at the center of this revolutionary change is Pythagoras, the founder of a school and a cult that perhaps the world’s seminal medical textbook—Epidemics—into the wider context of medicine. History. Illus. In color. 404 pages. Basic. Paperback. P at $35.00 $26.95

4687884 THE HISTORY OF JERUSALEM: Its Origins to the Early Middle Ages. By Alan J. Potter. Potter examines in detail the rich history of Jerusalem during antiquity up to the year 630 CE. This in-depth account goes further than other volumes in terms of the breadth and scale of events covered, and it also provides an unbiased appraisal of Jerusalem’s history. Maps. 251 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. P at $34.95 $26.95

4686484 ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE MUSIC BUSINESS, 10TH EDITION. By Donald S. Passman. This comprehensive guide draws on the author’s unparalleled experience at the top of the music business to give readers the ultimate inside look at how the music business operates. An essential resource for anyone trying to navigate the rapid transformation of the industry. 500 pages. S&G. Paperback. P at $35.00 $26.00

4688317 CATS IN ART: A Pop-Up Book. By Susan Herbert. A new compilation presenting Herbert’s delightful feline re-imaginations of famous scenes from art in a fun pop-up form. Fully illus. in color. Thames & Hudson. 6x8%. Paperback. P at $19.95 $14.95

4696336 THE AMAZON JUNGLE: The Truth About Amazon. By J.R. Boyce & R. Cesari. Shares the insider secrets to building a brand both on and off of Amazon. The marketing landscape has changed, and Amazon Third-Party Sellers do not need to waste time nor money by going it alone. Throughout, the authors share their proven plan for success on Amazon in the best D2C marketing strategies being used today. Illus. in color. 175 pages. Morgan James. Paperback. P at $19.95 $14.95

4691156 THE BATTLE OF HASTINGS: The Fall of the Anglo-Saxons and the Rise of the Normans. By Jim Bradbury. Explores the full military background of the battle and investigates both what actually happened on that fateful day in 1066 and the role that the battle plays in the British national myth. Bradbury presents as detailed a reconstruction as is possible, delivering a story that any reader interested in England’s history will find indispensable. 32 pages of illus. 216 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. P at $14.95 $9.95

4694147 EASTERN FRONT: Night Combat. Ed. by Bob Carruthers. Combining contemporary reports of the key characteristics of night combat with more obscure aspects, including how to use your eyes at night, driving equipment and evasive tactics, this survey of sources builds into an absorbing account of night combat methods drawn from original WWII reports. Illus. 136 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. P at $14.95 $9.95

4695828 CHESS FOR BEGINNERS: Know the Rules, Choose Your Strategy, and Start Winning. By Yelizaveta Orlova. Starting with the basics, this comprehensive guide provides an illustrated introduction to the movements of each piece along with basic rules and game dynamics. With this foundation, new players will learn effective strategies and tactics to start playing with confidence. 136 pages. Ed. by Jim Bradbury. Paperback. P at $16.95 $12.95

4684508 THE SOMATIC THERAPY WORKBOOK. By Livia Shapiro. Trauma, daily stressors, anxiety, and even depression can manifest in the body as well as the mind. Somatic practices offer a form of therapy that connects body and mind to provide a new way of thinking and helps you release pent-up tension and heal from stress. This method for personal growth and healing is both safe and approachable and this workbook will help guide you through it. 151 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. P at $17.95 $12.95
NEW NON-FICTION

★ 4690672 COLD WAR DELTA PROTOTYPE: X-Planes, No. 15. By Tony Buttler. Examines transatlantic delta-wing development, and how experimental aircraft proved the delta’s pivotal and versatility. Buttler covers the Fairey Delta 1 and Delta 2, the proposed Delta Rocket Fighter and huge Delta 3 long-range interceptor, and the Avro 707. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00 $16.95

★ 4690664 BRITISH BATTLESHIP VS GERMAN BATTLESHIP 1941-43: Duel 107. By Angus Konstam. In this superbly illustrated study, Konstam documents the major naval battles and campaigns throughout the German capital ships, K and Tirpitz, Schnarhorst, and Gneisenau, with those of the Royal Navy King George V class and the two-ship Nelson class. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

★ 4683727 FROM MEMLING TO RUBENS: The Golden Age of Flanders. By Katharina Van Cauteren. This lavishly illustrated volume tells the story of Flemish art from the fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, as you’ve never read it before. It’s a roller-coaster ride through 300 years of cultural history. 432 pages. Hannibal. 10x11%1/2. Pub at $68.00 $49.95

★ 4690605 THE ARMED FORCES OF NORTH KOREA: On the Front. By S. Mitzer & J. Oliemans. Written specifically for anyone interested in North Korea’s military capabilities or looking to find answers to many questions raised by the minefield of contradictory statements and misinformation that make up current intelligence about this elusive nation. Well illus., most in color. & Company. 9x12%. Pub at $69.95 $49.95

★ 4689496 JOAN MITCHELL. Ed. by S. Reibel & K. Siegel. Exhibition catalog. Signature works are represented in this gorgeously illustrated volume, along with rarely seen paintings, works on paper, artist’s sketchbooks, and photographs of Mitchell’s life, social circle, and surroundings. 386 pages. Yale. 10%1/4x11%. Pub. at $65.00 $49.95

4685709 EARLY STRUCTURAL STEEL IN LONDON BUILDINGS: A Discreet Revolution. By Jonathan Clarke. Examines the technological developments and economic forces that brought structural steel into being. In the second part of this comprehensive work is an examination of how structural steel was employed in different types of London building before 1910. Well illus., many in color. 393 pages. English Heritage. 9x11. Pub at $120.00 $24.95

4690265 GEORGE WASHINGTON’S EYE: Landscape, Architecture, and Design at Mount Vernon. By Joseph Manca. Based on carriages on Washington’s personal diaries and correspondence and on the lively accounts of visitors to his estate, this richly illustrated volume introduces a George Washington unfamiliar to many readers—an innovator, an engineer, an architect, and, leading landscape designer of his time. 297 pages. Johns Hopkins. 8%1/4x10%. Pub at $52.95 $9.95

4690443 REFRIGERATION NATION: A History of Ice, Appliances, and Enterprise in America. By Jonathan Rees. Explores the innovative methods and gadgets that Americans have invented to keep perishable food cold—from cutting river and lake ice and shipping it to consumers for use in their iceboxes to the development of electrically powered equipment that undertaken a new age of convenience and health. Illus. 236 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub at $48.00 $9.95

4695569 APARTMENT THERAPY COMPLETE + HAPPY HOME. By Maxwell Ryan et al. Getting a room to feel right is more than just about the color. You could live there for years, and it would still feel right. This book is a guru of the home. From the smartest storage ideas to the best ways to make the livingroom feel like a spa, your new home will be a haven for you. 320 pages. Clarkson Potter. 8%1/4x10%1/4. Pub at $35.00 $9.95

4690346 MARITIME MARYLAND: A History. By William S. Dudley. Harvested for food, home to more than two thousand species of plants, fish and animals, Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries have long been essential to the survival of the region’s populations. This rich history of Maryland’s waterways reveals how human enterprise has affected and been affected by Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries. Illus., some in color. 294 pages. Johns Hopkins. 8%1/4x10%1/4. Pub at $29.95 $9.95

4695593 EXQUISITE FLOWERS: Color, Dream, Create. Grab your pencils and immerse yourself in beauty and creativity with these 60 exquisite floral arrangements. Full color paper to color and share. Dog & Leventhal. 9%x9%1/2. Pub at $15.99 $4.95

4696603 DRAW GROOVY. By Thaneyea McArthie. Sixty lessons feature groovy subjects, step by step instructions that make it super-easy to draw each design, and oodles of fabulous full-sized drawings to mix, match, and make. 9x12. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Impact. 8%1/4x10%1/4. Paperback. Pub at $12.99 $4.95

469550X UNBELIEVABLE. By Stacy Horn. From 1930 to 1980, under the leadership of J.B. Rhine, scientists at the Duke Parapsychology Lab attempted to test strange, bizarre, and unexplained phenomena against the rigors of science. Here, the author reveals the strange, lost history of these experiments to prove, or disprove, the existence of the paranormal. 289 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub at $13.99 $4.95

4697213 THE DAWN OF CHRISTIANITY: How God Used Simple Fishermen, Soldiers, and Plumbers to Transform the World. By Roger J. Hutchinson. Focusing on the climactic events of Jesus’ ministry and the twenty exciting years that followed, Hutchinson weaves together New Testament accounts into a seamless narrative and then explores the story with the latest in archaeological, linguistic, and historical research. 460 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95


4695208 SISTERS FIRST: Stories from Our Wonderful Life. By L.B. Harper & P. Bush. The former first daughters share intimate stories from their childhood and take readers on a revealing and thoughtful tour behind the scenes of their lives, from the Texas countryside to the storied halls of the White House and beyond. 16 pages of color photos. 238 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $4.95

4685160 DIRT IS GOOD: The Advantage of Germs for Your Child’s Developing Immune System. By Jack Gilbert et al. Two of the top scientists in the field of microbiome answer your questions about germs and your children. This is the comprehensive, authoritative, accessible guide you’ve been searching for. 250 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95
1469737 USAF IN THE 1980s. By Adrian Symonds. On the front line of the Cold War, during a decade that saw East-West tensions rise considerably, the United States Air Force in Europe reached the peak of their power during the 1980s. Take a step inside the day to day operations of the USAF in the 1980s. Well illustrated. 264 pages. Ambe rley. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95


1469312 FOREIGN PLANES IN THE SERVICE OF THE LUFTWAFFE. By Jean-Louis Roba. Translated into English for the first time, Roba’s investigative work examining the full history of foreign planes in the Luftwaffe is supported by over a hundred pictures of the planes themselves, and gives a rare opportunity to see British and American planes repainted in German colors and symbols. 223 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

14684524 THE BATTLES FOR KOKODA PLATEAU: Three Weeks of Hell Defending the Gateway to the Owen Stanleys. By David W. Cameron. The powerful story of three weeks of battle by a small Australian militia force, the 39th Battalion, supported by the 1st Papuan Infantry Battalion and the Royal Papuan Constabulary, to keep the Japanese at bay. Using letters and first-hand accounts, Cameron provides a graphic narrative of what occurred at the northern foot of the Owen Stanleys. Photos. 418 pages. Allen & Unwin. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

14685348 THE PARTICULARS OF PETER: Dance Lessons, DNA Tests, and Other Excuses to Hang Out With My Perfect Dog. By Kelly Conaboy. A big-hearted, hilarious exploration of the joys found in loving a dog so much it makes you feel like you’re going to combust. A smart, entertaining respite from the harsh world of humans into the funny little world of dogs. 237 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

14690268 IMAGINED CIVILIZATIONS: China, the West, and Their First Encounter. By Roger Hart. Tells the story of the seventeenth-century Jesuit Mission to China, from the Chinese point of view. While the Jesuits were learning Mandarin (of course), as a convert, he presented the Jesuits as men from afar who had traveled from the West to China to serve the emperor. 374 pages. Johns Hopkins, Pub. at $58.00 $9.95

14685903 ZEALOTS: How a Group of Scottish Conspirators Unleashed Half a Century of War in the World. By Graham Thomson. An innovative, controversial history of Scotland, Ireland, and England in the early modern period. Its originality lies in new research pinpointing Fife, especially St Andrews, as the arena in which a group of men instigated not just Scotland’s wars of religion, but also triggered three civil wars. 16 pages of illus., some in color. 288 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

14690524 VENOMOUS ANIMALS OF THE WORLD. By Steve Backshall. From the mighty King Cobra, which can reach over five meters in length, down to the diminutive but lethal Black Widow Spider, a natural history expert takes a fascinating look at more than 60 of the most venomous creatures on earth’s continents. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Johns Hopkins. 10x12¼. Pub. at $47.00 $9.95


14691164 CBD OIL FOR HEALTH: 100 Amazing Benefits and Uses of CBD Oil. By Beth Ross. Shows you how to use this self-care miracle in your daily health and beauty routine, from transforming your hair, nails, and skin to tackling high blood pressure, combating rashes, and more. 128 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

14686083 THE WORLD OF THE ORVILLE. By Jeff Bond. Takes you behind the scenes through concept art, on-set photography and technical schematics to explore the show’s production design, costumes, makeup prosthetics and visual effects. This is a full nuts and bolts space-faring epic adventure. 160 pages. Titan. 8½x11. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

14686373 NOPI: The Cookbook. By Y. Ottolenghi & R. Scully. In collaboration with NOPI’s head chef Ramael Scully, Yotam’s journey from Tel Aviv to the Far East is one of adventure and bold flavors, with surprising twists along the way. Recipes include Sea Bream with Mango and Papaya Salad; Lamb Meatballs with Warm Yogurt and Swiss Chard; and Persian Love Rice with Feta and Pomegranate. Color photos. 336 pages. Ten Speed. 8x10. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95

14688007 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO SUSHI & SASHIMI. By J. Elliott & R. Cook. A comprehensive guide that includes detailed step-by-step photography of essential techniques, from cutting sashimi to making various types of rolls. Learn how to purchase the right fish and seafood and store it safely, the importance of knife selection, and how to prepare some of the most delectable dishes, 306 pages. Ten Speed Press. 8x10½. Spiralbound. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

14695585 ERIN BAKES CAKE. By Erin Gardner. Learn how to bake easy but elaborately decorated cakes—no fondant needed with Gardner’s recipes, instructions and beautiful color photographs as inspirational guide. Cake decoration techniques teach you how to combine her cake, buttercream, cookie, and candy recipes in endless mouthwatering ways. 242 pages. Roger Priddy. 8½x11. Pub. at $27.50 $7.95

14694953 GUNS N’ ROSES: The Life and Times of a Rock ‘n Roll Band. By Paul Elliott. An unofficial exploration of the group: its music, its success, and its struggles over the last thirty years. And now, with three of the original Guns N’ Roses lineup reunited, Elliott brings the incredible story of one of the world’s hardest-rocking bands up to date. Fully illus., most in color. 240 pages. Sterling. 10x11¼. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

14668276 RUSSIANS AMONG US: Sleeper Spies–as well as those trying to catch them and those trying to expose them–provides an in-depth look at the activity of sleeper Russian spies in America. By Adrian Bathgate looks back to the pioneering broadcasts of the BBC, examines the development of broadcasting networks in the world, and spotlighting radio’s role in WWII. 16 pages of photos. 8½x11. Pub. at $32.50 $7.95

14651121 RENAISSANCE REALM: The Art of Ulga Suvorova. By Michael Fishel. In this first comprehensive, all-color, illustrated biography, hundreds of images of Suvorova’s colorful paintings, the artist describes her background, early influences, and career spanning from the 1970s to today. Mysterious cats, faithful dogs, ravishing birds, and beautiful flowers from her supporting roles in her lavish paintings. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $21.95 $9.95

14685458 THE KETO HIGH FIBER DIET. By Thomas Kurscheid. Features more than 70 delicious, low-carb keto recipes, each containing a full nutritional breakdown and macro details per serving. Tasty dishes include Morning Bowl with Egg, Tomato & Avocado; Radish Noodles alla Carbonara; and Cauliflower Salad with Curry & Coconut Topping. Color photos. 180 pages. filler Publishing, Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

★ ★ ★
**NEW NON-FICTION**

**6483447**  STRENGTH TRAINING FOR BEGINNERS: A 12-Week Program to Get Lean and Healthy at Home. By Kyle Hunt. Features detailed breakdowns of each exercise, tips and tricks for making sure your form is on point, and handy ways to increase or decrease the difficulty of individual exercises based on your unique needs. 87 pages. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95

**6491881**  THE GREAT BIG PUMPKIN COOKBOOK. By Maggie Michalcyz. Discover brand-new ways to use your pumpkin, whether fresh or canned. From snacks and side dishes to breakfast, dinner, and dessert, you can never get tired of the creative ways to use your pumpkin! Try Chocolate Chip Banana Bread; Mac and "Cheese"; and Snickerdoodles. Includes Paleo-friendly, gluten-free, dairy-free recipes. Color photos. 138 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $17.99  $6.95

**49306X**  READER’S DIGEST EVERYDAY HEALTH HACKS. From your bones to your brain, feel better in every way with the more than 500 easily manageable tweaks to your daily routine featured in this collection. Good health has never been easier to achieve and sustain. 250 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99  $11.95

**6483668**  HAND LETTERING FOR RELAXATION. By Amy Latta. The perfect way to cultivate calmness and joy while creating beautiful works of art. Latta has a friendly and down to earth approach that will give you the confidence to draw impressive designs with ease. Illus. in color. 208 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99  $9.95

**6485899**  WATERCOLOR: A History. By Mark hitter Sale. Readers learn how pioneering practitioners unlocked the aesthetic power of watercolor and established it as a medium in its own right. Features more than three hundred full-color illustrations, specially printed to capture the vibrancy and texture of the original works. 416 pages. Abbeville. 10x12%. Pub. at $125.00  $34.95

**6485091**  EMPRESS ALEXANDRA: The Special Relationship Between Russia’s Last Tsarina and Queen Victoria. By Melanie Clegg. When Victoria’s second daughter Princess Alice married the Prince Louis of Hesse and Rhine in 1862 even her own mother described the ceremony as more of a funeral than a wedding, taking place shortly after Prince Albert’s death. After the premature death of Alice, her four daughters were then taken under Queen Victoria’s wing, the future Empress Alexandra one of them. 16 pages of photos. 216 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $49.95  $37.95

**6487930**  THE TERROR RAIDS OF 1942: The Baedeker Blitz. By Jan Gore. These raids were much more than just a direct retaliation for RA F action on equally historic German cities. Hitler had ordered that “Preference is to be given—where attacks are likely to have the greatest possible effect on civilian life” and in this narrow aim, Gore shows they certainly succeeded. 16 pages of photos. 199 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $49.95  $37.95

**6490591**  WHERE WAS THE BIBLICAL RED SEA? Examining the Ancient Evidence. By Barry J. Beitzel. Defends the original location—a body of water lying between the eastern Nile Delta and the Sinai Peninsula—of the Red Sea, ranging from biblical and classical sources to ancient and medieval maps. His comprehensive analysis answers objections to the traditional view and exposes the inadequacies of popular alternatives. Illus. 164 pages. Lexham. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99  $18.95

**6496182**  STRENGTH TRAINING OVER 40: A 6-Week Program to Build Muscle and Agility. By Alana Collins. Whether you’re looking to jump back into a strength training routine, or this is your first time trying to increase your fitness, this book makes it easy and safe to do at any age. You’ll find illustrated exercises and stretches, complete with step by step instructions, and weekly home and gym workout routines that push you to the prove sing. 304 pages. Ecco. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $39.99  $29.95

**6485712**  THE CRISIS OF ROME: The Jugurthine & Northern Wars & the Rise of Marius. By G. C. Sampson. The Roman Republic emerged from this period of crisis a much leaner and more professional force and the author examines the extent to which the “Marian Reforms” were responsible for this and the extent to which they can be attributed to Marius himself. 259 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95  $17.95

**6491067**  YOGA WHERE YOU ARE: Customize Your Practice for Your Body + Your Life. By D. Bondy & K. Heagberg. Whether you’re a beginner, a seasoned practitioner, or a yoga teacher, the step by step instructions for hundreds of customizable pose variations provide an essential resource you can turn to as your practice evolves. Includes tips to find inspiration and create your own mat. Well illus. in color. 259 pages. Shambhala. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $24.95  $17.95

**6496344**  CREDIT REPAIR, 14TH EDITION: Make a Plan, Improve Your Credit, Avoid Scams. By A. Loftsgordon & C. O’Neill. The sensible strategies in this guide help you take control of your finances, clean up your credit report and rebuild your credit. Learn how to prioritize debts and create a budget; reduce debts and cut expense; negotiate with creditors; and more. 412 pages. Nolo. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95  $19.95

**6481034**  MIXED FIBER MACRAME: Create Handmade Home Decor with Unique, Modern Techniques. By Chantel Conlon. Packed with step by step instructions and photos, Conlon has everything you need to make 24 charming creations for gifts, or for your home. New knotters will appreciate the detailed knot guide, beginner-friendly tutorials, and information on how to set up your workspace. 216 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99  $17.95

**6492142**  WOMAN DESIRED, WOMAN DESIRING. By Daniele Flautenbaum. Despite the sexual revolution of the 1970s, the prohibition of sexual pleasure and joy still exists, carried down from previous generations. Flautenbaum provides case studies, covering a breadth of topics from gynecological barriers to inherited cultural burdens. 141 pages. Aeon. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95  $17.95

**6485024**  ALONG THE AMBER ROUTE: St Petersburg to Venice. By C.J. Schuler. Portable and informative, Schuler has always had an abiding fascination for the commodity. Schuler follows the historic Amber Route from St. Petersburg to Venice through three millennia of history. Throughout his journey, current politics and his own family’s experience of personal migration are tied into his story. 344 pages. Sandstone. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99  $17.95

**6485918**  PLANT PARTNERS: Science-Based Companion Planting Strategies for the Vegetable Garden. By Jessica Walliser. Discover dozens of well-studied plant partnerships that offer strategies to break up heavy soils; combat weeds and disease; lure pests away; attract specific beneficial insects; and improve pollinators. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95  $17.95

**6483706**  GABRIELLE CHANEL: Fashion Manifesto. By Claude Arnaud et al. Exhibition catalog. Published to accompany a landmark exhibition in Paris, this stunning volume chronicles the designer’s life from birth through the evolution of her timeless style. Chanel’s ideas on elegance and what it meant to be a modern woman create an immutable sense of style that still resonates today. Fully illus., many in color. 303 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9½x12½. Pub. at $60.00  $44.95
NEW NON-FICTION

4694988 HOLLYWOOD PARK: A Memoir. By Mikel Jollett. Funny, heartbreaking, brave, and beautiful, this stunning portrayal of a fractured family and a rigid institution refashions a private, lonely life and loyalty has the hallmarks of a classic. Jollett’s unforgettable memoir is one of resilience and reinvention. 377 pages. Celadon. Pub at $27.99 $6.95

4694686 HARRY POTTER FILM VAULT, VOLUME 1: Forest, Lake, and Sky Creatures. By Jody Revenson. Discover the filmmaking secrets behind the magical creatures of the Forbidden Forest, Black Lake, and more with this fully illustrated behind the scenes look at the development and creation of the magnificent creatures seen in the movies. Includes a collection of artwork from Harry Potter fans everywhere. 64 pages. Insight Editions. 8¾x11. Pub at $16.99. $6.95

4695259 TASTE THE WILD: Recipes and Stories from Canada. By L. Nieschlag & L. Wentrup. Enjoy the beauty of breathtaking images taken on the national parks of Vancouver and Barfet, of the lakes, cascading waterfalls, rivers, canyons, mountains and deep, green, tranquil forests for which Canada is renowned. Whether it’s fluffy Blueberry Pancakes or tender Salmon Fillet, hearty Campfire Stew or Poutine, these recipes evoke the bounty! 192 pages. Mountain Books. Pub at $28.99 $6.95

4690427 THE QUANTUM FRONTIER: The Large Hadron Collider. By Don Lincoln. In exploring what the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) does and what it might find, Lincoln explains what the LHC is likely to teach us about particle physics, including uncovering the nature of dark matter, finding micro black holes and supersymmetric particles, identifying extra dimensions, and revealing the origin of mass in the universe. 224 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub at $32.95 $16.95

4690419 PROTEIN CRYSTALLOGRAPHY: A Concise Guide. By E.E. Lattman & P.J. Loll. Drawing on years of research and teaching experience, Lattman and Loll use clear examples and abundant illustrations to provide a concise and accessible primer on protein crystallography, providing a guide to the process of unveiling protein structure. 136 pages. Johns Hopkins. Paperback. Pub at $30.00 $6.95

4690220 THE SURVIVORS: A Story of War, Inheritance, and Healing. By Adam P Frankel. The stories Frankel shares here with us are about the ways the past can haunt our future, the resilience that can be found on the other side of that same past, and the good that can come from things that are unspeakably bad. Photos. 272 pages. HarperCollins. Pub at $27.99 $6.95

4685296 TREASURE ISLANDS: True Tales of a Shipwreck Hunter. By Alec Crawford. From galleons to container ships to trawlers and ocean liners, Crawford has dived countless wrecks and is one of the pioneers of deep-water recovery. Captured here is all the drama and danger of some of his most thrilling dives. 247 pages. Hay House. Paperback. Pub at $14.99 $11.95

4684184 WIZARD: The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla—Biography of a Genius. By Marc J. Seiler. Credited as the inspiration for radio, robots, and even radar, Tesla has been called the patron saint of modern electricity. Based on original material and previously unavailable documents, this is the definitive biography of the man considered by many to be the founding father of modern electronics. 16 pages of photos. 542 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pub at $21.95 $16.95

468463X SHERMAN TANK, VOL. 3: America’s M4A2 Medium Tank in World War II. By David Doyle. Challenging the stereotype that Sherman tanks are these vehicles from concept to combat, through dozens of archival photos, as well as detailed photographs of some of the finest remaining examples of Sherman vehicles. 112 pages. Schiffer $19.95

★ 4683323 THE HATS THAT MADE BRITAIN: A History of the Nation Through Its Headwear. By David Freckle. Reveals much of how a hat history can be understood through its headwear, and in exploring the ways in which a hat speaks volumes about its wearer’s rank and status. Long tells the stories of the people beneath some of the famous hats of history. Illus., many in color. 240 pages. History Press. Pub at $34.95 $27.95

★ 4691792 THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF OZ: An Illustrated History of the American Classic. By John Fricke. Features one of the largest collections of Oz memorabilia, including first-edition covers, a munchkin costume, the Wicked playbill along with the evolving story of America’s favorite fairy tale. Fully illus., most in color. 168 pages. Down East. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub at $18.95 $9.95

★ 4694937 THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AILMENTS AND DISEASES: How to Heal the Conflicted Feelings, Emotions, and Thoughts at the Root of Illness. By Jacques Martel with L. Bernier. Offers a tool to help each of us become our own doctor, therapist, get to know our body better, and recover health and well-being physically, emotionally, mentally, and spiritually. For practitioners and therapists, this reference provides invaluable insights and prompts for healing. 603 pages. Traditions. 8x10. Paperback. Pub at $34.99 $27.95

★ 4691008 THE SEVEN TYPES OF SPIRIT GUIDE: How to Connect and Communicate with Your Cosmic Helpers. By Yarmile Yemoonyah. A spirit guide medium will introduce you to each of the seven types of spirit guides: angels, ancestors, nature spirits, star beings, animal spirits, ascended masters, and deities. You’ll learn the unique reasons your spirit guides come to support you and to guide your personal path. 247 pages. Hay House. Paperback. Pub at $18.95 $13.95

★ 4695798 BLACK HEROES: 51 Inspiring People from Ancient Egypt to Modern-Day U.S.A. By Arlisha Norwood. From the queens and pharaohs of ancient Egypt to modern-day scientists, athletes, and journalists, explore the triumphs and trials of well-known figures like Rosa Parks and Barack Obama. 208 pages. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub at $14.99 $11.95

★ 4685113 FIGHTING IN THE SKY: The Story in Art. By John Fairley. Brings together a dazzling collection of art works covering over 100 years of air warfare, rendering by lively and informative text. The result is a resource that is visually and historically satisfying. 143 pages. Pen & Sword. 11x8¼. Pub at $42.95 $32.95

★ 4689727 FIGHTING IN THE SKY: The Story in Art. By John Fricke. Features one of the seven types of spirit guides: angels, ancestors, nature spirits, star beings, animal spirits, ascended masters, and deities. You’ll learn the unique reasons your spirit guides come to support you and to guide your personal path. 247 pages. Hay House. Paperback. Pub at $18.95 $13.95

★ 4693749 MOZART: The Reign of Love. By Jan Swafford. In his landmark new portrait, Swafford brushes away the myths and brings Mozart indelibly and movingly to life as a force of nature who could rise from a luminous improvisation at the keyboard to meow like a cat and leap over the furniture. As he also reveals, to understand the evolution of Western music, you must understand this singular figure. 16 pages of color illus. 810 pages. Harper. Pub at $45.00 $32.95

★ 4687876 THE HIGHLAND BATTLES: Warfare on Scotland’s Northern Frontier in the Early Middle Ages. By Chris Peers. Explores the initial establishment of the Scottish border and the conflicts which had consequences for Scotland’s relations with England, Ireland and continental Europe. At the same time Peers considers to what extent the fighting methods of the time remained intact into the post-medieval period. 16 pages of color photos. 206 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub at $42.95 $32.95

★ 4687817 ARTILLERY WARFARE, 1939-1945. By Simon & Jonathan Forty. This highly illustrated history stresses the importance of artillery on every front and analyzes how artillery equipment, training, and tactical techniques developed during the war. 224 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub at $42.95 $32.95

★ 4690621 VIBORG 1944: The Last Soviet-Soviet Campaign on the Eastern Front. By Bjar Ingrheim. In this new campaign study, Ingrheim provides an extensive description of the organization of the numerically and wellarmed and equipped and trained Red Army as well as the diplomatic games that lay behind it. He also provides not only the relevant military statistics, but also personal recollections by those who were there. 32 pages of photos. 238 pages. Helion & Company. Paperback. Pub at $44.95 $32.95
NEW NON-FICTION

★ 4696166 SMOKING MEAT MADE EASY: Recipes and Techniques to Master Barbecue. By Amanda Mason. From beef and pork to poultry and game, these recipes are sure to please your palate, and clear instructions will ensure success as you read up on the art and science of smoking. Learn everything from the right wood to preparing your smoker, controlling temperature, and even smoking on a regular BBQ grill. Try St. Louis-Style Smoked Spare Ribs or Smoked Marinated Flank Steak. Color photos. 170 pages. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

★ 4893528 101 EPIC DISHES. By Jet & Ali Tila. Teaches you the most important cooking skills you need to cook your kitchen game up a notch–all while whipping up some delicious dishes. Southwestern BBQ and Ranch Chicken Salad helps you build must-have skills and Crumbly Apple Pie will arm you with the ability to make the perfect pie crust. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $9.95

★ 4995656 POSITIVE POPULISM: Revolutionary Ideas to Rebuild Economic Security, Family, and Community in America. By Steve Hilton. For too long populism has been defined by those who oppose it. By focusing on what populism is for, and not just what it’s against, Hilton provides a coherent philosophy and practical blueprint for how the movement can have an impact beyond its election cycle, and in people's everyday lives. That’s positive populism. 223 pages. Crown. Pub. at $24.00 $9.95


★ 4685938 THE COURAGE TO BE HAPPY. By I. Kishimi & F. Koga. Reveals a liberating new way to think, empowering you to let go of the past, stop worrying about what you “should” do, and use this freedom to create the life you truly desire. Discover the courage to choose happiness. 276 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00 $9.95

★ 4692802 MORE THAN YOU CAN HANDLE. By Nate Pyle. Weaving together his own story, the stories of others, and a powerful look at the life of Jesus, Pyle’s unexpected response to the pain we each experience. As he reminds us, the only thing more overwhelming than the pain of life is the love of a God who walks with us through that pain. 205 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

★ 468502X THE KNITTER’S ACTIVITY BOOK. By Louise Walker. Features knitting patterns for human friends, crossword puzzles, stories and quizzes that will knock your socks off! This fun activity book for knitters is perfect for all skill levels. Fully illus., some in color. 112 pages. Collins & Brown. 8 x 11 x 1. Pub. at $16.95 $9.50

★ 4686039 THE RIGHT KIND OF CRAZY: My Life as a Navy SEAL, Covert Operative, and Bay Street Hunter. By Charles Hoffer. Before colonials could declare independence, they had to undergo a change of heart. Beyond a desire to rebel against merchantable and fiscal policies, they had to believe that they could stand up to the fully armed British military. Hilt on uncovers one story of how Americans found that confidence. Illus. 152 pages. Johns Hopkins. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $9.95


★ 4684877 RESPECT: Everything a Guy Needs to Know About Sex, Love, and Consent. By Irini Chavez Perez. The first guide to sexual health and relationships built around consent. Perez draws on his experience as a sex educator to lay out how to build positive, respectful relationships with friends and partners, and how consent factors in at every stage from introducing yourself to having healthy sex with others. 206 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

★ 4590063 BY DEFEATING MY ENEMIES: Charles XII of Sweden and the Great Northern War 1682-1721. By Michael Glaeser. A military biography of Charles XII of Sweden, the first written in English in over 50 years. Glaeser challenges several traditional accounts by historians of both the old and new schools of Carolean historiography and through a chronological review provides a balanced account of the king’s life. Well illus., some in color. 185 pages. Hellen & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $37.50 $28.95

★ 4588422 THE ICONIC AMERICAN HOUSE: Architectural Masterworks Since 1900. By D. Dominy, photos by R. Powers. Features fifty of the most important and influential houses designed and built in the United States since 1900. Said to be a giant on the shelf, lovers of architecture will enjoy this magnificent volume that presents a stunning array of architectural masterpieces. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10 x 11 x 1. Pub. at $65.00 $47.95

★ 4696247 SICKER, FATTER, POORER: The Unfair Fight Against Obesity and What We Can Do About It. By Leonardo Trasande. Reveals the alarming truth about how hormone-disrupting chemicals are affecting our daily lives—and what we can do to protect ourselves. Through a blend of narrative, scientific detective work, and concrete information about the connections between chemicals and disease, Dr. Trasande shows us how we can help bring long term change to our health and the environment. 221 pages. HHW. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95
NEW NON-FICTION

★ 4690982 ON THE SUFFERING OF THE WORLD. By Arthur Schopenhauer. A collection of Schopenhauer’s (1788-1860) later writings, known for their incisive style and dark, pessimistic view of human existence. 311 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95


4683714 TO HEAL A WOUNDED HEART: The Transcendental Power of Buddhism and Psychotherapy in Action. By Pilar Jennings. Championed by the limitations of her training to respond effectively to the isolating effect of childhood trauma, Jennings takes the unconventional path of inviting her friend Lama Pema–a kindly Tibetan Buddhist monk who experienced his own life-shaping trauma at a very young age–into their sessions with great results. 214 pages. Shambhala. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $5.95

4692898 WHEN GOD RESCRIBITS YOUR LIFE: Science, Faith, Beauty, and Purpose When Life Is Interrupted. By Jaci Velasquez with J.L. Carr. Much of what happens in our lives is not what we planned, not what we expected, and certainly not what we would have chosen. This Velasquez compilation of the lessons she’s learned living a story full of mistakes and grace, rejection and contentment, worldly success and spiritual rest. She reminds us how God loves to rewrite pain and weakness into a glorious tale of redemption. 208 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $13.99 $5.95

★ 4686441 BLUE: The History of a Color. By Michel Pastoureau. This beautifully illustrated volume tells the intriguing story of our favorite color and the cultures that have hated it, loved it, and made it essential to some of our greatest works of art. 216 pages. Princeton. 9½x9¾. Pub. at $35.00 $27.95

★ 4683250 WHAT IS A BIRD? An Exploration of Anatomy, Physiology, Behavior, and Ecology. By Tony D. Williams. In this absorbing and beautifully illustrated exploration of the natural history of birds, Williams integrates physiological adaptations with ecology and behavior and provides insights into our complex relationship with birds–from our enduring fascination with them to the threats they face and the challenges of conservation. 368 pages. Princeton. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $55.00 $41.95

★ 4684338 BRITISH INFANTRYMAN OPERATIONS MANUAL: The British and Commonwealth Soldier 1939-45 (All Models). By Simon Forty. Supported by 230 photographs and illustrations and over 100 badges and insignia, this comprehensive volume shows how the British footsoldiers and the other nationalities who served alongside them–Africans, Australians, Canadians, Indians, New Zealanders, Poles, and others–were as good as any opposition. 172 pages. Haynes. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $36.95 $27.95


★ 4683240 SACRED TREASURE–THE CAIRO GENIZAH: The Amazing Discoveries of Forgotten Jewish History in an Egyptian Synagogue Attic. By Mark Glickman. Glickman discusses why this enormous collection was amassed, how it was discovered and the many lessons to be found in its contents. The importance of the genizah’s contents rivals that of the Rosetta Stone, and by virtue of its sheer mass alone, it will continue to command our attention indefinitely. Illus. 258 pages. Jewish Lights. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

★ 4683285 TRACING YOUR SCOTTISH ANCESTORS, SEVENTH EDITION: The Official Guide to Finding Your Scottish Family History. By Tristram Drane. Written in a friendly and accessible style for the family researcher, this guide covers the latest online facilities in Scotland. Find certificates of births, marriages and deaths, wills, church registers, taxation lists, census records, military records, and much more. Based on this reference, Illus. 258 pages. Birlinn. $13.95

★ 4684206 PSYCHIC SELF-DEFENSE: The Definitive Manual for Protecting Yourself Against Paranormal Attack. By Dion Fortune. After passing herself the subject of a psychic attack in the 1930s, famed British occultist Dion Fortune wrote this detailed instruction manual on protecting oneself from paranormal attack. This classic guide explains how to understand the phenomena of a psychic attack, hauntings, and vampirism, along with specific tactics for self-defense. 302 pages. Weiser. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

★ 4683303 GREAT SMOKIES MYTHS & LEGENDS: The True Stories Behind History’s Mysteries. By Michael B. Bradley. From Houston’s childhood among the Cherokee to the mysterious “road to nowhere,” Bradley makes history fun and pulls back the curtain on some of this national park’s most fascinating and controversial stories. Illus. 196 pages. Globeflower. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

468883X THE KILLER BOOK OF INFAMOUS MURDERS: Incredible Stories, Facts, and Trivia from the World’s Most Notorious Murders. By Tom Philbin. Takes you behind the crime scene tape and deep into the investigations of the most puzzling and notorious cold cases of all time—from murders to kidnappings to massive bombings that were open for years before the criminals were finally brought to justice. Illus. 200 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

4688821 THE KILLER BOOK OF COLD CASES: Incredible Stories, Facts, and Trivia from the Most Baffling True Crime Cases of All Time. By Tom Philbin. Takes you behind the crime scene tape and deep into the investigations of the most puzzling and notorious cold cases of all time—from murders to kidnappings to massive bombings that were open for years before the criminals were finally brought to justice. Illus. 200 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

4690222 BEING AMERICAN IN EUROPE, 1750–1860. By Daniel Kilbride. Tracks the adventures of early American travelers while exploring large questions about how these experiences affected their identity and how they searched the letters, diaries, published accounts, and guidebooks written between the late colonial period and the Civil War. 230 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $37.95 $26.95

4683692 THE PURE JOY OF BEING: An Illustrated Introduction to the Story of the Buddha and the Practice of Meditation. By Fabrice Midal. Teaches that the goal of meditation is to turn us into beings that are more human and capable of thinking, feeling, and loving better. Midal offers contemporary practices to set us on this path. Well illus., most in color. 192 pages. Shambhala. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

4689249 FAXED: The Rise and Fall of the Fax Machine. By Jonathan Cooperstrinl. Explores themes of technology push and market pull, useful innovation and “boondoxing,” packaging of complex tools and technologies into packages designed for novices) while revealing the intentions inspired by the fax–a tool made obsolete by relentless technological innovation. Illus. 300 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95
NEW NON-FICTION

★ 4684109 ROCK FORCE: The American Paratroopers Who Took Back Corregidor and Exacted MacArthur’s Revenge on Japan. By Kevin McCullough. Drawn from firsthand accounts and personal interviews with the battle’s surviving veterans, Maurer delves into this extraordinary tale, uncovering astonishing displays of bravery and heroism during an event nearly forgotten. The Pacific War is the ultimate story of uncommon soldiers showing uncommon courage and winning the redemption of General MacArthur. 16 pages. Color photos. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

★ 4690933 BAG MAN: TheWild Crimes, Audacious Cover-Up & Spectacular Downfall of a Braveheart White House. By Stephen Covey & M. Yanzit. Details the investigation that exposed Vice President Agnew’s crimes, the attempts at a cover-up which involved future president George H.W. Bush—and the backroom bargain that forced Agnew’s resignation but also paved the way for federal prison. Illus. 260 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00

★ 4691210 THE LAST QUEEN: Elizabeth II’s Seventy Year Battle to Save the House of Windsor. By Clive Irving. From the turbulent loves of Princess Margaret to the tragic saga of Princess Diana, from the torments of Prince Charles to the arrival of Meghan Markle, tensions have gripped the House of Windsor. Through all this, Elizabeth II remained steadfast in her values while many of those around her seemed to have none. Irving examines the many pivotal events of the Queen’s reign. 350 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

★ 4682495 THE QUEEN OF AFRICA: How a Decorated WWI Paratrooper Helped Save the Queen Mother, Her Daughters, and Their Power over Humanity. By Philip Agecroft. From the turbulent loves of Princess Margaret to the tragic saga of Princess Diana, from the torments of Prince Charles to the arrival of Meghan Markle, tensions have gripped the House of Windsor. Through all this, Elizabeth II remained steadfast in her values while many of those around her seemed to have none. Irving examines the many pivotal events of the Queen’s reign. 350 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

★ 4683059 A RAY OF LIGHT: A True Story of Triumph over Tragedy. By and with Ashley Ward. From a horse trainer’s mother who moved from Kentucky to the Mountaineer State, 200 pages. Globle Pequot. Pub. at $16.95


★ 4696316 THE TUDORS: Histories of the Unexpected. By Scott Anderson. Chronicles the exploits of four spies—Michael Burke, Frank Wisner, Peter Sichel, and Edward Lansdale. The four ran covert operations across the globe, trying to outwit the KGB in Berlin, while plotting coups and directing wars against Communist insurgents in Asia. It’s also the story of how the U.S. managed to permanently damage its moral standing in the world. 246 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $30.00

★ 4689767 FIND YOUR ZONE OF GENIUS. By Laura Garnett. Being satisfied at work doesn’t have to be a fantasy. Garnett reveals that an empowering career is about embracing your unique strengths in a way that no one else can. Once you discover your genius, you can start seeing your job as part of the career of your dreams. 134 pages. Simple. Pub. at $16.99


★ 4686827 WHEN SHOULD LAW FORGIVE? By Martha Minow. In an age increasingly defined by accusation and resentment, Minow makes an eloquent, deeply researched argument in favor of strengthening the role of law in the administration of law. The result is a lucid and compassionate study of the mechanisms of justice by a legal expert. 252 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

★ 4685358 THE SECOND FOUNDING: How the Civil War and Reconstruction Remade the Constitution. By Eric Foner. Traces the arc of the three foundational Reconstruction amendments from their origins in antebellum activism and adoption amid intense postwar politics to their virtual nullification by narrow Supreme Court decisions and Jim Crow state laws. Illus. 284 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95


★ 469595X EPIDEMICS: The Impact of Germs and Their Power over Humanity. By Joshua S. Loomis. Takes a holistic approach to explaining how disease shapes who we are as people and as nations. Each of the worst epidemic diseases is discussed from the perspective of how it has been a causative agent of change with respect to our history, religious traditions, social structures, and technology. Illus. 324 pages. Turner. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

★ 4683730 MARY BALL WASHINGTON: The Untold Story of George Washington’s Mother. By Craig Shirley. Uncovers startling details about the inner workings of the Washington family, and vividly brings to life a resilient woman who single-handedly raised six children and ran a large farm. Throughout, the author compares and contrasts mother and son illuminating the qualities that made them into what they did become. 344 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

★ 4696862 UNBREAKABLE: The Woman Who Defied the Nazis in the World’s Most Dangerous Horse Race. By Richard Ashkelf. Filled with eccentric aristocrats, socialist spies, dastardly jockeys, and a rule that some considered a sign of madness to take part in, this is a story of endurance and defiance in an age of prejudice and fear. Ashkelf brings to life a unique hero, and an unforgettable love affair between a woman and a horse. Photos. 352 pages. Doubleday. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95


★ 4692851 PUTTING IT TOGETHER AGAIN WHEN IT’S ALL FALLEN APART. By Tom Holladay. The task of starting again can seem impossible. And sometimes you just need to rebuild your confidence and regain a sense of purpose. If you’re trying to find the emotional energy but you just don’t have it in you, let Holladay encourage you with this how-to guide to starting again and getting moving. 192 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

★ 4684249 J.M.W. TURNER THE WILSON SKETCHBOOK. By Andrew Wilton. A pocket-sized facsimile of the most extraordinary and fascinating of all Turner’s sketchbooks. Begun when Turner was only twenty-one, and inspired by the Welsh painter Richard Wilson, the sketches reveal how the young artist’s imagination began to forge a new language for itself. Fully illustrated. Thames & Hudson. AXS Pub. at $14.99
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OLD POSSUM'S BOOK OF PRACTICAL CATS. By T.S. Eliot. These playful verses by a celebrated poet have delighted readers for generations. $9.95


I SOMEHOW SURVIVED: Eyewitness Accounts from World War II. By Klaus G. Forg. An extraordinary collection of true stories of those who survived World War II, based on oral interviews with survivors recorded circa the last two years. They detail a range of wartime experiences and reflect upon one of the most gruesome periods in history. Photos, 172 pages. Greenhill. Pub. at $32.95  $24.95


EINSTEIN'S SHADOW: A Black Hole, a Balloon Astronomer, and the Quest to See the Unseeable. By Seth Fletcher. Follows a team of elite scientists on their historic mission to take the first picture of a black hole, pulling Einstein’s theory of relativity to its ultimate test and helping to answer our deepest questions about space, time, the origins of the universe, and the nature of reality. 255 pages. Eccolo. Pub. at $26.99  $4.95

CARING UNDERSTANDING BEHAVIOR: A Compassionate Guide to Training and Communication. By Beth Pasek. From communication to playing, grooming, feeding, and beyond, you’ll find helpful knowledge and ideas for successful interactions with seniors and all the wonderful years in between. Here’s everything you need to know to become the best cat parent you can be. Color photos. 132 pages. Rockridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $9.95

DANA CARPENDER'S KETO FAT GRAM COUNTER. By Hal Donaldson et al. As the daily news feed full of suffering and injustice scrolls by, it’s easy to question what one person can really do to spark the profound change the world needs. The authors dare to suggest that you possess the power to provoke meaningful change before God has empowered you to help rewrite the story of tomorrow. 233 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $4.95

WHEN BENJAMIN FRANKLIN MET THE REVEREND WHITEFIELD: Witness to History. By Peter Charles Hoffer. In the 1740s, two divinely inspired revolvers—one Anglo-American and one Anglo-American life and thought—the Enlightenment and the Great Awakening. Hoffer takes an encounter between the paragons of each movement, Benjamin Franklin and George Whitefield, as an opportunity to explore the meaning of the beginnings of the modern world. 314 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99  $4.95

GROUNDER: Overcoming the Messages That Shaped Our Past and Limit Our Future. By Elizabeth Metzendor Fisher Good with B. Jusins. Examine the messages you received when you were young, how they shaped your world, and whether you were groomed to live a life that’s not your own. The author gives useful tools and advice on how to overcome areas where we may have been groomed for appearances, to become grounded, and for financial fear. 187 pages. Monthly Review. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $4.95

THEATER OF THE WORLD: The Maps That Made History. By Thomas Reinertsen Berg. Encounter visionary geographers and heroic explorers who plotted the unknown heroes of the mapmaking world, both ancient and modern in this comprehensive work. Berg celebrates the extraordinary maps that women navigators whose work has made history. Well illus. in color. 367 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $35.00  $9.95

LIFE AND CULTURE IN NORTHEAST INDIA. By Dipi Bhalla & Shiv Kunai Verma. Featuring more than three hundred color photographs and twelve detailed maps this magnificent volume will be an essential resource for anyone interested in the peoples and places of Planet Earth. 352 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $99/£11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $55.00  $39.95

JOHN NASH: The Landscape of Love and Solace. By Andy Friend. Drawing on original research, this long-overdue biography explores Nash’s personal and professional relationship to his ultimate talent and helping to answer one of the most pressing questions of his life he shared with his wife, Christine Kuhlenthal, and they with their many “outside loves,” Beautifully illustrated, it offers a compelling narrative of love, tragedy and the pursuit of solace. 352 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $49.95  $29.95

OPERATION I-GO: Yamamoto’s Last Offensive. By Michael John Claringbould. By early 1943 Japanese forces in the South Pacific had suffered three key strategic setbacks at Guadalcanal, Kiska and the Battle of the Bismarck Sea. Japan’s Navy, however, continued to find the theatre was far from spent, and the commander of the IJN Combined Fleet Admiral Yamamoto sensed an opportunity. This is the first detailed account of Operation I-GO. Well illus. 158 pages. Avonmore Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95  $29.95

DISRUPTIVE COMPASSION: Becoming the Revolutionary You Were Born to Be. By Hal Donaldson et al. As the daily news feed full of suffering and injustice scrolls by, it’s easy to question what one person can really do to spark the profound change the world needs. The authors dare to suggest that you possess the power to provoke meaningful change before God has empowered you to help rewrite the story of tomorrow.
NEW NON-FICTION

★ 4688384 GODS AT PLAY: An Eyewitness Account of Great Moments in American Sports. By Tom Callahan. Brimming with colorful vignettes and enlivened by Callahan’s eye for detail, this examination offers surprising portraits of the most celebrated games in sports, 290 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95


★ 4891245 VIKINGS: Legendary Warriors of the Land and Sea. By R. Edelstein & K. Farrell. The Vikings did much more than pillaging and plundering— they sailed the seas over their three centuries of power. They conquered countries thousands of miles from their Nordic home, fostering trade, building empires and making discoveries from the Far East to the Far West. New essence of these seafaring Scandinavians is explored. Well illus., in color. 180 pages. Rockridge. $14.95

★ 4895720 AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE WORKBOOK: Exercises to Build Your Signing Vocabulary. By Rochelle Barlow. Across 30 lessons, you’ll be introduced to ASL essentials—everyday vocabulary, introductory phrases, and conversational basics. You’ll also find signing tips and practice exercises that reinforce each lesson. Well illus. in color. 180 pages. Rockridge. $14.95

★ 4884494 LEGENDS OF THE WILD WEST: True Tales of Rebels & Heroes. By Robert Edsall. TheWild West was the American Dream on steroids. Edsall lists at all the mythical characters; the start of the railroad across the nation; the cost it all dealt to the Native Americans whose land was lost; and the way Hollywood still keeps the dream alive. Fully illus., in many color. 192 pages. Centennial. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 4688546 A SHAKESPEARE MOTLEY: An Illustrated Compendium. Compiled by E. McVeagh & A. Scott. Drawing unusual connections, shielded with nuggets of expert insight and knowledge, and richly illustrated with exclusive images from the collection of the Shakespeare Birthplace Trust, this intriguing miscellany illustrates many facets of Shakespeare’s world. 160 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 4884486 ANNE FRANK: A Complete Illustrated Biography. By Kathleen Fenncoe. This illustrated biography traces Anne’s early years before the Secret Annex, her complex relationship with her family, their two years in hiding, what happened after they were caught by the Nazis—and how the discovery of Anne’s diary led to her publisher to publish it. 192 pages. Centennial. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 4888597 WILL MY CAT EAT MY EYEBALLS? And Other Questions About Dead Bodies. By Caitlin Doughty. Answers the most intriguing questions that Doughty, a mortician, has ever received about what happens to our bodies when we die. She explores everything from ancient Egyptian death rituals and the science of skeletons to flesh-eating insects and the proper depth at which to bury your pet if you want Fluffy to become a mummy. 232 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ 4832726 THE TREATING ARTHRITIS DIET BOOK: Recipes & Reasons. By Christine Horner with M. Hall. Offers a full range of nutritional resources to bring about an improvement for anyone struggling with pain and mobility. With an emphasis on fresh, raw, local ingredients, the recipes included complement the Treating Arthritis program to fuel gentle, natural and manageable steps to reduce pain and improve mobility. 240 pages. Sheldon. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 4696085 PARKINSON’S DISEASE GUIDE FOR THE NEWLY DIAGNOSED. By Peter LeWitt. This extensive, up to date guide is your resource for maintaining the highest quality of life with Parkinson’s disease—with helpful information from how to build a community and patient-caregiver relationships, to assembling your personal care team and more. Rockridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★ 4683277 LLANLLIULT: The Story of a Celic Christian Community. By Philip Morris. Provides the first in-depth history of St. Illtud’s monastery and school. The main focus is on its early development in the context of the Celtic Christian tradition. The author also looks at how the community changed up to the Reformation 1,000 years later, and how the Celtic tradition and memory of Illtud’s mission has been kept alive. Open. 16 pages color illus. 171 pages. Rockridge. $14.99

★ 4685771 BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO AQUAPONICS: Step-by-Step Systems for Plants and Fish. By Seth Connell. Discover a sustainable and ecologically friendly way to grow your food—while using a fraction of water, land, and labor that conventional gardens require. Whether it’s understanding how to balance water chemistry, picking your optimal fish and plants, or assembling aquaponic setups you’ll find everything you need to know in color diagrams and step-by-step text. 144 pages. Rockridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 4696042 MASTER YOUR MIND: Cracking the Code and Activating to Boost Brain Power and Think Smarter. By Marcel Danesi. This modern critical thinking workshop will teach you how to be on your toes mentally, filtering information, deciding logically with reason, and assessing validity. You’ll learn to think twice and become a better decision-maker and problem-solver. 140 pages. Rockridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95


★ 4696379 GETTING THROUGH IT: Reclaim & Rebuild Your Life After Adversity, Change, or Trauma. By Alexandra Chauran. Discover creative and alternative methods of healing, how to recover your emotional and physical strength, and ways to find your new normal. Filled with exercises and meditations, this uplifting guide offers you the hope and courage to navigate these life-changing challenges. 192 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ 468334X EASY CHICKEN COOKBOOK: 75 Simple Meals for Every Day. By Sheila Thigpen. Discover chicken recipes organized by: five ingredients; four ingredients; five; three ingredients; one pan; one pot; and one slow cooker or slow cooker. Delicious meals include Pad Thai with Crunchy Peanuts; Hot Honey and Garlic Glazed Drumsticks; and Slow Cooker Gyro-Style Chicken Cones. Color illus.

★ 4833226 THE TREATING ARTHRITIS DIET BOOK: Recipes & Reasons. By Christine Horner with M. Hall. Offers a full range of nutritional resources to bring about an improvement for anyone struggling with pain and mobility. With an emphasis on fresh, raw, local ingredients, the recipes included complement the Treating Arthritis program to fuel gentle, natural and manageable steps to reduce pain and improve mobility. 240 pages. Sheldon. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
NEW NON-FICTION

★469014 NAPOLEON’S SHIELD AND GUARDIAN: The Unconquerable General. By Edward Ryan. General Pierre Daniel Cassignol was a loyal and courageous Tower of Napoleon who enlisted as a private soldier and rose to become a much-decorated Baron of the Empire. Here is the story of his meteoric rise, his trials cheered through hard fights and bravery. 12 pages of illus., some in color. 424 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $44.95 $7.95

★468541 THE HISTORY OF ANCIENT ASIA. By Merideth MacArde. This history encompasses Mesopotamia, Arabia and Turkey, across the continent to China and Japan, south to India and parts of Indonesia, and north to the steppes of Central Asia and the Arctic coast. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Worth. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

★468538 AFGHANISTAN, SECOND EDITION: A Companion and Guide. By B. Ormani & M. Leeming. Afghanistan is unjustly considered by many in the West as a barbarous backwater, and in this companion the authors aim to dispel this image in a comprehensive introduction to 3,500 years of Afghan culture. Includes practical advice for travelers. Well illus., most in color. 758 pages. Odyssey. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $12.95

★469559 WHO OWNS AMERICA’S PAST? The Smithsonian and the Problem of History. By Robert C. Pest. Examines the different ways that the Smithsonian’s exhibitions have been conceived and designed, whether to educate visitors, celebrate an important war memorial or cater to donor demands or partisan agendas. Pest gives the reader a behind the scenes view of internal tempests as they brew and how different personalities argued about the best way to present the past of America. 32 pages of illus. 370 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $31.95 $5.95

★469048 TO TOUCH THE FACE OF GOD: The Sacred, the Profane, and the American Space Program, 1957-1975. By Kendrick Oliver. Explores the role played by religious motivations in the formation of the space program and discusses the responses of religious thinkers such as Paul Tillich and C.S. Lewis. Examines the attitudes of religious Americans. Oliver finds that the space program can be a source of anxiety as well as inspiration. Photos. 229 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $42.95 $5.95

★468993 THE ULTIMATE JOKE CHALLENGE: Battle the Whole Family with These Silly Jokes! By Jimmy Nino. In this fun volume, players learn to compete in multilevel rounds of hilarious jokes, silly tongue twisters, and brainteasers. A perfect family ultimate question: who will get the most laughs? Ages 7-10. 116 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★468630 AMERICAN SONNETS FOR MY PAST AND FUTURE ASSASSIN. By Terrance Hayes. In seventy poems, Hayes explores the meanings of American, of assassin, and love in the sonnet form. 91 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $9.00 $5.95

★468809 MY FIRST GRADE MATH WORKBOOK: Make Learning Fun! By Lena Attree. From counting challenges to fill in the blanks to color by numbers, the activities are designed to help kids learn arithmetic, comparison, measurement, patterns, time, and more while they play. Grade One. 112 pages. Rockridge. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★468884 MAKE VIRTUAL MOUNTAIN MATTER. By Paul Axtell. An update to the original Make Meetings Matter, this volume is tailor-made to help consumers get the most from every reading for yourself and even your friends. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Zeltgeist. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


★468840 TELL THE TRUTH AND SHUT UP. By Sharon W. Trotter & Debbie A. Martin. Helps you discover the tricks your mind uses to spin the truth, and gives you the tools you need to speak the truth instead. 128 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

★468576 MODERN KAZAKHSTAN: Nomadic Routes from Caspian to Altai (The Expo Manuscript). By P. Dennis & A. Callan. The political independence and the discovery of oil has come huge change to this region and rapid modernization, and Kazakhstan today stands as Central Asia’s most successful modernizing nation. In this guide book readers are introduced to the rich history of this land of rich history, inspirational landscapes and welcoming people continue to share its wonders with an inquisitive world. Fully illus., most in color. 236 pages. Odyssey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $8.95


★468604 THE FOUR SACRED SECRETS: For Love and Prosperity–A Guide to Living in a Beautiful State. By Krishnaji & Preetnaj. The authors explore conscious wealth creation, discovering love in partnered relationships, and finding peace within oneself. They provide simple and effective meditations, anecdotal lessons, and powerful insights that will transform your life and transform your dreams into realities. 184 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

★468989 WARGAME THE SPANISH ARMADA 1588: Battle for Britain. By P. Dennis & A. Callan. The squadrons of Queen Elizabeth’s “Sea Dogs” clash once more with King Philip of Spain’s mighty fleets in this fast-paced, action-packed wargame! Contained in this source book are profile models of all but the smallest vessels in the fleets—expertly illustrated pieces that can be cut-out and glued together for your next table-top session. 40 pages. Helion & Company. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95
NEW NON-FICTION

4685962 EXPOSURE: Poisoned Water, Corporate Greed, and One Lawyer’s Twenty-Year Battle Against DuPont. By Robert Bilott. The unforgettable drama about malice and manipulation, the failings of environmental regulation, and one lawyer’s quest to expose the truth about this previously unknown—and still unacknowledged—clinical that presents one of the greatest human health crises of the twenty-first century. 386 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

4695631 LOVE YOU HARD: A Memoir of Marriage, Brain Injury, and Reinventing Love. By Abby Maslin. Told from the caregiver’s perspective, this memoir is a daring exploration of true love: what it means to love beyond language, beyond abilities, and into the place that reveals who we really are. 306 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

4699550 ALL THAT YOU LEAVE BEHIND: A Memoir. By Erin Lee Carr. A poignant coming of age story that offers a raw and honest glimpse into the multi-layered relationship between a daughter and a father. Through this lens, Carr comes to understand her own workplace missteps, existential crises, and relationship failings. It’s a window into love, with all of its fierce good and frustrations. Photos. 240 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

4683536 ALL ABOUT NUBBLE LIGHT: Cape Neddick Light Station, York, Maine. By Jeremy D’Entremont. A treasure trove of facts, figures, history, and folklore surrounding this maritime beacon, long at the center of Maine’s maritime history and lore. Well illus., many in color. 160 pages. Cider Mill. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95


469048x SCIENCE UNSHACKLED. By C. Renee Sanders. Reveals how obscure studies of natural phenomena—including curved space, poisonous cone snails, exploding black holes and the precise chemical makeup of the sun—led unexpectedly to WiFi, GPS, genetic sequencing, pain medications, and cancer treatments. 198 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

4692110 NERVES OF STEEL. By Tammie Jo Shults. Fasten your seatbelt for a story of determination, dignity, and daring as Shults shares her journey from ranch kid to celebrated pilot. She became one of the first women to fly the Navy’s F/A-18 Hornet fighter jet before going on to fly commercially for Southwest Airlines. Ages 10 & up. 166 pages. Illus. in color. 182 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

4692837 PERMISSION GRANTED: Be Who You Were Made to Be and Let Go of the Rest. By Melissa Camara Watkins. Trying to fix yourself is exhausting. But being yourself is both possible and liberating. The key is a simple heart shift from chasing after perfection to learning to tell a truer story about yourself, the world, and your place in it. Watkins explores how to get comfortable living in your own skin. 218 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

4696107 THE PRINT PENMANSHIP WORKBOOK FOR KIDS: Improve Your Handwriting with Fun Animal Facts. By Crystal Radic. Your child will develop early writing and reading skills while helping everyone loves—animals. They’ll start by tracing and copying the alphabet in uppercase and lowercase letters, and move on to words and eventually full sentences. Ages 6-9. Illus. in color. Rockridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95


4688055 WE ARE INDIVISIBLE: A Blueprint for Democracy After Trump. By L. Greenberg & E. Levin. This is a story of a democracy under threat and about a movement rising up to respond. This book explains how to make Congress work, how to build power together, and how to win. This title is for anyone worried about the state of democracy in America and wondering, what more can we do? Atria. Pub. at $27.00 $5.75

469063x COMPLETE DIABETES GUIDE, SECOND EDITION: Advice for Managing Type 2 Diabetes. By K. Graham & M. Shomali. A complicated disease, this guide is written in straightforward, plain language that you can understand, with everything you need to know about Type 2 Diabetes. It gives you recommendations on how to prevent and reduce problems that can develop and offers reliable medical information. Well illus. In color. 416 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $22.95

468094x FLASH GORDON: The Official Story of the Film. By John Walsh. Released in 1980, it became an instant cult favorite. One of the most quotable and beloved sci-fi films ever, it is legendary for its unique look, tone, and iconic soundtrack. This beautifully illustrated volume will delve into the making of the movie and celebrate its legacy. 192 pages. Titan. 10"x13". Pub. at $30.00 $37.95

4688856 ME AND WHITE SUPREMACY: Combat Racism, Create Systemic Change, and Become a Good Ancestor. By Layla Saad. Teaches readers to understand their white privilege and their participation in white supremacy so that they can stop inflicting damage on People of Color and, in turn, help other white people do better too. 236 pages. Sourcebooks. Pub. at $25.99 $18.95

4695917 EASY DUTCH OVEN COOKING: 101 Contemporary Recipes: Less is More. By Sara Furconi. From poaching eggs and baking casseroles to sautéing veggies, this Dutch oven collection offers up tasty dishes that don’t require lots of prep and cleanup time. 100 classic and contemporary recipes like: Pork Chops with Chile and Roast Whole Chicken, you just might have discovered your forever pot. Look for dietary icons like vegetarian and gluten-free. Color photos. 182 pages. Rockridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

4695941 THE ENGLISH GRAMMAR WORKBOOK FOR ADULTS: A Self-Study Guide to Improve Functional Writing. By Michael DiGiacomo. No matter your current skill level, this grammar workbook is here to help improve your writing fluency so you can gain confidence while crafting emails, writing cover letters, conducting daily business, and composing personal correspondence. Learn essential elements, then apply what you’ve learned to everyday situations. 8x10". Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $14.95


4696174 SOURDOUGH COOKBOOK FOR BEGINNERS: A Step-by-Step Introduction to Make Your Own Fermented Baked Goods. By E. Roush & M. Johnson. Get started with simple instructions paired with toasted photos, covering the basics of bringing your sourdough starter to life, helping it thrive. Then try your hand at dozens of crusty artisan-style breads, flavored pan loaves, pasta, pizza, specialty breads, and even unique baked goods you can make with the leftover starter. 166 pages. Rockridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95
NEW NON-FICTION

★ 4683455 YOGA FOR HOLISTIC HEALING: Poses & Sequences for Pain and Stress Relief. By Bonnie Golden. When you want to address a specific injury, alleviate general soreness and stiffness, or simply take good care of your body and mind, yoga has a multitude of benefits for your overall health and healing—being. Golden offers an easy and approachable yoga sequences for relieving pain and stress so you can get back to feeling your best. Illus. 200 pages. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 469581X CAST-IRON COOKBOOK FOR BEGINNERS: Easy Recipes for the Greatest Skillet on Earth. By Betsy Eavey. Four all in one guide to getting the most out of one of the oldest, most resilient pieces of kitchen equipment, along with dozens of one-pan recipes and helpful cooking tips. Recipes include Sesame Cauliflower, Upside-Down Apple Cider, and Shepherds Pie. Color photos. 171 pages. $21.95

★ 4684656 THE THUNDERBIRDS: The United States Air Force’s Flight Demonstration Team, 1953 to the Present. By Ken Neubeck. Details the origins and early formation of the U.S. Air Force Thunderbirds, as well as describing the different model aircraft that the team has flown during its nearly 70 year history. Neubeck also presents graphic and photographic descriptions of some of the team’s signature maneuvers that both supports and records vertebrate life, and presents an outstanding collection of captivating photographs of all eight species of Bears—the American and Asian black bears, the spectacled bear and the sloth bear. Divided into two well-known sections: 1,200 Dead Sam Campground & Coupon Guide. By Margot Bigg et al. The most comprehensive camping resource available, this guide includes detailed campground information for all the best remote electronic collar. In as much as you can choose the right remote electronic collar. Did the story of one fierce battle fought by 160,000 soldiers over four days, producing 21,000 casualties, left to be cared for by 2,500 residents of one town: Gettysburg. Well illus., many in color. 336 pages. Carolina Wren. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

★ 4690583 THE UNFOLDING WORD: The Story of the Bible from Creation to New Creation. By Zach Keele. The Bible is more than a collection of isolated stories, and with this volume Keele helps readers understand the narrative shape of the Bible and how each of its parts collectively tell one grand story. Illus. 350 pages. Lexham. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

★ 4683145 BULLETS & BANDAGES: The Aid Stations and Field Hospitals at Gettysburg. By James Gindlesperger. The story of the aftermath of one fierce battle fought by 160,000 soldiers over four days, producing 21,000 casualties, left to be cared for by 2,500 residents of one town: Gettysburg. Well illus., many in color. 336 pages. Carolina Wren. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

★ 4684572 BEARS: Stunning Photographs of All the World’s Species. By Tom Jackson. Presents an outstanding collection of captivating photographs of all eight species of Bears—the American and Asian black bears, the polar bear, panda, brown bear, sun bear, spectacled bear and the sloth bear. Divided into chapters showing each type, Jackson reveals how they live, hunt and breed. 224 pages. Amber Books. 97xW12. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

★ 4682905 BONES: Inside and Out. By Roy A. Meats. Explores and exists this amazing material that both supports and records vertebrate life, and investigates the diverse roles bone has played in human culture throughout history. Approachable and entertaining, Dr. Meats richly illuminates our bodies’ essential framework. Illus. 294 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

★ 4687841 CHINA STATION: The British Military in the Middle Kingdom 1839-1997. By Mark Felton. This study demonstrates that the British military has played an instrumental role in many of the great changes that have swept China over the last two centuries. Photos. 217 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

★ 4693124 THE FALKLANDS WAR: There and Back Again. By M. Norman & M. Jones. Norman and Jones’s dramatic account draws upon Norman’s vivid recollections, the log book and action reports of the defense of Government House and Stanley, the testimony of Marines under Norman’s command and recently released government documents. It is a powerful and moving tribute to men who confronted the Argentinian invaders and then fought to regain the Falklands. 16 pages of photos. 230 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

★ 4690877 COAL MINE OPERATIONS MANUAL. By Chris McNab. Provides an accessible insight into the engineering history of UK coal mines both above and below ground. McNab explains in detail all the key elements that made a mine function, from shaft sinking, cage winding and mine layout to mechanical haulage, coaling-cutting technologies and surface coal processing. Well illus., many in color. 156 pages. Haynes. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

★ 4682279 THE ART OF TRAINING YOUR DOG: How to Gently Teach Good Behavior Using an E-Collar. By The Monks of New Skete and M. Goldberg. Presents for the first time a new compassionate and efficient system for training your dogs, with background and advice on choosing the right remote electronic collar. In little more than a week, most pups will master skills like great leash manners; obey commands such as sit; stop troublesome behaviors; and play safely off leash with consistent recall. Well illus. in color. 280 pages. Countyman. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

★ 4683307 PRISONERS OF HISTORY: What Monuments to World War II Tell Us about Our History and Ourselves. By Keith Lowe. Takes the reader on a global tour from Berlin to Moscow, Seoul to Hiroshima, the Philippines to Israel, Lithuania to the United States, and uses monuments from those countries—shown by people from around the world have attempted to sculpt their history in the wake of WWII. Illus. 346 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★ 4684621 MAUSER RIFLES, VOL. 1, 1870-1916. By Luc Guillou. Presents the design, manufacturing, development, and combat usage of the various models from 1870–or Gewehr 71–exploring each variant, then following with detailed discussions on the models 1871/84, 88, and 98. Accessories such as ammunition, ammo pouches, bayonets, magazines, scopes, and cleaning kits are featured throughout as well. Fully illus., most in color. 80 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95


★ 4683793 2021 GOOD SAM CAMPGROUND & COUPON GUIDE. By Margot Bigg et al. The most comprehensive camping resource available, this guide includes detailed campground information for 2,100 Good Sam Park locations. Also included are expanded travel articles on must-see destinations for every state and region, as well as RV Road trips through some of the country’s most scenic regions. Illus. in color. 1280 pages. Good Sam. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

★ 4684648 SORUY, HIROYU, & UNRYU-CLASS AIRCRAFT CARRIERS: In the Imperial Japanese Navy During World War II. By L. Althberg & H. Lengerer. Covers the design and construction of the two well-known Suryo and Hiroyu carriers, and the lesser-known ships of the Unryu-class, and tells the story of original Japanese material, including numerous photos, drawings and specifications. 128 pages. Schiffer. $21.95

★ 4689410 HELL PASS: Life and Death in the Old West’s Most Dangerous Town. By Samuel K. Dolan. Spanning nearly a thirty-year period, from 1889 through the early 1900s, this is the true story of the desperate men and notorious women that made El Paso, Texas, the Old West’s most dangerous town. Well illus. 450 pages. TwoDot. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95
NEW NON-FICTION

★ 4683153 FOURTEENTH COLONY: The Forgotten Story of the Gulf South During America’s Revolutionary Era. By Mike Buff. Offers a first comprehensive history of the fourteenth colony—which stretched from the Mississippi to the Apalachicola and across portions of what are now Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana—restoring West Florida on a rightful place in the map of America. Illus. 289 pages. NewSouth. Pub. at $28.95  $21.95

★ 4685156 IN SEARCH OF ANGELS: Travels to the Edge of the World. By Alistair Moffat. From the barren Garvelachas and the “great garden” of Lomnica to the haunting calm of Lorn Bay and the grandeur of Applecross, Moffat travels in search of the illusive “white martyrs.” Reflecting on the lives they lived and the world they inhabited, he finds their traces not so much in tangible remains as in the spirit and memory of places that lay at the very edge of the world. 298 pages. Birlinn. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

★ 4684303 WUHAN DIARY: Dispatches from a Quarantined City. By Fang Fang. Blending the intimate and the epic, the profound and the quotidiantional, this first-person account of life in Wuhan during the COVID-19 outbreak is a remarkable record of an extraordinary time. With the pandemic extending its reach across the globe, we are able to identify patterns and errors that might predict future viral outbreaks. 380 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99  $21.95

★ 4690031 DRAWING TREES & FLOWERS. By M. Eggleton & D. John-Naylor. This detailed comprehensive guide will take you through a variety of drawing techniques and paper surfaces and the easy to follow basic steps, stages will equip you to try any advanced techniques. Includes 19 wonderful step by step projects. Fully illus., some in color. 206 pages. Search. $9.95

★ 4690794 THE NUTRITIONIST'S KITCHEN: Transform Your Diet and Discover the Healing Power of Whole Foods. By Carly Knowles. Offers an approachable guide that includes the latest science and nutrition recommendations to help you restore balance and promote optimal health and wellness. Use the seasonal qualities chart to identify your unique constitution and align your diet and lifestyle accordingly. Includes 60 nutrient-dense recipes. Color photos. 256 pages. Roost. Pub. at $29.95  $17.95

★ 4690869 THE BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO MUSHROOMS: Everything You Need to Know, From Foraging to Cultivating. By B.A. Bunyard & T. Lynch. Your ultimate guide to mycology, whether you've never picked a mushroom in your life or you've been cultivating mushrooms at home for years. You'll find all the major groups of wild mushrooms and how to identify them; step by step instruction for mushroom cultivation; and recipes and preservation techniques. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Quarry. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99  $17.95

★ 4691075 SEW BEAUTIFUL: Make Stylish Handmade Clothing with Simple Stitch-and-Wear Patterns. By Kennis Wong. Stitch your way to a stylish new wardrobe with this collection of beautiful, modern patterns and step by step instructions. Features eight different patterns in sizes 0 through 20, with 18 variations spread across the designs. There are so many options to mix and match. All pattern pieces for each design are spread across the pages. Will illus. in color. 192 pages. Page Street. 9¾x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99  $17.95

★ 4684435 THE MEATEATER GUIDE TO WILDERNESS SKILLS & SURVIVAL. By Steven Rinella. For anyone planning to spend time outdoors, this is the perfect antidote to the sensationalist hype of the modern survival genre. Informed by the real-life experiences of a renowned outdoorsman, its pages are packed with tried and true tips, techniques, and gear recommendations. Illus. 440 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00  $17.95

★ 4695763 BACKYARD BEEKEEPING: Everything You Need to Know to Start Your First Hive. By David & Shen Burns. Sure they will get buzzing with an overview of some of the gear you’ll need, a look at the life of bees, and guidance for choosing the right hive. Find step by step instructions on hive assembly as well as advice on installing and feeding your bees. Learn when and how to inspect the hive. Color photos. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99  $11.95

★ 4690990 POCKET GUIDE TO CALLIGRAPHY. By J. Daniels & N. Dunn. Pick up your brush and start creating beautiful lettering in this easy to follow introduction to calligraphy. You’ll learn the basic techniques of traditional calligraphy through four classic alphabets, and become familiar with which pens and inks to use. Fully illus. 64 pages. Quarry. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95  $8.95


★ 4691598 CALIFORNIA MISSIONS. By Londie Garcia Padelsky with B. Prunty. Showcases beautiful photographs of the California missions, identifying unique religious and historical artifacts. Throughout, Padelsky takes the reader on a tour of these precious, historical structures preserved in their timeless beauty. 152 pages. Stecklein. 9½x6¾. Pub. at $35.00  $19.95

★ 4683684 AN OCEAN OF BLESSINGS. By Penor Rinpoche III. This inspiring work is the first available collection of teachings by one of the most well-known Nyingmapa masters of the twentieth century. Profound yet accessible, this work serves to remind Buddhist practitioners of the heart of the tantric and Dzogchen traditions. 149 pages. Shambhala. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95  $17.95


★ 4686385 CALIFORNIA WILDFLOWERS. By David & Sheri Burns. Suit up and go for these precious, historical structures preserved in their timeless beauty. 152 pages. Stecklein. 9½x6¾. Pub. at $35.00  $19.95


★ 4683358 FORAGING COOKBOOK: 75 Recipes To Make the Most of Your Foraged Finds. By Karen Stephenson. From Baked Veggie Burgers to Wild Pizza, this comprehensive foraging cookbook delivers everything you need to transform fresh, found edible into delectable dishes your whole family will enjoy like Superfood Beef Tacos, Maitake Omelet, Chanterelle Salad Dressing. Color photos. 174 pages. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95

★ 4685385 HUDSON VALLEY HISTORY & MYSTERY. By Michael Adamovich. Twenty historically unique and mysterious sites in the Hudson Valley region of New York are detailed here from enigmatic waterfalls. Tales of ghosts and strange creatures abound. Includes what you need to know to visit these historic, timeless beauty. 152 pages. Steinke. 9¾x6¾. Pub. at $35.00  $19.95

★ 4695902 THE HOLISTIC FIBROMYALGIA TREATMENT PLAN. By Amarisil Mendez. From natural remedies to mindful practices and gentle stretching and exercise routines, this guide can help you live a healthier lifestyle while enhancing digestion, emotional health, physical movement, and restorative sleep. Color drawings. 166 pages. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99  $11.95


★ 4685385 HUDSON VALLEY HISTORY & MYSTERY. By Michael Adamovich. Twenty historically unique and mysterious sites in the Hudson Valley region of New York are detailed here from enigmatic waterfalls. Tales of ghosts and strange creatures abound. Includes what you need to know to visit these historic, timeless beauty. 152 pages. Steinke. 9¾x6¾. Pub. at $35.00  $19.95

★ 4695902 THE HOLISTIC FIBROMYALGIA TREATMENT PLAN. By Amarisil Mendez. From natural remedies to mindful practices and gentle stretching and exercise routines, this guide can help you live a healthier lifestyle while enhancing digestion, emotional health, physical movement, and restorative sleep. Color drawings. 166 pages. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99  $11.95
**4685342**  W. Winston Churchill’s ILLNESSES, 1886-1965: Courage, Resistance, Determination. By A. Vale & J. Scadding. This definitive account of Churchill’s major illnesses, from an episode of childhood pneumonia in 1886 until his death in 1965. The authors have adopted a thorough approach in gaining access to numerous sources of medical evidence and memoirs of them new. 160 pages. photos. 522 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95  $39.95

**468531X**  ULTIMATE SPITFIRES. By Peter Caygill. Explains the design details, development and flight testing of twelve models and also covers their operational roles and history. Lengthy appendices will include Griffon-powered Spitfire aces, V1 destruction aces, and Griffon-powered Spitfire losses. 24 pages of photos. 138 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95  $19.95

**4685210**  THE ROMAN EMPIRE AND THE SILK ROUTES: The Ancient World Economy & the Empires of Parthia, Central Asia & Han China. By Raoul McLaughlin. Investigates contacts between Rome and the powerful empires of Inner Asia, including the Han Dynasty. McLaughlin explains the development of international commerce, especially the role that China and the Xiongnu (Huns) played in the formation of Silk Routes across Central Asia. Illus. 262 pages. $29.95

**4693167**  HOW TO SURVIVE IN ANCIENT ROME. By L.J. Trafford. Part self-help guide, part survival guide, part time-travel guide, this lively and engaging narrative will help the reader deal with the many problems and new experiences that they would face, and also help them to see how they would thrive in the strange new environment of Ancient Rome. Illus. 147 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95  $19.95

**469415**  ENDING HUNGER: The Quest to Feed the World Without Destroying It. By Anthony Warner. Drawing on years of experience within the food industry, Warner invites us to reexamine what we think we know about food. He uncovers the parallels between eating locally and 1930s fascism; promotes the potential for good in the world we live in; and offers a practical, easy-to-follow guide to the kind of future we can create. 283 pages. $26.95

**4685717**  THE ENGLISH LANDSCAPE GARDEN IN EUROPE. By Michael Symes. Provides an overview of the extent to which the 18th-century English landscape garden spread throughout Europe and Russia. Each country is considered individually with a special chapter devoted to "Le Jardin Angl-Chinois," since that constitutes a major issue of national history. Illus. 128 pages. Historic England. Paperback.  $9.95

**4691180**  DC SUPER HERO MATH AND TECH. By Jennifer Hackett. The world of math and tech has never been more thrilling: master operations with Superman, write code with Green Lantern, compare fractions with Bart Simpson, analyze data with Batgirl, tackle word problems with Wonder Woman, and solve tech challenges with Cyborg! Ages 6 & up. Fully Illus. In color. 112 pages. DownTown. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99  $9.95


**4685797**  OVERCOMING PANIC ATTACKS: Effective Strategies for Facing Anxiety and Taking Charge of Your Life. By David Shanley. Unpacks the causes of panic attacks across many different life situations, and offers you hope through tangible strategies to effectively cope. 112 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

**4685261**  TEACH YOUR DOG GAELIC. By Anne Cakebread. Ever wanted to learn Gaelic, but don’t have anyone to practice with? Well, why not learn with your best friend–your dog. This step by step guide provides words and phrases for both you and your dog to learn. Illus. in color. Y Lolfa. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

**4688066**  INTUITIVE EATING: A Revolutionary Program That Works. By E. Trubel & E. Resch. Create a healthy relationship with food, mind and body with this go-to guide. Learn how to nurture your body rather than starve it, reconnect with your desire, create rituals for hunger, fullness, and satisfaction, and find the weight you are meant to be. 344 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99  $4.95

**4684924**  THE TROPICS OF EMPIRE: Why Columbus Sailed South with the Indies. By Nicolas Wey Gomez. Drawing on sources that include official debates over Columbus’s proposal to the Spanish Crown, Columbus’s own writings and annotations, and accounts by early biographers, Gomez rewrites the geographical history of the discovery of the Americas. Illus. in color. 592 pages. MIT Press.  $4.95

**4688147**  WOMEN ROWING NORTH: Navigating Life’s Currents and Flourishing As We Age. By Mary Anne Rockridge. 592 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

**4683412**  REAL CHEMISTRY EXPERIMENTS: 40 Exciting STEAM Activities for Kids. By Edward P. Zorinika. Become a better problem solver, inventor, and innovator with these fascinating chemistry experiments. Each one has a clear question that’s being asked, step by step instructions, a list of materials you’ll need, prompts to help you record your observations, and more. Ages 8-12. Fully Illus. in color. 122 pages. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99  $4.95

**4681113**  WITHOUT BEYOND FABERGE: Imperial Russian Jewelry. By M. Betteley & D. Schimmelpenninck van der Oye. In this rare look at the exquisite world of Russian treasures that lies beyond Faberge, the authors offer the first systematic survey in any language of the leading jewelers and silver masters of Imperial Russia. They skillfully unfold their lives, histories, creations, and makers’ marks of the artisans whose jewels and silver masterworks bedazzled the tsars. Illus. most in color. 384 pages. Schiffer. Vol. I. Pbk. $75.00  Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**4696352**  NINJA FOODI GRILL COOKBOOK FOR BEGINNERS: 75 Recipes for Indoor Grilling and Air Frying Perfection. By Kenzie Swanhart. Provides step-by-step instructions, care and maintenance tips, pro advice on accessories, and how-to grilling techniques for your new Ninja Foodi appliance. Along with delicious recipes such as Bacon Brussels Sprouts; Chili-Rubbed Flank Steak, and Maple-Glazed Chicken Wings, everything you need to get started is right here! Color photos. 216 pages. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99  $14.95
NEW NON-FICTION

★ 4695887 CROSSWORD PUZZLES FOR KIDS. By Paolo Pasco. Ready for a new challenge? This collection is sure to delight kids aged 6-12 with hours of activities and a wide variety of perplexing puzzles that are the perfect screen-free activity for family trips, rainy days, and after-school downtime. Solutions provided. 128 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


★ 4688866 VACCINES: Baby Medical School. By Cara & Jon Florance. When you get sick, your immune system works hard to help you get better. But some germs are so bad that you don’t want to be sick with them ever. Vaccines to the rescue! Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. Sourcebooks. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 4687900 THE MACEDONIAN PHALANX: Battle, Organization & Tactics from Philip & Alexander to the Roman Conquest. By Richard Taylor. Gives an overview of the phalanx’s development, organization, equipment and training. Analyzes the reasons for its success, with an emphasis on case studies of the many battles in which it was used, from Philip II’s reign to the Mithridatic Wars. Illus. 482 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $49.95 $37.95

★ 4683382 LEARN TO READ: Sight Words Storybook. By Kimberly Ann Kiedrowski, illus. by C. Kay. Contains twenty-six stories and fun activities that feature 50 of the most common sight words, which will help children get a head start on these words and greatly speed up the process of becoming an independent, successful reader. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. Rockridge. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


★ 4696077 THE ONE-POt CASSEROLE COOKBOOK: Easy Oven-to-Table Recipes. By Sara Mellas. Nothing beats the authentic taste of a piping-hot, home-cooked casserole right from the oven. Here are 75 easy, tasty one-pot dishes along with: casserole basics, storing, and freezing tips; and egg, dairy, gluten and nut-free, vegetarian, vegan, make-ahead, and freezer friendly options. Recipes include dishes such as macaroni and cheese, chicken and vegetables, beef and noodles—among many others. 150 pages. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 4688837 SMOKEHOUSE HAM, SPOON BREAD & SCUPPERNONG WINE, 10-YEAR ANNIVERSARY EDITION. By Joseph E. Dabney. A sequel to the award-winning work and a brand-new no-dig garden from scratch; go no-dig with raised beds; recycle logs, brush, and other yard waste by building raised planting mounds; set up a keyhole garden to grow plants and make compost in the same spot; and much more. Well illus. in color. Sourcebooks. 228 pages. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 4690085 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO NO-DIG GARDENING: Grow Beautiful Vegetables, Herbs, and Flowers—the Easy Way! By Charlie Nardozzi. Features step by step instructions to create a brand-new no-dig garden from scratch; go no-dig with raised beds; recycle logs, brush, and other yard waste by building raised planting mounds; set up a keyhole garden to grow plants and make compost in the same spot; and much more. Well illus. in color. Sourcebooks. 228 pages. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 468513X GERMAN MOUNTAIN TROOPS 1939-42: Casemate Illustrated. By Yves Beraud. A fully illustrated account of the development of the elite mountain troops, Gebirgsgruppen, both before and during the war; and their operations in Western Europe, North Africa, the Balkans and on the Eastern Front during the early years of WWII. 128 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 4685049 OPERATION BAGRATION: Casemate Illustrated. By Ian Baxter. With detailed captions and together with color profiles and maps, this reference provides an absorbing insight into the Russian offensive and ensuing German defeat, using a wide variety of rare and previously unpublished photographs. 128 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95


★ 4683188 MAKE YOUR OWN KITCHEN TOOLS: Simple Woodworking Projects for Everyday Use. By David Fiscello. A selection of easy to build projects that will deliver a genuine work–and handmade flavor–to your busy kitchen. Projects, with complete instructions, include a pizza rocker, segmented bowl, beer caddy and more. Fully illus. in color. 165 pages. Cedar Lane. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95
**NEW NON-FICTION**


- **4688775** THE GENERAL & MRS. WASHINGTON: The Untold Story of a Marriage and a Revolution. By Bruce Chadwick. This heartwarming, previously untold story of General and Mrs. Washington’s marriage Chronicles how Martha came to the aid of her husband and her fellow countrymen during the bitter winter months of the Revolution, often riding hundreds of miles from her home in Virginia. Illus. 400 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99.


- **4688791** HEROES WEAR MASKS: Elmo’s Super Adventure. By Lillian Jane, Illus. by E. Kwiat. It’s a super exciting day for Elmo! He’s off to school, and he wants you to join him as he begins his new school year by helping you learn to be a hero by learning about masks and hand washing! Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95.

- **4665369** 1000 JAPANESE KNITTING & CROCHET STITCHES: The Ultimate Bible for Needlecraft Enthusiasts. By Hitomi Shida. This is the finest existing compendium of Japanese knitting and crochet stitches, patterns, and diagrams showing how to execute over six thousand stitching and crocheting techniques. Fully illus. in color. 328 pages. Tuttle. B/½x1¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99.


- **4690818** SEWING FOR THE ABSOLUTE BEGINNER. By Caroline Smith. With helpful, expert advice on tools, equipment, and terminology, this guide also contains 25 exciting projects including an apron, mittens, pillows and more. Take your basic stitches and move on to more complex techniques, this clear and accessible guide is ideal for beginners. Fully illus. in color. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95.


- **4690818** THE BAKED DONUT COOKBOOK. By Sara Mellas. Shows you how mouthwatering—and mess free—donuts can be right from your own or donut maker, providing plenty of tried and true tricks and tasty recipes for beautifully baked donuts, mini donuts, and more. Includes 60 sweet and savory recipes to match every craving and dietary need. Color photos. 162 pages. Rockridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

- **4684974** THE JOY OF ORIGAMI. By Margaret Van Sicklen. Features 57 great projects, including a Lucky Horseshoe Fish, a Ninja Star from Outer Space, and a Tie Dyed Flapping Bird. With step by step instructions and one hundred sheets of whimsical paper, you’ll experience the fun and get unexpected results. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Poppy. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95.

- **4690093** HEROS WEAR MASKS: Elmo’s Super Adventure. By Lillian Jane, Illus. by E. Kwiat. It’s a super exciting day for Elmo! He’s off to school, and he wants you to join him as he begins his new school year by helping you learn to be a hero by learning about masks and hand washing! Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95.

- **4665369** 1000 JAPANESE KNITTING & CROCHET STITCHES: The Ultimate Bible for Needlecraft Enthusiasts. By Hitomi Shida. This is the finest existing compendium of Japanese knitting and crochet stitches, patterns, and diagrams showing how to execute over six thousand stitching and crocheting techniques. Fully illus. in color. 328 pages. Tuttle. B/½x1¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99.

- **4691172** COWBOY CULTURE: Capturing the Spirit of the Old West in the Sierra Nevada. By Randy & Joan Powell. Sit back and enjoy this fascinating journey as the Old West—that is alive and well in California—comes alive in this volume filled with unique western images, inspiring stories from the trail, memorable cowboy poetry, and some western history. 202 pages. Skyhorse. 13¼x9½. Pub. at $29.95.
NEW NON-FICTION

★ 4684605 THE GMC DUKW: America’s Amphibious Truck in World War II and Korea. By David Doyle. Through dozens of archival photos, as well as detailed photographs of some of the finest existing examples of surviving vehicles, this resource chronicles the development and use of these vehicles from concept to combat in WWII and Korea. 128 pages. Schiffer. $16.95

★ 4683366 HERBAL MEDICINE FOR EMOTIONAL HEALING: 101 Natural Remedies for Anxiety, Depression, Sleep, and More. By Tina Samms. Packed with wisdom for identifying and utilizing natural remedies to support your emotional well-being. These herbal remedies can work to relieve symptoms of depression, anxiety, phobias, and stress—or provide aid during times of grief or worry. Color photos. 158 pages. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 4684613 MANHATTAN’S HOTEL DES ARTISTES: America’s Paris on West 67th Street. By Robert Hudovernik. More than 600 archival photographs take readers inside the magnificent Hotel des Artistes on Manhattan’s West Side. This is the well-researched story of the artists, returning from stints in Paris in the early 1900s, who convinced Manhattan businessmen to invest in an arts colony on the street. 288 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12¼. $55.95

★ 4693094 THE ARMY OF PTOLEMAIC EGYPT 323-204 BC: An Institutional and Operational History. By Paul Chrystal. Shows how conflict in mythology and legend resonated loudly as essential, the subject has sparked more controversy than evolution. Yet, in all the ongoing debates, one element of the story is rarely mentioned: the army. The army; its equipment, tactics and strategy. 16 major power in the Mediterranean world, and traces the conquest of much of Italy. Illus., some in color. 228 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12¼. $55.95

★ 4685105 ENGLISH COLLUSION AND THE NORMAN CONQUEST. By Arthur C. Wright. The comprehensive analysis of eleventh-century warfare as exposed in the record of the Norman Conquest of England. King William I experienced a lifetime of conflict on and off many battlefields. Wright argues that this monarch has received an undeserved reputation bestowed on him by clerics ignorant of warfare, politics, economics and the secular world. 208 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $44.95 $32.95

★ 4685328 WAR IN GREEK MYTHOLOGY. By Paul Chrysalis. Shows how conflict in mythology and legend resonated loudly as essential, existentialist even, symbols in Greek culture and how they are represented in classical literature, philosophy, religion, feminism, art, statuary, ceramics, architecture, numismatics, ideology, astronomy, even vulcanology. Illus. 228 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95 $32.95


★ 4691032 WATERCOLOUR LANDSCAPES STEP-BY-STEP. By Wendy Tait et al. This comprehensive guide to painting landscapes in watercolor draws on the expertise of six respected artists, each with their own individual style. You’ll learn techniques of wet into wet, spattering, dry brushing, lifting off and using salt to create texture and interest. Includes step-by-step projects to inspire you. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Search. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95


★ 4683862 BAKE UP! KIDS COOKBOOK: Go from Beginner to Pro with 60 Recipes and Essential Techniques. By Nicole Hentzadze. This kid-friendly collection requires no previous experience and teaches you essential techniques. Organized by skill level, each chapter features easy to follow step by step mouthwatering recipes for cookies, cakes, pies, pizzas, muffins and more. 60 delicious treats in all. Color photos. 182 pages. Random. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 4683242 THE ITALIAN EXECUTIONERS: The Genocide of the Jews of Italy. By Simon Levis Sullam. Presents an unforgettable account of how ordinary Italians actively participated in the destruction of Italy’s Jews between 1939 and 1945. While most historians have long described Italians as relatively protective of Jews, Sullam tells a very different story. 186 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

★ 4684391 CITIZENS NEIGHBORHOODS: Philadelphia: 1890-1910. By Joseph Minardi. More than 200 vintage photos and postcards whisk readers back to the neighborhoods as they once were, exactly as our grandparents and great-grandparents knew them, before modern influences altered them beyond recognition. 176 pages. Schiffer. $29.95

★ 4687825 BEST-LOVED IRISH BALLADS: Great Songs from the Irish Folk Tradition. By E. Byrne & E. O’Brien. With songs to stir the soul and move the feet this collection celebrates the cream of Irish ballads, explaining the original story behind each song. Each project includes step by step mouthwatering recipes for cookies, cakes, pies, pizzas, muffins and more. 60 delicious treats in all. Color photos. 244 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 4691199 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT PLANT-BASED COMFORT FOOD COOKBOOK. By Hope Comerford. Full of tasty ideas for over 127 healthy plant-based Instant Pot and Slow Cooker meals including breakfasts, dinners, side dishes, and desserts that you can make with confidence. Recipes include Lentil Soup with Lemon; Quinoa and Black Beans; Thyme Roasted Sweet Potatoes; Baked Ziti; and much more. Color photos. 136 pages. White Owl. 5½x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 4695925 ELECTRIC PRESSURE COOKER CURRY COOKBOOK. By Aneesha Gupta. Seventy-five deliciously easy recipes from around the globe with a mix of vegetarian and meat-based curries, and gluten, nut, and dairy-free options. Gupta gives you the know-how to recreate them all and most importantly in a hands-off method. Recipes include Tangy Chickpea Curry; Evil-Smelling Beef Stew; and Fish Coconut Chilli. Illus. 160 pages. O’Brian Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 4695380 WATERCOLOUR LANDSCAPES STEP-BY-STEP. By Geoff Kersey et al. This comprehensive guide to painting landscapes in watercolor draws on the expertise of six respected artists, each with their own individual style. You’ll learn techniques of wet into wet, spattering, dry brushing, lifting off and using salt to create texture and interest. Includes step-by-step projects to inspire you. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Search. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ 4695380 WATERCOLOUR LANDSCAPES STEP-BY-STEP. By Geoff Kersey et al. This comprehensive guide to painting landscapes in watercolor draws on the expertise of six respected artists, each with their own individual style. You’ll learn techniques of wet into wet, spattering, dry brushing, lifting off and using salt to create texture and interest. Includes step-by-step projects to inspire you. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Search. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ 4695380 WATERCOLOUR LANDSCAPES STEP-BY-STEP. By Geoff Kersey et al. This comprehensive guide to painting landscapes in watercolor draws on the expertise of six respected artists, each with their own individual style. You’ll learn techniques of wet into wet, spattering, dry brushing, lifting off and using salt to create texture and interest. Includes step-by-step projects to inspire you. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Search. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ 4695380 WATERCOLOUR LANDSCAPES STEP-BY-STEP. By Geoff Kersey et al. This comprehensive guide to painting landscapes in watercolor draws on the expertise of six respected artists, each with their own individual style. You’ll learn techniques of wet into wet, spattering, dry brushing, lifting off and using salt to create texture and interest. Includes step-by-step projects to inspire you. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Search. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95
**NEW NON-FICTION**

★ **4691059** WATERCOLOUR SNOW SCENES: Take Three Colours. By Grahame Booth. Shows you how to mix all the colors you need from just red, blue and yellow, and guides you every step of the way. Build up your skills as you work through the nine easy projects, and produce beautiful watercolor paintings you’ll be proud to put on display. Fully illustrated. 64 pages. Search. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

★ **4695933** THE ELECTRIC PRESSURE COOKER SOUP COOKBOOK: 100 Fast and Flavorful Recipes. By Karen Lee Young. From fresh vegetable soups in the springtime to hearty chicken noodle soups in the winter, this book takes you through a tasty soup of soup in every season and includes a recipe to suit a taste of soup of soup. 64 pages. Schiffer.

★ **4691399** THE ENGLISH: A People and Their Language From the Romans to the Present. By John Light. This book is part of the English Heritage series, which explores the history and culture of the English language. 192 pages. Schiffer.

★ **4688015** AN ELEPHANT IN MY KITCHEN. By F. Malby-Anthony & K. Willemsen. Filled with extraordinary animals and the humans who dedicate their lives to saving them, Willemsen’s heartwarming and moving story describes how she fought to protect a herd of elephants and to make her dream of building a wildlife rescue center a reality. 166 pages of color photos. 325 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99

★ **4695673** AMATEUR ARMIES: Militias and Volunteers in War and Peace 1797-1961. By Stephen M. Cullen. Examines the military and social history of volunteer armies around the western world from the failed French invasion of South Wales in 1797 to the disastrous anti-Communist wars in Eastern Europe. This encyclopedia entry is a comprehensive guide to the military history of volunteer armies. 281 pages. Pub. at $34.99

★ **4696425** CLEANING AND MAINTAINING MODERN AND ANTIQUE FIREARMS: A Concise Guide. By Bill Harman. Deals with all aspects of the cleaning and maintenance of firearms, most commonly encountered types of sporting firearms, and includes practical advice distilled from the author’s 50 years of experience in shooting sports and gun collecting. Illus. in color. 94 pages. Quiller. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

★ **4689092** PUFF PASTRY PARCELATION. By Camilla V. Saulsbury. This collection of delights begins with puff pastry and ends with tasty treats like Parmesan-Sage Twists; Chipotle & Cheese Pepperoni Rolls; Pancetta Sausage with Leek & Gruyere; Vegetarian Apple Pie; and Mushroom & Fontina Panettone. Color photos. 224 pages. Rockridge.

★ **4684664** TRAWNIKI GUARDS: Foot Soldiers of the Holocaust. By Josh Baldwin. A study of some of the rank and file men, the foot soldiers, who carried out the “Final Solution.” The Trawniki Guards were a group of some 5,000 men, some of whom were Soviet prisoners of war, and some civilians, primarily Ukrainians, the Germans recruited during WWII to aid them in murdering the Jews of Europe—giving a face to those faceless soldiers so often left to the side. 192 pages. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95

★ **469113X** SPALTING 101: The Ultimate Guide to Coloring Wood with Fungi. By Seri C. Robinson. Learn how to get amazing colors and lines while minimizing time and decay, whether you’re working with green to dry timber, with inside conditions or out, with wood or on paper, and more. This guide offers detailed guidelines for every type of spalting, including laboratory-level spalting in just one hour. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95

★ **4690575** SCAMS, SECURITY AND OVER-SHARING: Controlling Your Information and Online Identity. By John White. From social media to email hacking, to content theft, to connected devices and even connected cars, White tackles these elements of 21st century life, and the dangers of connectivity for us all. He provides his advice on how to keep your data safe. 195 pages. Urbane. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

★ **4691148** THE 7 HEALING CHAKRAS: Unlocking Your Body’s Energy Centers. By Brenda Davies. Offers not only an in-depth exploration of the chakras but also shows how to harness their self-healing power for physical and spiritual wellness. Davies combines her training as a psychiatrist with ancient methods of healing to provide easy, effective strategies for real wellness and relief. 276 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

★ **4688759** THE FIBROMYALGIA COOKBOOK: More Than 140 Easy and Delicious Recipes to Fight Chronic Fatigue. By Shelley Ann Smith. While drugs and pain suppressors are available for relieving the condition often referred to as the “great imitator,” natural healing methods offer ways of subduing the pain and exhaustion through easy recipes and cooking tips. Delicious dishes include Creamy Chicken Stroganoff; Curry Shrimp Skewers; and Pasta with Basil Sauce. 182 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

★ **4691261** 299 ON-THE-GO GAMES & PUZZLES TO KEEP YOUR BRAIN YOUNG. By Nancy Linde. Expertly created to keep your brain in tip-top shape even while you’re on the go. With its shorter puzzles and intriguing brain teasers, this book is perfect for getting your cognitive exercise in while waiting in line or whenever you have a few spare minutes. Solutions included. 355 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**NEW FICTION**

★ **4695615** GOLDEN PREY. By John Sandford. Thanks to some very influential people whose lives he has saved, Lucas Davenport is working for the Minnesota Bureau of Criminal Apprehension but for the U. S. Marshal Service, and he gets to pick his own cases, whatever they are and wherever they lead him. And his first case—the murder of five people in a drug cartel counting house—gets ugly real fast.

★ **468552X** PRINCATE VALIANT, VOL. 22. 1979-1980. By H. Foster & J.C. Murphy. Galan, the young prince of Princetown, begins the long journey to knighthood, bringing both shame and honor upon himself. But the old order is threatened with collapse as Val, deprived of his Singing Sword, is enslaved in the Berber salt mines. Fantagraphics. 10x14¼. Pub. at $34.99

★ **4685911** A BOOK OF BONES. By John Connolly. On a lonely moor in the northeast of England, the body of a young woman is discovered near the site of a vanished church. In the south, a girl lies buried beneath an Iron Age mound. To the southeast, the ruins of a priory hide a human skull. Each is a sacrifice. But Charlie Parker the hunter, the avenger, will track those who call this world into darkness—before the evil fears him. 674 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.99

★ **4688319** THE WOMAN IN THE WINDOW. By A. J. Finn. Anna Fox lives alone, a recluse in her New York City home, unable to venture outside. She spends her days looking out her window at the people on the street below and with others. She knows that others have been waiting for this day to come. What she doesn’t know is that others have been waiting for her entire life. She learns not only something she shouldn’t. And as her world begins to crumble its shocking secrets are laid bare. 496 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

★ **4685989** THE FAMILY UPSTAIRS. By Lisa Jewell. Soon after her 25th birthday, Libby Jones returns home from work to find the letter she’s been waiting for her entire life. She learns not only the identity of her parents but also that she is the sole inheritor of their abandoned mansion on the banks of the Thames in London. What she doesn’t know is that others have been waiting for this day as well. 340 pages. Atria. Pub at $27.00


★ **469595X** THE 7 HEALING CHAKRAS: Unlocking Your Body’s Energy Centers. By Brenda Davies. Offers not only an in-depth exploration of the chakras but also shows how to harness their self-healing power for physical and spiritual wellness. Davies combines her training as a psychiatrist with ancient methods of healing to provide easy, effective strategies for real wellness and relief. 276 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

★ **4688759** THE FIBROMYALGIA COOKBOOK: More Than 140 Easy and Delicious Recipes to Fight Chronic Fatigue. By Shelley Ann Smith. While drugs and pain suppressors are available for relieving the condition often referred to as the “great imitator,” natural healing methods offer ways of subduing the pain and exhaustion through easy recipes and cooking tips. Delicious dishes include Creamy Chicken Stroganoff; Curry Shrimp Skewers; and Pasta with Basil Sauce. 182 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99
**NEW FICTION**

4684820 MISSION CRITICAL. By Mark Greaney. Court Gentry’s flight on a CIA transport plane is interrupted when a security team brings a hooded mystery passenger. The mysterious passenger, beans being transported to England where a joint CIA/MI6 team will interrogate him about a mole in Langley. When they land, they are attacked, kidnapping the prisoner. Court Gentry, the lone survivor, is ordered to track down the assassin and rescue his host.

524 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

4684805 CARELESS LOVE. By Peter Robinson. The murder cases of DI Annie Cabbot and Alan Banks share a few curious similarities. Both of the dead men were found in the moorlands. Both were elegantly dressed, and the timing of their deaths coincide. As the police uncover who these people were, the mysteries surrounding the two cases proliferate.


468497X HER FATHER’S SECRET. By Sara Blaedel. Following her father’s sudden death, Ilka Jensen has impulsively abandoned her quiet life in Denmark to visit the rural Wisconsin town where he ran the local funeral home. There, she’s devastated to discover her father’s second family: a stepmother and two half-sisters she never knew existed.

197 pages. Dreamspinner.

4684921 CLEANING THE GOLD. By K. Slaughter & L. Child. Novella. Will Trent is undercover at Fort Knox on his own mission, to interrogate him about a mole in Langley. When the flight on a CIA transport plane is interrupted, he is faced with a difficult decision.


4682901 AMISH SECRETS. By Marta Perry. Rachel Hurst accepts a position of housekeeper for a wealthy elderly woman in her isolated mansion. Joshua Fields, the woman’s ex-husband, has gotten over Rachael’s rejection, but when she arrives as the new housekeeper, he is battered by both joy and bitterness at seeing her again. But when someone puts her employer in harms way, the only person Rachel can turn to for help is Jacob.

318 pages. Zondervan.

468298X CRAYZY RICH ASIANS. By Kevin Kwan. When New Yorker Rachel Chu agrees to spend the summer in Singapore with her boyfriend, Nicholas, she envisions a humble family home and quality time with her future-in-law. But when Nicholas asks her to accompany him to see his family, she finds herself in a world of opulence and extravagance.

4685563 RAINBOW RODEO. By BA Tortuga. As a teenager, Dalton Jakoby made Tank an offer—a dance on the cot, and he was intrigued.

197 pages. HQN. Paperback.

4685046 THE LYING ROOM. By Nicci French. It should have been just a fling. A guilfy indiscretion at the office party has turned into an unexpected pregnancy.


4686047 TWO WEEKS. By Karen Kingsbury. As Elsie’s due date draws near, she becomes focused on one truth: she has two weeks to change her mind about the adoption. With her good friend Cole keeping vigil and the adoptive parents wanting to welcome their new baby, Elsie makes an unexpected decision—one that changes everyone’s plans.

356 pages. Howard. $9.99

4685038 LOVE BEARS ALL THINGS. By Beth Wiseman. Daniel Byler is struggling in his Amish community, and when a member of his family is in danger of being shunned, he must accept help from Charlotte, whom he barely knows, but who has a history of deception. When more surprises surface from her past, she is torn between her friends in the Amish community and the hope to show her the power of redemption.


**★ 468342X DEADLY CROSS. By James Patterson. Kay Willingham was a gorgeous, green-eyed socialite, a philanthropist and the ex-wife of the vice-president. So why was she parked behind a DC private school, in the middle of the night with the man who was the head of that school? And who shot them point blank? The shocking discovery comes as a shock to the Willingham family, who were unable to show her the power of redemption?**

318 pages.

**★ 4688352 HOW TO FIND LOVE IN A BOOKSHOP. By Veronica Henry. Nightingale Books is a dream come true for book lovers, but owner Emilia is struggling to keep the shop open, and the temptation to sell is getting stronger. The property developers are circling. Yet Emilia’s loyal customers have become like family to her, and she is determined to keep the shop open for as long as she can.


**★ 4688365 RAINBOW RODEO. By BA Tortuga. As a teenager, Dalton Jakoby made Tank an offer—an offer he was turned down gently. It was still enough to plant the idea that Tank and Dalton were right for each other, and when Tank returns to the ranch after a big-time bull riding tour, Dalton decides to take the plunge.

202 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**★ 4682828 THE STONE CIRCLE. By Elly Griffiths. DCI Nelsson has been receiving anonymous threatening letters that are reminiscent of ones he has received in the past. The last one was sent to Nelsson while he was in the hospital with a broken leg. Now, Nelsson receives a letter purporting to be from her former mentor, and the reason she started working with Nelsson. But the author of these letters is dead. Or is he? 364 pages. HMH. Pub. at $27.00

4685165 STRANGE SUMMER. By Lisa Jewell. When one of Clare’s colleagues is found dead, with a line from one of Holland’s iconic stories left by her on the table, Clare’s world is turned upside down. But when one of Clare’s friends discovers the banker, she is torn between her duties as a writer and her personal life.

356 pages. Howard. $9.99

**★ 4685144 LAUGHING LIZARD. By Cade Ryan. As the owner of the Laughing Lizard, Nell decides to make a change in her life. She moves to a small town in Australia and opens a new bookstore.

301 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

4685176 CLEANING THE GOLD. By K. Slaughter & L. Child. Novella. Will Trent is undercover at Fort Knox on his own mission, to investigate a 20 year old murder. His suspect’s name: Jack Reacher, Jack Reacher is in Fort Knox on his own mission, to bring down a dangerous criminal ring operating at the heart of America’s military. Except now Will Trent is on the scene, 126 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**★ 4685153 HER FATHER’S SECRET. By Sara Blaedel. Following her father’s sudden death, Ilka Jensen has impulsively abandoned her quiet life in Denmark to visit the rural Wisconsin town where he ran the local funeral home. There, she’s devastated to discover her father’s second family: a stepmother and two half-sisters she never knew existed.


4685161 THREE BURIED SECRETS. By Robert Doherty. The murder cases of DI Annie Cabbot and Alan Banks share a few curious similarities. Both of the dead men were found in the moorlands. Both were elegantly dressed, and the timing of their deaths coincide. As the police uncover who these people were, the mysteries surrounding the two cases proliferate.


**★ 4684578 LAUGHING LIZARD. By Cade Ryan. As the owner of the Laughing Lizard, Nell decides to make a change in her life. She moves to a small town in Australia and opens a new bookstore.

301 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

4684565 RAINBOW RODEO. By BA Tortuga. As a teenager, Dalton Jakoby made Tank an offer—an offer he was turned down gently. It was still enough to plant the idea that Tank and Dalton were right for each other, and when Tank returns to the ranch after a big-time bull riding tour, Dalton decides to take the plunge.

202 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

4684554 PLAIN PURSUIT. By Beth Wiseman. Carley expects a culture shock when she walks into the Amish community. The Urquart family, the Urquart family she will be walking into is a mess. The family is struggling, the mother has abandoned the family, the children have been kicked out of school and their father is a wreck. Zoe has her work cut out for her and is determined to rise to the challenge, especially since her son Hari has happily taken to their new home. 410 pages.
NEW FICTION

4692388 A WELCOME AT OUR DOOR. By Amy Cripston. When a handsome and kind Englisher named Drew crosses Cindy Riehl’s path, the two of them become fast and easy friends. As they spend more time together, Cindy is drawn further away from the Amish community and the family she loves. In time, she is faced with a difficult choice that could tear apart her world. 303 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

469413 CHRISTMAS AT ROSIE HOPKINS’ SWEETSHOP. By Jenny Colgan. When a devastating tragedy strikes at the heart of a close-knit town in the Derbyshire hills, plans for a cozy Christmas are suddenly in serious danger of melting away. It’s up to Rosie Hopkins’ indomitable spirit and the embrace of family and friends to turn it all around and make this a holiday to be thankful for. 341 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

469745 PARTY SUNDOWN. By L. Howard & L. Jones. Sela, the shy owner of a Tennessee general store, finds safety in solitude. But if anyone can pierce her protective shell it’s Ben, the handsome, mysterious ex-military man living alone in the wilds of Cove Mountain. For two years he’s kept his distance—until the day he appears to warn her that a catastrophic solar storm capable of taking down the power grid is coming. 369 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

4685490 THE GENTLE DOM. By Jean Michael. The future of their town is threatened, the foremost of the Iron Eagle Gym will stand together and prove they are stronger as a family. Just as Barclay is healing, his abusive ex, Duncan, returns to destroy his happiness. But Duncan will soon learn he’s matching up with the wrong group of men. 532 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

★ 4683080 BRIDGERTON: THE DUKE & I. By Julia Quinn. In the ballrooms and drawing rooms of Regency London, rules abound. From their earliest days, children of aristocrats learn how to address an earl and curtsy before a prince, while other dictates of the ton are unspoken yet universally understood. Unfortunately, Daphne Bridgerton has always failed at the unspoken rule of being amiable—but too amiable, 452 pages.


★ 4683234 UNSOLVED. By James Patterson & D. Ellis. A shocking new case, unfolding across the country, has left FBI agent Emmy Dockery baffled. The violent killer is near her home, and she’s beginning to wonder if he will strike again. But this many deaths can’t be a coincidence. The killer is one step ahead of the gorgeous women and two-fisted action the author was famous for. These never before published entries in Spillane’s body of work include The Last Stand and A Bullet for Satisfaction, both early in his career. 283 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

★ 4684362 CARELESS WHISKERS. By Miranda James. After Laura, librarian Charlie Harris’s daughter, is falsely accused of murder when a fellow actor dies drinking from a glass she handed him—Charlie and his faithful feline Diesel must leap forward to shine a spotlight on the real killer. 307 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 4684541 PREMEDITATED MORTAR. By Kate Carlisle. Shannon Hammer is about to embark on one of the biggest projects of her career as a contractor. Her best friend has purchased one wing of the Gables, formerly the old insane asylum, and plans to turn her dream into reality. But as the contractor and the owner find a body in a closed-off room, she’s determined to get to the bottom of the mystery—even if it kills her! 294 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

468021 SCIENCE FICTION AND FANTASY SHORT STORIES. Ed. by Andrew Erickson. World-renowned writers, such as Philip Jose Farmer, as well as anonymous writers go on great adventures through magical realms, encounter alien races, and use their ingenuity to overcome impossible difficulties. This collection features such authors as W.L. Alden, Frank Frazetta, H.G. Wells, William Morris and more. 384 pages. Sirius. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95


4684915 THIS POISON WILL REMAIN. By Fred Vargas. In the south of France, three old men have died of the same spider venom poison. The police realize this is a strong bite, but Inspector Jean-Baptiste Adamsberg is unconvinced that it’s the cause of their deaths. Although his colleagues believe it’s a closed case, the inspector believes a more sinister actor is behind the incidents. 410 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95

469165X THE SEA OF LOST GIRLS. By Carol Goodman. From the outside, Tess’s life looks pretty good: she’s the wife of a respected department head, lives in an elite boarding school. The only problem is that her best friend has purchased one wing of the Gables, formerly the old state insane asylum, and plans to turn her dream into reality. But as the contractor and the owner find a body in a closed-off room, she’s determined to get to the bottom of the mystery—even if it kills her! 307 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 4688389 THE BOOK OF LOST TALES, PART ONE. By J.R.R. Tolkien. A collection of 55 works—stand at the beginning of the entire conception of Middle-earth and Valinor. Embedded in English legend and English association, they were set in the narrative frame of a great westward voyage over the ocean by a man named Elbereth (or Aelf雨) to Tol Eressiel, the Lonely Isle where Elves dwelt. 345 pages. Del Rey. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

4688031 THE FIX. By David Baldacci. After witnessing a murder outside FBI headquarters, Amos Decker cannot find the connection between the murder and the victim. Enter Harper Brown, a DIA agent who believes solving the murder is now a matter of urgent national security. Joining forces with Agent Brown, Decker is focused on solving the case in 458 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

468357 GREEKS BEARING GIFTS. By Philip Kerr. The war is over and Gunther is an ordinary claims adjuster at a major German insurance company. Until he’s sent to Athens to investigate a claim of a body which burned and sank in deep water off the Aegean coast. But someone has gotten to the owner of the boat first. What Gunther now has is a badly mutilated body of a dead man. 532 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

4695437 THE LAST STAND. By Mickey Spillane. Novels. Two works filled with Spillane’s prose and the gorgeous women and two-fisted action the author was famous for. These never before published entries in Spillane’s body of work include The Last Stand and A Bullet for Satisfaction, both early in his career. 283 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

468278X UPON A SPRING BREEZE. By Kelly Irvin. Young, pregnant, and newly wed, Bess finds pregnancy is the least of her problems. Amid the beauty of the Ohio wilderness, she is determined to get to the bottom of the mystery—even if it kills her! 294 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

4684958 X. By Sue Grafton. Once again breaking the rules and establishing new paths, Grafton wastes little time introducing a remorseless new serial killer who leaves no trace of his crimes. And if the test is whether or not she can pull herself off the page, she becomes her next victim. 418 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

4688217 HER SISTER’S BROTHER. By Beth Wiseman. Charlotte Doinolky is not above playing dress-up, and she has a few lies to tell her estranged half that happened to her only brother, Ethan, and why he had to die. Befriending a quiet Amish man named Isaac Miller, she begins to rethink her motives, but will she ever learn the truth? And what will happen if her new community learns the truth about her? 304 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95
NEW FICTION

**4696715 UNFOLDING.** By Jonathan Friesen. Twisted by scoliosis and shaken by seizures, Jonah Everett feels cursed. The one bright spot is his best friend, Stormi, whom he’s loved since childhood. But his town is hiding a dark secret, and Stormi is about to be caught in the fray. 269 pages. Blink. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

**4694961 HANGMAN.** By Daniel Cole. Detective Chief Inspector Emily Baxter is still reeling from the Ragholl murders. Despite her reluctance to jump into another case, it’s someone close. She returns to New York for a meeting of a new task force comprised of federal and local law enforcement from both the U.S. and U.K. She’s there with photographs of the latest copycat murder. 373 pages. Ecco. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**★ 4684398 THE CRUSADER’S CURSE: The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes.** By Stuart Douglas. The last Lord Thorpe, reclusive owner of Thorpe Manor, has died. Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson are invited to the auction at which the estate will be sold off, in hopes Holmes can uncover the whereabouts of the missing Trop Diamond—thought to be a relic of his patron’s mysterious past. 284 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**4693978 GUNPOWDER EXPRESS.** By Brett Connolly. Future City, home to a prosperous goldmine, has gold piling up due to a lack of volunteers to transport it along the Gunpowder Express trail. The mine owner hires New “Widowmaker” Jones to ride shotgun on the next stage, but as she arrives in the Irish town, she wouldn’t think twice about putting anyone six feet under—but he’s never traded lead with the man known as Widowmaker before. 362 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**★ 4691004 THE STAND.** By Stephen King. From the depths of horror, the apocalyptic tale of an accident at a power plant that sets off a wave of exploding cars that scar the earth. 521 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $7.95

**4684756 LADY RIGHTS A WRONG.** By Eliza Casey. Lady Cecilia of Darby Hall feels adrift. She couldn’t be less interested in helping to plan the church’s bazaar. Instead, what excites her most is the Woman’s Suffrage Union meeting she has just attended. But when the leader is found dead, Cecilia knows she must attend to the unspoken matters surrounding the killer with the help of her cat, Jack. 325 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95


**4688074 THE MOON AND SIXPENCE.** By W. Somerset Maugham. Charles Strickland is a staid banker, a man of wealth and privilege. He is also a man possessed of an unquenchable desire to create art. As Strickland pursues his artistic vision, he leaves London for Paris and Tahiti, and in his guest makes sacrifices that leave the lives of those closest to him in tatters. 280 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $7.95

**4684907 SUN KISSED.** By Catherine Anderson. When Samantha attends the local rodeo, she doesn’t expect to wind up in jail. But that’s precisely what happens when she tries to stop a drunkard from abusing his horse. At least she isn’t alone. Tucker Coulter, an instructor and local veterinarian, comes to her defense—and is arrested too. Soon Tucker is helping Samantha prove her innocence while capturing her heart. 416 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

**4684761 THE HAUNTING OF HILL HOUSE.** By Shirley Jackson. First published in 1959. Four seekers arrive at a notoriously unfriendly pile called Hill House. At first their stay seems destined to be merely a chilling encounter with inexplicable phenomena. But Hill House is gathering its powers—and soon it will choose one of them to make its own. 233 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $8.95

**4685550 TWO OF A KIND.** By BA Tortuga. Once upon a time, Trey and Ap had quite the whirlwind romance before the wasps were in their lives. Now they live as the guardians of five kids. Their lives have changed quite a bit, but Ap is still on the rodeo circuit, doing what he does best. That leaves Trey back on the ranch, isolated and overworked as the kids’ sole caregiver. Something has to give. 213 pages. Powdered Sugar. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**★ 4688961 VOICES IN THE SNOW.** By Darcy Coates. Clare wakes, aching and afraid in a stranger’s Gothic home, and he tells her she was in an accident. He says he found her. But the one thing he can’t tell her is why the car crash wasn’t an accident, something is waiting for her to step outside the fragile safety of the house—something monstrous, something unfeeling. Something desperately hungry. 342 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**★ 4684543 BOMBSHELL.** By S. Woods & P. Hall. Teddy Pay is back in Hollywood and caught in two tricky situations. It’s a lot of knives to juggle, even for a former CIA operative turned movie producer accustomed to hazardous working conditions. Teddy will need to rely on his undercover skills and face his fear of daring to stay one step ahead of his foes—he’ll find himself one foot in the grave. 349 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**★ 4684044 THE MORNING AFTER.** By Lisa Jackson. It’s frantic as she awakens in a dark, closed space. From above her comes the muffled sound of cruel laughter, followed by the hard splatter of dirt. Pure terror takes over as she realizes she’s been buried alive—and her last breather is a scenario that people like her will hear. 521 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $7.95

**★ 4683102 THE MARRIAGE CHARM.** By Linda Lael Miller. Spence is a good cop who isn’t scared of anything except love. And he’s done everything he can to preserve his reputation as a heart-breaker, even by keeping a reputation that keeps marriage-minded women, including Melody, at bay. But there’s something about Melody he can’t forget, something his heart can’t ignore. 297 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**★ 4692950 OUT OF THE STORM.** By B.J. Daniels. One look at his warm brown eyes and Kate knows she’s found her husband. It’s been twenty years since Daniel went missing in a refinery explosion and was finally declared dead, but Kate never gave up hope. Yet, as he-but himself insists he’s a stranger—she doesn’t expect to wind up in jail. But that’s precisely what happens when she tries to stop a drunkard from abusing his horse. At least she isn’t alone. Tucker Coulter, a handsome local veterinarian, comes to her defense—and is arrested too. Soon Tucker is helping Samantha prove her innocence while capturing her heart. 416 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**★ 4692934 HOUR OF THE ASSASSIN.** By Michael Quirk. As a Secret Service agent, Nick Averose spent a decade protecting the most powerful men and women in America and developed a unique gift: the ability to think like an assassin. Now he uses that skill as a “red-teamer,” testing the security around our most vulnerable officials to find vulnerabilities before our enemies can. 358 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**★ 4684443 ONE MINUTE OUT.** By Mark Greaney. Court Gentry was on a simple mission in Bosnia. A bad guy who had been populating his Yelp reviews was being targeted. When Court stumble across a nightmare—a room full of women and children who were being trafficked to rich men. Now Gentry is tracking their smuggling ring around the globe and nearing the top, until his CIA handler reveals different plans for him. 655 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $7.95

**★ 4692877 STOP AT NOTHING.** By Michael Ledwidge. When a Gulfstream jet goes down in the Bahamas carrying a fortune in cash, ex-diving instructor Michael Gannon is the only person on the scene who recognizes the beneficiary of the deal gone bad. Gannon thinks he’s home free with his windfall. But he’s soon thrust into an increasingly complex and deadly game of cat and mouse with powerful and well-connected men. 410 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

38 –
4683757 NAKED CAME THE FLORIDA MAN. By Tim Dorsey. Though another devastating hurricane is raking Florida, its awesome power can’t stop the latest road trip—into a cemetery tour. With his best bro Coleman riding shotgun, Serge hits the highway, putting pedal to the metal on a grand tour of the past. 326 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

46879X CHINA RICH GIRLFRIEND. By Kevin Kwan. It’s the eve of Rachel Chu’s wedding, and she should be over the moon. Still, Rachel mourns the fact that her birth father won’t be there to walk her down the aisle. Then a chance accident reveals his identity, and suddenly Rachel is drawn into a dizzying world of Shanghai splendor. 479 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

★ 46835X THE EGYPTIAN CROSS MYSTERY. By Ellery Queen. When a small-town schoolteacher is discovered dead, beheaded, and tied to a T-shaped cross on December 25th, it’s a murder bizarre by all standards—especially since the victim was a revered figure in his community, a man named Keegan who trained her to fight. 435 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

468558X ROCKING THE COWBOY. By Skylar M. Cates. Long before he was a superstar, Remy Sean had a secret crush on Jed Riley. But Jed sees Remy as a spoiled pop rocker and an extension of is father’s control. Still, Jed is willing to let Remy hide from the world he was a superstar, Remy Sean had a secret crush on Jed. 468 pages. Penzler. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

468529X DREAMING FOR. BY DOROTHY T. Bethel. Avery quit ghostwalking when he lost his beloved anchor to cancer. Now teaching others who have the ability he’s beginning to live again, but he’s not looking for another lover, not now anyway. But then he meets Jameson. 205 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

4685571 RAVESONG. By TJ Klune. Gordo Livingstone never forgot the lessons carved into his skin. Hardened by the betrayal of a pack who left him behind, he sought solace in the garage in his tiny mountain town, vowing never again to involve himself in the affairs of wolves. It should have been enough, 678 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

4685547 NIGHT OF THE LIVING MANNY. By Julia Talbot. Manny Brenden Torrance is good at his job. He’s dealt with all sorts of children and parents, but he’s never met anyone as intriguing as Liam Whitehorse. Liam is a scientist with three kids, whose job is keeping his family safe and sane, and that’s where Brenden steps in to help. 199 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

468561X WOLFSONG. By TJ Klune. Ox was 23 when he and Roman came to town to search for a hidden treasure in looking. The boy caught in the middle of a monster revenge with in his blood-red eyes, leaving Ox behind to pick up the pieces. It’s been three years, and the boy is back. Except now he’s a man, and Ox cannot ignore his desire to protect the man he loves. 468 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

★ 4683056 THE AWAKENING. By Nora Roberts. Breen Kelly makes a discovery that will turn her life upside down in unimaginable ways. After she takes right, and finds a place where faeries and elves and mermaids dwell—and where a man named Keegan will train her to fight. 435 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

★ 4696581 CLOSE ENOUGH TO TOUCH. By Colleen Oakley. Jubilee has a rare condition; she’s allergic to human touch. After her7-year-old cousin, Jed, is burned in a house fire, Jubilee is forced to face the world, and the people in it, that she’s been hiding from. Taking a job at the local library she meets Eric, who can’t understand why she keeps him at arm’s length. So Eric sets out to convince Jubilee to open herself to everything life has to offer. 310 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

4686268 PLAY WITH FIRE. By William Shaw. Detective Sergeant Cathal Breen investigates the murder of a young woman. The victim, known primarily as Julie Teeniger, was a call-girl, but she was also rich and famous in London. Her client list is long and thick with suspects—all rich, powerful, and protected. As DS Breen homes in on his prime target, he receives a pointed warning; watch your back. 446 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $29.00 $16.95

469178 THE SECOND HOME. By Christina Ciancy. As the siblings reunite at the family beach house after years apart, their old secrets and lies, longings and losses, are pulled to the surface. Is the house the one thing that can still bring them together—or will it tear them apart once and for all? 341 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $16.95

469364X MUNICH. By Robert Harris. September 13, 1938. Hitler is determined to fill Czechoslovakia. The British Prime Minister, Neville Chamberlain, is desperate to avoid what would certainly be the war following such a move. The city of Munich, Germany, is site of an important meeting between them. For Hitler, desperate effort to preserve an already precarious peace. 303 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

468282 THE WHISPERER. By Karin Fossurn. Ragné Hiegel is a woman of routine. She feels safe until the day she receives a letter with a threatening message scrawled in capital letters. Now Ragné’s carefully constructed life begins to unravel into a nightmare. When the worst happens, Inspector Konrad Sejer is called to it. Ragné. 324 pages. Pub. at $24.00 $6.95

468498 NO BAD DEED. By Heather Chavez. Driving home one rainy night, Cassie sees a man and a woman fighting on the side of the road. After calling 911, she makes a split-second decision that will throw her suburban life into chaos. Cassie soon discovers that nothing is as random as it seems, and that she is more than willing to fight to save her family. 312 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

468233 MISSING PERSON. By Sarah Lotz. Shaun Ryan has a burning need to find out the truth about his uncle Teddy. His search is unsuccessful until he’s contacted by Chris Guzman, a woman who runs a website dedicated to tracking down missing-persons cases with unidentified bodies. He’s soon on a collision course with a sadistic serial killer who now has Shaun in his sights. 468 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

★ 4688929 SILENCE IN THE SHADOWS. By Darcy Coates. The stark world has handed Cassie a cruel twist. It further strips the surviving humans closer to the brink of extinction. For the first time there is hope. But the fight for survival is far from over. 396 pages. Poised Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 464036 MORAL COMPASS. By Danielle Steel. In the dark hours of the night, with its tragic consequences, is illuminated from every possible point of view. As the drama unfolds, the characters will reach a crossroads where they must choose between truth and lies, what is easy and what is right. In the end, the moral compass they will need to navigate the rest of their lives. 354 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

★ 4684125 THE SHOTGUN WEDDING. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Bo Creel and Scratch Morton are mighty proud. They managed to deliver five mail-order brides to the New Mexico mining town of Silverhill in one piece. But with marriage prospects for the brides questionable, Bo and Scratch will have to fight tooth and nail to keep the ladies safe and sound—and a real shotgun wedding is about to begin. 441 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95
NEW FICTION

★ 4684060 NEVER SEEN DEADER. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. When the war ended, Dr. Samuel Knight went home to Texas and a life that was defended what he knew of his previous existence, the good doctor is branded an outlaw. Now he’s laying low in New Mexico. But when the town explodes in violence, Knight will risk it all to save innocent lives. 346 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

★ 4684114 TEXAS KILL OF THE MOUNTAIN MAN. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Smoke Jensen has met some down and dirty, murdering prairie scum over the years. But this time it’s personal and it’s fun. Goin’ to get bloodier. First they stole fifty horses Smoke delivered to his old friend Big Jim Conyers, then they stole two thousand cattle from him, and then they killed Big Jim himself. Now they’re goin’ to have some more. 361 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

★ 4684028 MARRYING MATTHEW. By Kelly Long. Everyone in Blackberry Falls knows that Tabitha Stollus is heir to her daed’s wood carving company. To find a man who values more than her purse, Tabitha creates an ad and sends it far from home. But from her first meeting with handsome would-be-groom Matthew King, Tabitha realizes this may not be the uncomplicated arrangement she expected. 286 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

★ 4683994 HIS ACCIDENTAL AMISH FAMILY. By Rachel J. Good. Levi began working at the Care Center as a nurse after a careless mistake led to tragedy. Though he’s dealing with his own heartbreak, he’s drawn to Anna, cheering her on as she strives to regain her mobility after a buggy accident left her unable to walk. Her quiet determination and her generous heart are qualities to cherish in a wife. 348 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

★ 4688449 KRAZY & IGNATZ 1919–1921: The George Herman Library. Brand-new readers and Herriman aficionados alike will find out what happens when Ignatz the Mouse’s brick supplier runs out of stock, how Krazy Kal fares after taking up art of pugilism, and how Arizona County handles a new “Katiinnepy” that starts providing libations to the locals. Fully illus. 184 pages. Fantagraphics. 11¼x13½. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

★ 4684144 HEAD WOUNDS. By Michael McGough. The kind of law enforcement career, Dona Ana County Sheriff’s Detective Clayton Lawete catches a bizarre late-night double homicide at a Las Cruces hotel. Thrust into the nightmare world of borderland drug wars and competing cops, Clayton duels with a cunning bassin poised to kill him and his family. 307 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

★ 4693086 SERPENT. By Clive Cussler with P. Kemighcioc. When Kurt Austin, the leader of a courageous National Underwater & Marine Agency exploration team, rescues beautiful marine archaeologist Nina Kirov off the coast of Morocco, he becomes the next target of Texas industrialist Don Halcon, a madman bent on carving a new nation out of the southwestern United States and Mexico. 564 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

4685504 GHOST OF A CHANCE. By Kris T. Bethke. Ghostwalker Blake Jones dies every day. It’s his job and he helps trapped souls cross over. But to return to life, he needs an anchor. His new partner, Derek Scott, is a surprise. Not only is he male, but his appearance belies a caring and gentle soul. 205 pages. Dreamsipinner. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

4685482 COWBOY IN THE CROOKSHELLS. By BA Tortuga. When Wacey gets trapped by a remuda and comes home to heal, he’s none too happy to run into his old friend TJ, his old flame, or the little boys and their momma. The story might end there, if it wasn’t for some pesky bastard trying to kill Wacey, and TJ comes to the rescue. 220 pages. Dreamsipinner. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

4685512 THE HOCKEY PLAYER’S HEART. By J. Adams & W. Krauss. When hockey star Caleb Carter returns to his hometown to recover from an injury, the only thing he’s interested in is a little R&R. He never expects to run into his onetime crush Aaron Price, at a grade school fund-raiser. 212 pages. Dreamsipinner. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

4694910 FOXBRE. By Anya Seton. Amanda Lawrence, a sheltered New York socialite, falls in love with Jonathan Dartland, a part Apache mining engineer who belongs to the vastness of the Arizona desert. Amanda responds to his strength and self reliance, but has nothing and nobody to guide her when she follows to the grimm town of Lonesome. 328 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

4689743 TOO CLOSE. By Natalie Daniels. Working as a dedicated forensic psychiatrist for many years, Emma is not shocked so easily. Then she is assigned to work with Connie, a wife and mother accused of a despicable crime. Connie is suffering from dissociative amnesia—or at least seems to be. Now it’s up to Emma to decide whether Connie can stand trial for her sins. 312 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

★ 468382X THE KIDNAP MURDER CASE. By S.S. Van Dine. The plot features a purloined playboy and a demand that ransom be left at midnight in a hollow tree. Philo’s newfound skills with a pistol are added to his bag of tricks, along with his impossible charm. Philo will solve the mystery in no time. Originally published in 1936, 229 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 4683781 THE GARDEN MURDER CASE. By S.S. Van Dine. As belittling a Philo Vance yarn, he’s attending a very Manhattan house-party with an actress and a socialite on hand, and a boinkle on the telephone. Then there’s also a losing bet on the ponies, and an ensuing suicide—but Philo is not sure who actually pulled the trigger. Published originally in 1935. 229 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

4691938 STARPOR. By George R.R. Martin. Based on a TV pilot script written by Martin and adapted and illustrated by Raya Golden, this bold and biographic novel adaptation brings to light a singular vision to rollicking life. With all the intrigue, ingenuity, and atmosphere that made a Game of Thrones a worldwide phenomenon, this launches a new chapter in the career of a sci-fi/fantasy superstar. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

4695623 THE LIGHTKEEPER’S DAUGHTERS. By Jean E. Pendziwol. Elizabeth and Emily grow up on an isolated island where their father tends the lighthouse. When tragedy arrives in the midst of a storm, a family facing a fate that will echo down through generations. 312 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

4695690 A SHOUT IN THE RUINS. By Kevin Powers. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Spanning over one hundred years, from the antebellum era to the 1980s, this story examines the fates of the inhabitants of Beauvais Plantation, outside Richmond, Virginia. Seamlessly interwoven is a story of George Seldom, orphaned by the storm of the Civil War, looking back from the 1950s on where the childhood he sought to have been, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

4686306 A WEEK AT THE SHORE. By Barbara Delinsky. Seven watershed days—seven days after returning to her Rhode Island family home. Mallory will test the bonds of friendship and family, and discover the role that love plays in the lives of three. 406 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $19.95

4684573 DEATH IN KEN GARDENS. By Jennifer Ashley. Sir Jacob Harkness, an expert in the language and customs of China, has been murdered, and Kat Ashley. Spanning over one hundred years, from the antebellum era to the 1980s, this story examines the fates of the inhabitants of Beauvais Plantation, outside Richmond, Virginia. Seamlessly interwoven is a story of George Seldom, orphaned by the storm of the Civil War, looking back from the 1950s on where the childhood he sought to have been, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

4689850 THE PAGAN STONE. By Nora Roberts. Years ago after their blood brother ritual, Gage, Fox, and Caleb emerged from the woods, each with a piece of bloodstone. Now it will become their weapon in the final fight against the demon they awakened. Winner will take all. 321 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

4689880 THE PAGAN STONE. By Nora Roberts. Years ago after their blood brother ritual, Gage, Fox, and Caleb emerged from the woods, each with a piece of bloodstone. Now it will become their weapon in the final fight against the demon they awakened. Winner will take all. 321 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

4689850 THE PAGAN STONE. By Nora Roberts. Years ago after their blood brother ritual, Gage, Fox, and Caleb emerged from the woods, each with a piece of bloodstone. Now it will become their weapon in the final fight against the demon they awakened. Winner will take all. 321 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95
NEW FICTION

4688198 KOPP SISTERS ON THE MARCH. By Amy Stewart. It’s the spring of 1917, and American women have done something remarkable: they’ve banded together to create military-style training camps for women who want to serve. The Kopp sisters heed the call to join up and leave their old lives behind them. 355 pages. HMH. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

4688493 STILL ME. By Jojo Moyes. Louisa Clark arrives in New York ready to start a new life, confident that she can embrace this new adventure and keep her relationship with Ambulance Sam alive even under the million miles. Lou is determined to get the most out of the experience and throws herself into her job and this very privileged New York. 390 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95

4685555 PRELUDE TO LOVE. By Anne Barrett. Joel is a music teacher who knows it’s time to forget his ex and move on, while Marcus runs a lawn-mowing business and has come to Wellington to escape the reminders of a recent breakup. Although they’re opposites, when Joel and Marcus connect, their romance has the potential to hit all the right notes. 222 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95


★ 468351X A PROMISE OF ANKLES. By Alexander McCall Smith. For the residents of 44 Scotland Street, life in Edinburgh’s intriguing New Town is a thing to be relished. After all, there are new faces to excite Domenica’s anthropological imagination, precious moments with his triplets for Matthew to savor, and the prospect of a trip to the famed land of Glasgow for young Elspeth. 297 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ 4690958 GARFIELD GOES WILD. By Jim Davis. When it comes to eating, Garfield—with his Texas-size appetite—doesn’t hold back. It’s go or go home! But Fagi of the tux-taby tabby will test Garfield’s belief in the hog heaven as they pig out on this brand-new collection stuffed with comics! Fullly illus. in color. 93 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95 $4.95

★ 4688813 HUNTED. By Darcy Coates. Five days after Eileen went missing on a hike her camera was discovered washed downriver, containing bizarre photos taken hours after her disappearance. Chris wants to believe his sister is still alive. When the police find a clue he is obsessed and found to wv to scour the mountain range until they find Eileen. But unsettling discoveries await them. 455 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 4684168 WHO’S DEAD, DOC? By J.M. Griffin. When Nicole Briere began raising rabbits on her beloved Fur Bridge Farm in rural New Hampshire, she never imagined she’d be solving murders with one of them. Now things get pretty hare-y when she and her brilliant bunny, “Bun,” go undercover to catch a murderer hiding in plain sight. 314 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 4688988 WINNER CAKE ALL. By Denise Swanson. In the small town of Normatlon, Illinois, there aren’t a lot of opportunities for small business owner Dani Sloan to cater big-ticket events. But that’ll change with this new job, the engagement party of the richest guy around. But when the future bride turns up dead, Dani must figure out if her death is a tragic accident or a perfectly orchestrated murder? 338 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 4684052 MRS. MORRIS AND THE GHOST. By Traci Wilton. Charlene knew Salem, Massachusetts had a spooky reputation. But when she decided to open the Psychic Cafe there, she’ll have to deal with a ghost. This haunting house guest informs her that he cannot leave until his murder has been solved. If she wants to get her business open in time for Halloween, she’ll have to investigate. 325 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 4683943 EYE SPY. By Mercedes Lackey. Mags, Herald Spy of Valdemar, and his wife, Amily, the King’s Own Herald, are happily married with three kids. Their daughter, Abidela, dreams of building on her parents’ legacy by joining her father’s network of spies, hoping to offset her seeming lack of a Gift. 314 pages. DAW Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 4683934 HER AMISH WEDDING QUILT. By Winnie Griggs. Noah knows it’s time to think about finding a wife. When Greta offers to play matchmaker on his behalf, Noah eagerly accepts. After all, he knows his children better. But none of the women she suggests seems quite right, because his feelings of respect for Greta have grown into something even deeper and richer. 348 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 4688372 THIS COWBOY OF MINE. By R.C. Ryan. Kirby isn’t opposed to living on the edge. After all, she just quit her career in Washington, D.C., so she could move back to Wyoming and build her family’s ranch. But now that the Tetons are no more, a snowstorm goes beyond being adventurous. And when she shelters in a cave, she finds it already occupied with a ruggedly handsome cowboy. Now things really get dangerous! 416 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 4688864 A MURDER BETWEEN THE PAGES. By Amy Lillard. The ladies of Arlo’s Friday night book club are obsessed with their latest read, not for the reasons Arlo would like. When the unruly group choses Mississipi Gin they quickly discover the novel mirrors a Sugar Springs cold case that’s fifty years old, and Arlo can’t stop them from sticking their noses into the mystery. 312 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 4688805 THE HUSBAND/THE LOST RINGS. By J.R.R. Tolkien. One of the greatest fantasy epics of all time! Set contains: The Hobbit; The Lord of the Rings; The Fellowship of the Ring; The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers; and The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King. 1,854 pages and four volumes, slippedcase. Del Rey. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.96 $26.95

★ 4686253 AMERICAN TRAITOR. By Brad Taylor. Pike Logan and Jennifer Cahill are enjoying a long vacation down under when things start to go terribly wrong. Their friend and colleague is in serious trouble. The former TaskForcer member saw something he shouldn’t have, and now he’s on the run from Chinese agents. 449 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

★ 4688724 DEAD LAKE. By Darcy Coates. Sam is excited to spend a week at her uncle’s remote lakeside cabin. It’s a chance for her to focus on her art without distractions: no neighbors, no phone, and only a small radio to keep her company. It’s peaceful until Sam learns of something deep and unnatural lingering by the lake. 243 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 468897X WHISPERS IN THE MIST. By Darcy Coates. In a world that has learned to live with only some of them are physical. As Claire fights to protect the most precious people in her life, she begins to realize a horrible truth: not everyone can be saved. And sometimes the worst monsters wear a human smile. 467 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 4695143 A QUICK BITE. By Lynsay Sands. Lissiana has been spending her centuries pining for Mr. Right, not just a quick snack, and this sexy guy definitely doesn’t fit the bill. But he looks like her best bet for a mate. But there’s another, more pressing issue: her tendency to faint at the sight of blood—an especially annoying quirk for a vampire. 406 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95
New Fiction

**469305** The Wonder of Lost Causes. By Nick Irout. Dr. Kate will do anything for her son Jasper. Well, almost anything. Since Jasper has the incurable lung disease cystic fibrosis, Kate has always told him he couldn’t get a dog. The scarred mistreated wreck of a dog that turns up at her clinic doesn’t stand a chance, but Whistler’s bond with Jasper is instantaneous—and Whistler has known Jasper and Jasper for a reason. 440 pages. Morrow.

Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

**4686012 Little Girl Lost.** By Richard Alesa. Miranda was supposed to be in the Midwest, working as an eye doctor. So how did she wind up dead on the roof of New York’s seediest strip club? Ten years earlier, Miranda had been fl. John Blake’s girlfriend. Now he must uncover her secret life as a strip tease queen, and try to find who killed her, and why. 222 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99.


Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95

**4694856 Cross Her Heart.** By Sarah Pinborough. Sixteen year old Ava is getting tired of her overprotective single mom Lisa, and wants to live like a normal teenager—chill with friends, go to swim practice, study for exams, and have a boyfriend. But a long time ago, Lisa made a promise, and then she broke her word. That betrayal hasn’t been forgotten—or forgiven. 340 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

**469609 Last Woman Standing.** By Amy Gentry. Dana is an aspiring stand-up comedian—a woman in a man’s world. When she meets a tough computer programmer named Amanda, the two bond over their struggles in boys’ club professions. Amanda comes up with a plan: they should go after a ne w case for consulting detectives Sherlock Holmes and John Watson. The victims are an eccentric train driver with a hidden stash of money and a strange Colombian connection—but who would someone kill him and leave a fortune behind? 320 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95

**469594 ELEMENTARY: The Ghost Line.** By Adam Christopher. A summons to a bullet-riddled body in a Hell’s Kitchen apartment marks the start of a new case for consulting detectives Sherlock Holmes and John Watson. The victim is a Cold War train driver with a hidden stash of damage and a strange Colombian connection—because someone has got minded to identify the aircraft that crashed in the Quilak Mountains in Alaska, collect the corpses, and determine why no flight has been reported missing. But Jim discovers survivors; two children who don’t speak English; 326 pages. Headline. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**4696522 A Million Ways to Die Hard.** By Frank Tieri, illus. By M. Tenevi. With a conspiracy that draws John McClane back to the scene of the film, he is once again a man who will stop at nothing to fight against impossible odds and implausible foes. Insight Editions. 9x11½. Pub. at $19.99


**NEW FICTION**

**4696190 THE TAR BABY AND OTHER RHYMES OF UNCLE REMUS.** By Joel Chandler Harris. This facsimile of the 1904 publication is a classic, featuring the original illustrations by A.B. Frost and E.W. Kemble. Renowned for their playful details and historical depictions of life at the turn of the century. Ages 6 & up. 180 pages. Applewood. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**4688300 THE CASE OF THE BAKER STREET IRREGULARS.** By Anthony Boucher. A complex yet humorous whodunit with fully played clues, this is sure to please Sherlock Holmes fans of all stripes, and any reader who appreciates a challenging literary puzzle. 410 pages. Piatkus. Hardcover. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**4691075 THE EXTRATERRESTRIAL SPECIES ALMANAC: The Ultimate Guide to Greys, Reptilians, Hybrids, and Nordics.** By Craig Campobasso. Explores the origins, physical characteristics, technological and consciousness abilities, dimensional capacities, belief systems, and cosmic agendas of eighty-two extraterrestrial species. A must-have for all those interested in UFOs, aliens, the Marvel universe, Star Wars and Star Trek. 96 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

**4694716 THE OUTSIDERS.** By S.E. Hinton. Ponyboy can count on his brothers, and on his friends. But not on much else, beside trouble with the Socs, a vicious gang of rich kids whose idea of a good time is violent. Spoiled, and unlike his friends like Ponyboy, A. D. knows what to expect—until the night someone takes things too far. Ages 12 & up. 180 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $4.95

**4696697 THE LOCKSMITH’S DAUGHTER.** By Karen Brooks. Mallory is the only daughter of London’s most ingenious locksmith and has apprenticed with her father since childhood. Sir Francis Walsingham, Queen Elizabeth’s spymaster and a client of Mallory’s father sees potential in her as a spy. But first she discovers her mentor’s methods, once his greatest asset. Mallory is fast becoming Sir Francis’s worst threat. 468 pages. HBJ. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**4685539 LOST SOULS FORGOTTEN.** By Kris T. Bethe. Ginger has never been able to forget Michael King since he started working at Requiem Inc. But Michael is her boss and a Guardian, to boot. Sam thinks they could make it work anyway, but Michael has his position and his age to keep Sam at arm’s length. 196 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**4688481 MICKEY ALL-STARTS.** Ed. by J. Michael Catron. More than 40 acclaimed cartoonists celebrate Mittie Mickey’s Portfolio adventure, from fractured fairyland kingdoms to a surreal cubist realm to outer space. It’s an inter-dimensional roller-coaster ride by an all-star cast of international artists. Fully illus. in color. 52 pages. Fantagraphics. 9½x12½. $7.95

**4692993 THE ULTIMATE BETRAYAL.** By Kat Martin. When her father is accused of espionage and treason, journalist Jessie Kegan has no doubt the man is guilty. She vows to prove him right. It is enceinte and false, yet before Colonel Kegan can stand trial, he’s found dead of a heart attack–but Jessie knows it was murder. Jessie soon finds herself in the crosshairs of a killer who will stop at nothing to make her pay for her mother’s betrayal. 460 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**4696301 OUT OF CONTROL.** By Cindy Dees. When SEAL Spencer Newman accepts a dangerous mission to bring in CIA agent Drago Thorpe, the only man he’s ever loved, he expects things to get FUBAR. What he doesn’t expect is Drago to convince him to go rogue too. 306 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**4681337 WEST TEXAS NIGHTS.** By Sherryl Woods. Novels. In The Cowboy and His Wayward Bride, Laurie has never forgotten her childhood sweetheart, rancher Harlan Adams. But the last she heard of him was twenty years ago. Her father, Harlan, comes calling. In Suddenly, Annie’s Father, ex- rodeo star Slade Sutton has put down roots at the Adams family ranch with little time for a family—until his ten year old daughter shows up on his doorstep. 427 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**4683129 SOMEDAY WITH YOU.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. In Cordina’s Crown Jewel, Her Royal Highness Camilla de Cordina wants to be just plain Camilla MacDee, and working in rural Vermont for the handsome yet cantankerous Delaney is the perfect refuge. In Unfinished Business Vanessa has come home and the boy that broke her heart has turned into a sexy man. Can she trust him? 448 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**4688058 HELLO, SUMMER.** By Mary Kay Andrews. Reporter Conley Hawkins witnesses an accident that ends in the death of a local congresswoman. A body past. The more she digs into the story, the more dangerous it gets and her heart-breaker causes trouble and a new flame ignites, it soon looks like her sleepy beach town is the most scandalous hot spot of the summer. 472 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99 $19.95

**4693078 SAVAGE SON.** By Jack Carr. A traitorous CIA officer has found refuge in the Russian mafia and is planning to use its resources to put former Navy SEAL sniper James Reece in the ground. Half way around the world, Reece, journalist Kate Buranek and SEAL team leader Hallie Hastings, are unaware the Russian mafia has set their sights on Reece. 468 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**4692095 THE THIRD TO DIE.** By Allison Brennan. Enrily female police detective, Karen Quine, and ambiguous FBI special agent, Matt Costa—together they are at the heart of the ticking-clock investigation into a psychopathic murderer. The bond they forge in this crucible sets the stage for high-stakes suspense. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**4693051 OUT OF THE ATTIC.** By V.C. Andrews. Even Camille’s son, Malcolm Foxworth, born in the late 1940s, is unable to shake the power of the evil Foxworth Hall and all that it represents. It’s all whisked away to a wet nurse, feels alien to her. With a husband alternately absent and possessively close, Corrine doesn’t yet realize that she’s barely scratched the surface of what lies beneath Foxworth Hall’s dark facade. But the family that guards the house now, has 335 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**4684214 BEST LESBIAN EROTICA OF THE YEAR, VOLUME 5.** Ed. by Sinclair Sexsmith. Explores and expands on the very definition of eroticism with a diverse mix of 17 queer, non-binary, trans, and polyamorous stories that will have you quivering with delight and wondering what more you can explore no matter how you identify. 167 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95


**4694724 SIDE EFFECTS MAY VARY.** By Julie Town. When sixteen year old Alice is diagnosed with leukemia, her prognosis is grim. To maximize the time she does have, she vows to spend her final months righting wrongs—however she sees fit. She convinces her friend Harvey to help her with her crazy bucket list that’s as much about revenge as about hope. But when she goes into remission, she’s forced to face the consequences of her actions. 330 pages. Balzer + Bray. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $14.95

**4695194 THE SEVEN OR EIGHT DEATHS OF SNAKE LA RUE.** By Julie Town. Beginning in pre-WWII Italy and ending in present-day Connecticut, this is the sweeping family saga that follows one hundred years of family secrets from Italy to America. A tale of family transmissions ancient and modern, as the olive branch that could heal them, 445 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $27.99 $20.95

**4695283 THE WICKED REDHEAD.** By Beatriz Williams. 1924. Gin Kelly wakes up in Cocoa Beach, having fled south in the company of a disgraced Prohibition agent and her newly orphaned young sister, Patsy. 1998. Ella has finally settled into her new life in Greenwich Village, inside the same apartment where a certain redhead flapper named Gin, lived long ago—and continues to make her presence known. 406 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

---
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NEW FICTION

469429 THE GOLDEN HOUR. By Beatriz Williams. The Bahamas, 1941. Newly widowed Leonora arrives in Nassau to investigate the government and his wife for a fashionable New York magazine—the Duke and Duchess of Windsor—a couple whom love affair nearly brought the British monarchy to its knees. But discoverers evidence that beneath the glitzy facade lies an ugly, even treacherous reality. 468 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

4684066 CILKA’S JOURNEY. By Heather Morris. Confronting death and terror daily in a Siberian prison camp at the end of WWII, Cilka discovers a strength she never knew she had. And when she begins to tentatively form bonds and relationships in this harsh, new reality, Cilka finds that despite everything that has happened to her, there is the root of love. 344 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

4695097 OLD LOVEDOOD GIRLS. By Gail Godwin. For the ten years after their college graduation, Feron and Merry haven’t spoken. Life has led them into vastly different worlds. But as Feron says, once someone is inside your “reference aura,” she stays there forever. And years after their college graduation, Feron and Merry haven’t spoken. When young Ben Baughman set his heart on marrying a woman marries Hugh Fisher, Miranda is forced to confront the loss of her father in WWII. When her beautiful mother marries Hugh Fisher, Miranda is catapulted into a heady new world of pedigrees and cocktails, status and swimming pools. 367 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95


4683535 DEATH AT COUNTRY MANSION. By Louise R. Innes. No one would ever accuse famous opera star Dame Serena Levante of lacking a flair for the dramatic. Unfortunately, it’s curtains down on the dysfunctional diva when she’s found dead at the bottom of a staircase. Solving an opera singer’s murder may not be the typical hairdresser’s aria of expertise, but Daisy must do or dye her best to get to the roots of the case. 229 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Price of $6.95

468176 WINE TASTINGS ARE MURDER. By Libby Klein. When Poppy McAllister and Aunt Ginny agreed to host a Wine and Cheese Happy Hour for a tour group at their Butterfly House Bed and Breakfast, they never anticipated such a sour bunch. When one of their guests is found dead, electrovoric ants and pterodons came through a rift in space-time and millions of humans died. For Chuck, revenge, deceit and cunning as well as clan origins, battles, magic and superstition. Retold by Stuart Morris. Historical Tales of the Scottish Clans. 340 pages. Ace. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95

4683919 COURTING CAN BE KILLER. By Amanda Flower. Some Amish men don’t know what’s good for them. That’s what Millie Fisher told herself when young Ben Baughman set his heart on marrying her. When her beautiful mother marries Hugh Fisher, Miranda is catapulted into a heady new world of pedigrees and cocktails, status and swimming pools. 367 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

4683870 A BIG FAT GREEK MURDER. By Kate Collins. The entire family has been put to work when a big fat Greek wedding rehearsal is being held at the Parthenon. But no matter how tangy the tzatziki, everyone’s appetite is ruined when the groom who was MIA is found dead. And when the bride accuses Athena a sister it’s all-out war, and it’s up to Athena to dig the dirt on the suspects. 326 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Price of $6.95

4695614 MONSTER HUNTER GUARDIAN. By L. Correa & S.A. Hoyt. When the Monster Hunter International crew are called away to mount a monster rescue mission in the middle of the Paraneth. But no matter how tangible the Tzitziki, everyone’s appetite is ruined when the groom who was MIA is found dead. And when the bride accuses Athena a sister it’s all-out war, and it’s up to Athena to dig the dirt on the suspects. 326 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Price of $6.95

4692918 THE BLACK SWAN OF PARIS. By Karen Robards. Paris, 1944. Celebrated singer Genevieve Dumont is both a star and a smoke screen. The Duke and Duchess of Hamburgh Haplin. By Josh Berk. Hefty, deaf, and the new guy in school Will isn’t exactly a candidate for instant popularity. He teams up with the only guy in school less popular than he is to figure out who killed the star quarterback every time she sees him. But when the monster Hunter International crew are called away to mount a monster rescue mission in the middle of the Paraneth. But no matter how tangy the tzatziki, everyone’s appetite is ruined when the groom who was MIA is found dead. And when the bride accuses Athena a sister it’s all-out war, and it’s up to Athena to dig the dirt on the suspects. 326 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Price of $6.95

4684927 THE DARK SUNRISE. By Terrence McCauley. At long last U.S. Marshal Aaron Mackey and his brother have found Grant and his kill-crazy cronies stand trial for the mayhem and suffering they unleashed on the people of Dover Station. But when Grant is set free, Mackey and Billy must just have to appoint themselves judge, jury and executioner. 346 pages. Ember. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

4693027 GUNPOWDER & EMBERS. By John Ringo et al. Thirty years ago, the world ended, giant electronic ants and pterodons came through a rift in space-time and millions of humans died. For Chuck, revenge, deceit and cunning as well as clan origins, battles, magic and superstition. Retold by Stuart Morris. Historical Tales of the Scottish Clans. 340 pages. Ace. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95

4685334 THE WELL OF THE HEADS: Historical Tales of the Scottish Clans. By Stuart McHardy. Includes dozens of tales of bravery, revenge, deceit and cunning as well as clan origins, battles, magic and superstition. Retold by one of Scotland’s most acclaimed storytellers, they illustrate the drama and dynamism of a society which lived close to nature. 229 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

4690923 THE DEAD SEASON. By Tessa Wegert. After leaving the NYPD following her abduction by serial killer Blake Bram, Shana Merchant hoped for a fresh start in the Thousand Islands of upstate New York. She spends years running from her past, but she never imagined a murder case would bring her to the most dangerous place of all—home. 339 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

4685407 SEXTON BLAKE’S ALLIES. Ed. by Nick Rennison. This exciting and unusual anthology gathers together Sexton Blake’s stories written by women or featuring female detectives, also known as “Sherlock’s Sisters.” 320 pages. No Exit Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $18.95

4692018 THE DEAD SEASON. By Tessa Wegert. After leaving the NYPD following her abduction by serial killer Blake Bram, Shana Merchant hoped for a fresh start in the Thousand Islands of upstate New York. She spends years running from her past, but she never imagined a murder case would bring her to the most dangerous place of all—home. 339 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

4684927 THE DARK SUNRISE. By Terrence McCauley. At long last U.S. Marshal Aaron Mackey and his brother have found Grant and his kill-crazy cronies stand trial for the mayhem and suffering they unleashed on the people of Dover Station. But when Grant is set free, Mackey and Billy must just have to appoint themselves judge, jury and executioner. 346 pages. Ember. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

4696476 THE DARK DAYS OF HAMBURGER HALPIN. By Josh Berk. Hefty, deaf, and the new guy in school Will isn’t exactly a candidate for instant popularity. He teams up with the only guy in school less popular than he is to figure out who killed the star quarterback every time she sees him. But when the monster Hunter International crew are called away to mount a monster rescue mission in the middle of the Paraneth. But no matter how tangy the tzatziki, everyone’s appetite is ruined when the groom who was MIA is found dead. And when the bride accuses Athena a sister it’s all-out war, and it’s up to Athena to dig the dirt on the suspects. 326 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Price of $6.95

4685407 SEXTON BLAKE’S ALLIES. Ed. by Nick Rennison. This exciting and unusual anthology gathers together Sexton Blake’s stories written by women or featuring female detectives, also known as “Sherlock’s Sisters.” 320 pages. No Exit Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $18.95

4692018 THE DEAD SEASON. By Tessa Wegert. After leaving the NYPD following her abduction by serial killer Blake Bram, Shana Merchant hoped for a fresh start in the Thousand Islands of upstate New York. She spends years running from her past, but she never imagined a murder case would bring her to the most dangerous place of all—home. 339 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

4692018 THE BLACK SWAN OF PARIS. By Karen Robards. Paris, 1944. Celebrated singer Genevieve Dumont is both a star and a smoke screen. The Duke and Duchess of Hamburgh Haplin. By Josh Berk. Hefty, deaf, and the new guy in school Will isn’t exactly a candidate for instant popularity. He teams up with the only guy in school less popular than he is to figure out who killed the star quarterback every time she sees him. But when the monster Hunter International crew are called away to mount a monster rescue mission in the middle of the Paraneth. But no matter how tangy the tzatziki, everyone’s appetite is ruined when the groom who was MIA is found dead. And when the bride accuses Athena a sister it’s all-out war, and it’s up to Athena to dig the dirt on the suspects. 326 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Price of $6.95

4683534 THE WELL OF THE HEADS: Historical Tales of the Scottish Clans. By Stuart McHardy. Includes dozens of tales of bravery, revenge, deceit and cunning as well as clan origins, battles, magic and superstition. Retold by one of Scotland’s most acclaimed storytellers, they illustrate the drama and dynamism of a society which lived close to nature. 229 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

4684927 THE DARK SUNRISE. By Terrence McCauley. At long last U.S. Marshal Aaron Mackey and his brother have found Grant and his kill-crazy cronies stand trial for the mayhem and suffering they unleashed on the people of Dover Station. But when Grant is set free, Mackey and Billy must just have to appoint themselves judge, jury and executioner. 346 pages. Ember. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95
NEW FICTION

★ 4685172 THE MARCH FALLEN. By Volker Kutscher. 1933. A homeless veteran is found murdered under railway arches in Berlin. Green Rath is brought onto the case, and the Reichstag mysteriously burns down. Unsettled by the Nazis’ tightening grip, he and Charlotte Ritter must also contend with their political colleagues. The new Germany is frightening, but Rath must go on. 512 pages. Sandstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 4695386 YOUR HOUSE WILL PAY. By Steph Cha. In the wake of the police shooting of a black teenager, Los Angeles is as tense as it’s been since the Watts protests of the early 1960s. But Old Park and Shawn Matthews have their own problems. However when another shooting crime hits L.A., both the Park and Matthews families are forced to face down their shared history. 304 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $26.99 $16.95

★ 4684334 MISTRESS OF ROME. By Kate Quinn. Thea, a captive from Judaea, is a clever and determined survivor hiding behind a slave’s docile mask. Purchased as a toy for the spoiled heiress Lepida, Thea evades her mistress’s spite and honeys a secret passion for music. But when Thea wins the love of Rome’s newest and most savage gladiator and dares to dream of a better life, Lepida tears the lovers apart. 470 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

★ 4694996 HUDSON’S KILL. By Padday Hirsh. New York, 1803. When a young girl is found ad dead to death, both Justy Flanagan, a city marshal and Kerry O’Toole, a schoolteacher, find their way to a reclusive community on the fringes of the growing city. What they uncover is a craven political conspiracy bound up with a criminal enterprise running in its depravity. 314 pages. Forge. Pub. at $25.99 $16.95

★ 4694884 THE CURRENT. By Tim Johnston. Determined to find answers after her near fatal accident, the surviving young woman soon realizes that she’s connected to an unsolved case from ten years ago, and the deeper she plunges into her own investigation, the closer she comes to dangerous truths, and to the violence that simmered just below the surface of her hometown. 408 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $27.95 $16.95

★ 4695011 IMPOSSIBLE CAUSES. By Julie Mayhew. For seven months of the year, the remote island of Lark is fogbound, cut off completely from the mainland. When a body is found one morning, hidden among the sacred stones of the island, it raises instantly to suspicion and fear. For the island is weighted with its own dark secrets, and now it is time for them to come into the light. 410 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $26.90 $16.95

★ 4694879 GIRL IN THE REARVIEW MIRROR. By Kelsey Rae Dimberg. When a young woman approaches Finn Hunt, claiming a connection to Finn’s employer, Philip, the son of the sitting senator, and asking Finn to pass on a message, Philip is caught up in a web of deception with the senate seat at its center. 371 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

★ 4695712 TERMINAL UPRISING. By Jim C. Hines. Book two of the Janitors of the Phobos Project: Hypersimulacra. Another age has just fallen. It was pushed. The Krakau came to Earth in the year 3104. By 3105, humanity had been reduced to shambling, feral monsters. In the Krakau’s defense, it was an accident, and a century later, a celebrated book. 324 pages. DAW Books. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

★ 4694775 BEARSKIN. By James A. McLaughlin. Rice Moore is just beginning to think his troubles are behind him. He’s taken a job as a caretaker for a remote forest preserve in Virginia and a life as a wolf, and he’s telling stories to the bears in the cabins. It’s totally solitary—forlorn for hiding from the Mexican drug cartels he betrayed back in Arizona. But when Rice finds the carcass of a bear killed on the grounds, his quiet life is upended. 343 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $26.99 $16.95

★ 4695127 PRAIRIE FEVER. By Michael Parker. Set in the hardscrabble landscape of early 1920s Montana, the story traces the dynamic between the Stewart sisters: the pragmatic Lorena and the chimera Elise. The two are bound together not only by their isolation on the prairie but also by their deep emotional reliance on each other. Their connection supersedes all else until the arrival of 312 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $26.95 $16.95

★ 4694880 THE DINNER LIST. By Rebecca Serle. We’ve all played the game. Which five people, living or dead, would you invite to dinner? But what if that dinner was to actually happen? When Sabrina arrives at her thirtieth birthday dinner to meet her best friend, she finds at the table some unexpected guests—including her ex, Tobias. 276 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99 $16.95

★ 4684181 LIFE AND OTHER INCONVENIENCES. By Kristin Higgins. Emma never thought she had anything in common with her grandmother Genevieve. The regal old woman who suffered life’s cruellest blows: the disappearance of her own son followed by the death of her husband, then buried her grief in work and rose from the ashes. So what is Emma to do when Genevieve calls and asks for help? 426 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

★ 4694702 AFTER YOU. By Jojo Moyes. After the six months she spent with Will, Lou now struggles without him. She no longer is the girl she once was. Reluctantly, she joins a support group and meets Sam, a paramedic whose business is life and death, and the man who might be able to understand her. From Will’s past appears and hijacks all of Lou’s plans, compelling her into a very different future. 352 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

★ 4695321 THE YELLOW BIRD SINGS. By Jennifer Rosner. As Nazi soldiers round up the Jews in their town, Roza and her five year old daughter Shira hide in a lawyer’s home. But when the lawyer’s young son, Henry, is found dead, Shira struggles to stay still and quiet as music pulses through her and the farmyard outside beckons. 294 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $25.99 $16.95

★ 4692748 GOD ALWAYS KEEPS HIS PROMISE: Unshakable Hope for Kids. By Max Lucado, illus. by A. Trunfio. Through the stories of Adam and Eve, Abraham, Joseph, Peter, Paul, and many more, your children will learn not only about God but also why they can trust Him and how to rely on Him every day. Max Lucado shows children the power, support and protection of God through 25 promises, Bible stories, and life applications. Ages 8-12. Well illus. in color. 202 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $9.99

★ 4688392 THE GREAT HOTEL MURDER. By Vincent Starrett. When a New York banker is discovered dead from an apparent morphine overdose in a grand Chicago hotel, the circumstances surrounding his untimely end are suspicious to say the least. Enter theater critic and amateur sleuth sleuth sleuth sleuth Blackwood, who at the request of a friend at the hotel endeavors to untangle the puzzling death. 210 pages. Bender. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ 4686990 BOYFRIEND MATERIAL. By Alexis Hall. Luc has to clean up his image and to do that he has a normal, white, and nice and normal as they come. He’s perfect fake boyfriend material and apart from being gay and single, they have nothing in common. But the thing about fake dating is that it can feel a lot like real dating, and you can start falling in love. 425 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 4688570 VULTURES IN THE SKY. By Todd Downing. Originally published in 1935, this is a suspenseful whodunit that charts a path through the Mexican wilderness of the ‘30s, and is the third novel in the series of Hugo Blackwood Customs Agent. 306 pages. Penzler. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ 4684079 POPPY REDFERN and the Fatal Flyers. By Tessa Arlen. Autumn, 1942. Poppy Redfern is immersed in her new job as a scriptwriter at the London Town Film Unit, and is thrilled to receive her first solo script project: a 15-minute film about the Air Transport Auxiliary known as the Attagirls. When one of the best pilots dies in a suspicious accident, Poppy and American fighter-pilot Cliff, believe foul play may be at work. 312 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95
FISHING FOR TROUBLE. By Elizabeth Logan. Summer has come to Elkview, Alaska and Chef Charlie Cooke is eager for a busy yet relaxing season, but when a young man working a summer job at the local fish processing plant dies moments after...
NEW FICTION

★ 4687732 THE DEADLY HOURS. By Susanna Kearsley et al. A stellar lineup of historical mystery novelists weaves the tale of a priceless and cursed garden as it passes through time, taking havoc from one owner to another in four thrilling historical mystery stories, 341 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 4691237 THE QUILTER’S KITCHEN. By Jennifer Chiaverini. Anna had known that she wanted to be a chef since she was in the seventh grade. She begins her new role as head chef of Cim’s, Waterford, Pennsylvania’s popular quilting retreat. As she joins the circle of quilters, Anna is eager to preserve the manor’s culinary heritage, while also celebrating the new friends among their many guests. 214 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 4694759 AFTER ME COMES THE FLOOD. By Sarah Perry. One hot summer day, John Cole decides to shut his bookshop early, and possibly forever. Driving out of London his car breaks down, and finding a dilapidated house, he approaches it to seek help. As he does he’s greeted by a laughing woman who seems to know him, and an enigmatic clan of residents, all of whom seem to know who he is and crying that they have been without him. 324 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $12.95

★ 468804X A GOOD NEIGHBORHOOD. By Therese Anne Fowler. All is well for single mom Valerie and biracial son Xavier, until the Whitmans move in next door—an apparently traditional family with new money and a secretly troubled teenaged daughter. With little in common, these two very different families quickly find themselves at odds first over a historic oak tree, then the blossoming romance between their teens. 311 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

★ 4691347 THE SATURDAY NIGHT GHOST CLUB. By Craig Davidson. Growing up in 1980s Niagara Falls—a seedy but magical, slightly haunted place—Jake spends most of his time with his uncle Calvin. The summer Jake turns twelve, he befriends a pair of siblings and initiates them all into the “Saturday Night Ghost Club.” But what begins as a seemingly light-hearted project will uncover mysteries darker than any of its members, 266 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $12.95

★ 4685149 SONG OF THE DARK CRYSTAL. By J.M. Lee. Kylan and Naia flee Stone in the Wood beyond the Edge of the World. While in the city of Krosmor, they meet a woman who seems to know him, and an enigmatic woman who claims they have been awaiting his arrival. 344 pages. Del Rey. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $12.95

★ 4684898 THE PERFECT SON. By Lauren North. When Tess wakes up in the hospital the day after her son Jamie’s eighth birthday, she’s sure of three things: her husband died three months ago, she’s been stabbed, and her son is missing. She suspects that her brother in law and her in law are involved—but no one is listening! 354 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $12.95

★ 4689090 SAINT X. By Alexis Schaitkin. Claire is only seven years old when her college-age sister is murdered on the last night of their family’s vacation. Years later, Claire is living and working in New York City when a brief encounter brings her together with Christian, one of the men originally suspected of the murder. Claire sets out on an obsessive pursuit of the truth about what happened to her sister that night, 344 pages. Celadon. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

★ 4684931 UNBREAK ME. By Michelle Hazen. Andra lives an isolated life at her family’s horse ranch, imprisoned by the memories of an accidental tragedy. When she needs help training her foals, she hires a Haitian Creole cowboy from New Orleans with a laugh as big as the Montana sky. Despite their growing friendship and his gentle rapport with the horses, L.J. is still unsure of three things: her husband died three months ago, she’s been stabbed, and her son is missing. She suspects that her brother in law and her in law are involved—but no one is listening! 354 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $12.95

★ 4695003 IF ONLY I COULD TELL YOU. By Hannah Beckerman. Audrey’s dream as a mother had been for her daughter, Jess, to be as close as only sisters can be. Now, as adults, they no longer speak to each other, and Audrey’s two teenage grandchildren have never met. Audrey has no idea how to fix her family as she wonders if they will ever be whole again, 362 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

★ 4695650 ST. FRANCIS SOCIETY WAYWARD PETS. By Annie England Noblin. Mavee’s new life includes a reclusive but tempting author living next door to her deceased mother’s house, and a set of ready-made friends at the St. Francis Society for Wayward Pets, where women know how to deal with the problems of other dogs and cats for a living. But there’s also an undercurrent of something that doesn’t quite sit right with Mavee. 351 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

★ 4687965 BUTTERFLY. By Ashley Antoinette. After losing her first love, Morgan is terrified of falling in love again. She’s settled for a life with a respectable man. She’s living in the lap of luxury, and although she’s comfortable, she’s bored out of her mind. But when a ghost from her past blows into town, she finds herself entangled in an illicit affair. 286 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

★ 4688945 THE SPOILT KILL. By Mary Kelly. Shemali’s, a long-established institution of the Staffordshire Pottery industry, is under attack. With her designs leaked to international rivals and its prices undercut, private investigator Hedley Nicholson has been tasked with finding the culprit of the suspected sabotage. 235 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 468477X HOUSE OF GOLD. By Natasha Solomons. It’s 1911 and Greta Goldbaum is forced to move from glittering Vienna to damp England to wed Albert, a distant cousin. At first defiant, as the wild path and untempered beauty of Greta’s new English garden begin to take shape, so too does her love begin to blossom. But WWI looms, and Greta will have to choose between the family’s legacy and the family she’s left behind. 446 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95
...from playtime to fun sounds to sweet dreams at Jean Fischer. Spend time with your little one as you thank God for every good thing, from a world like a lightning strike and ignites a heated conflict that would leave them sworn enemies—if not for a common goal.

468249X JUST LIKE THIS. By Cole McCade. Rian’s life as the art teacher to a gaggle of displaced boys at Albin Academy should be smooth sailing—until the stubborn, ghouzy football coach comes into his world like a lightning strike and ignites a heated conflict that would leave them sworn enemies—if not for a common goal.

469274X I CAN ONLY IMAGINE FOR LITTLE ONES. By Bart Millard et al., illustrated by S. Collina. Inspired by the hit song by MercyMe, this volume encourages a sense of wonder and faith. Children will discover that adventures with God don’t have to wait until heaven. We can enjoy a friendship with God every day, right here on Earth. Ages 6-8.

4690915 DC THROUGH THE ’80s: The End of Eras. By Paul Levitz. Return to the early 1980s and revisit the comics that closed out the newstand era. See seminal stories and groundbreaking creative efforts from seasoned veterans and rising stars alike. Presented here are milestone stories from a host of comics’ legendary figures, including Jim Aparo, Cary Bates, Mike Nystul, Gil Kane, and many more. In color and B&W. 499 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99. $37.95

4695606 THE EXPRORIA CODE. By Antony Johnston. Brigitte Sharp is a brilliant but haunted young MI6 hacker who has been desk-bound and in therapy for three years after her first field mission in Syria went disastrously wrong. But now one of her best friends has been murdered, and Bridge believes his death is connected to strange “ASCII art” posts appearing on the internet that carry encrypted hidden messages. 466 pages. $18.95

4682457 THE DRAGONS OF ARCHENFIELD. By Edward Marston. Ralph Delchard, a former soldier in the Battle of Hastings, and Gervase Bret, a gifted lawyer arrive in Archenfield for what should be a straightforward assignment for the king. But they are shocked to discover that a principal witness has been murdered, and the pair must use all their wits to expose the person responsible. 315 pages. Allison & Busby. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

4684261 THE WOLVES OF SAVERNAKE. By Edward Marston. A man’s body is found mutilated in Savernake Forest and the residents of Bedwyn sleep uneasy at night, fearing a monster stalking the town. When veteran soldier Ralph Delchard and lawyer Gervase Bret arrive into a charged atmosphere in the small village of Maldon and become entangled in a murder case far more dangerous than their original task, they soon discover that the locals are harboring dark secrets and the real killer may be a little closer to home. 318 pages. Allison & Busby. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

468348X THE RAVENS OF BLACKWATER. By Edward Marston. Veteran soldier of the Battle of Hastings Ralph Delchard, and lawyer Gervase Bret arrive into a charged atmosphere in the small village of Maldon and become entangled in a murder case far more dangerous than their original task. 348 pages. Allison & Busby. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

468343X OUR LAST GOODBYE. By Shirley Dickson. England 1943. When twenty-five year old Margaret is trapped on a hiding train for the night, May is heartbroken and terrified. She isn’t sure she has the strength to harbor the secret they have kept for so many years—their secret her mother devoted her life to hiding. The secret that would tear their family apart. 334 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $9.99. $9.95


4682853 PRECIOUS MOMENTS LITTLE BOOK OF THANKS. By Jean Fischer. Spend time with your little one as you thank God for every good thing, from playtime to fun sounds to sweet dreams at night. With cute and silly rhymes and the Precious Moments signature illustrations, this will create a special moment of gratitude. Ages 3-6. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

4699471 LITTLE ONES. By Mary Beth Daniel. Priscilla's best friend has been murdered, and she has the strength to harbor the secret they have kept for so many years—their secret her mother devoted their life to hiding. The secret that would tear their family apart. 334 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $9.99. $9.95


4692764 LITTLE CRITTER LITTLE BENEFITS BLESSINGS COLLECTION. By Mercer Mayer. A treasury of your favorite Little Critter stories: join plucky Little Critter as he discovers how to treat others, how to be grateful for what he has, how to feel free by telling the truth, and how to both forgive and tell the truth, and how to both forgive and be forgiven. Ages 6-8. Fully illus. in color. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $9.99. $9.95

4692765 LITTLE CRITTER LITTLE BENEFITS BLESSINGS COLLECTION. By Mercer Mayer. A treasury of your favorite Little Critter stories: join plucky Little Critter as he discovers how to treat others, how to be grateful for what he has, how to feel free by telling the truth, and how to both forgive and be forgiven. Ages 6-8. Fully illus. in color. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $9.99. $9.95
NEW FICTION

4695682 SHADOWS OF THE DARK CRYSTAL. By J.M. Lee. A young Gelfling woman called Naia finds herself summoned from her remote village to stand witness to the trial of her father, who’s been accused of treason by their Sleeshkas overlords. But Naia and her companions’ arduous journey to the Castle of the Crystal reveals more than just clues to the true events surrounding her brother’s act of betrayal. Illus. 282 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

★ 4684427 MARVEL MYTHS AND LEGENDS. Ed. by Cfn Ridout. Explore the fabled myths and epic legends of the vast and vibrant Marvel Universe. Discover the pantheons of Thor, the X-Men, and their Olymian rivals. Wonder at the arcane origins of Doctor Strange, and much more. 216 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

★ 4693461 THE TRAILBLAZING BLACK ARTISTS OF COMIC BOOKS. By Ken Quattro. The riveting stories of groundbreaking Black artists who drew superhero, horror, and romance comics from the birth of the industry through the Golden Age, gorgeously illustrated with photos and the creators’ remarkable work. 248 pages. Yoe Books. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95

NEW DVDs

DVD 4695643 THE PINK PANTHER: 6-Film Collection. Widescreen. Peter Sellers plays his much-beloved character, Inspector Jacques Clouseau, in these six films from writer/director Blake Edwards. The Pink Panther; A Shot in the Dark; Return of the Pink Panther; The Pink Panther Strikes Again; Revenge of the Pink Panther, and Trail of the Pink Panther. English SDH. Over 10 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. $7.95

DVD 4692975 SPECIES: The Complete Collection. Collects all four of the science-fiction horror flicks in the series: Species, Species II (Resurrection), Species III (Lazarus), and at a special price, Species: The Awakening. Stars include Ben Kingsley, Michael Madsen, Marg Helgenberger, Natasha Henstridge, and Helene Mattsson. Rated R and Not Rated. Nearly 7 hours on four DVDs. MGM. $19.95

DVD 4693272 COLUMBO MYSTERY MOVIE COLLECTION 1989. Fullscreen. The legendary Peter Falk is back checking his pockets for clues as everyone’s favorite trench coat-wearing police lieutenant in five immensely popular TV movies: Columbo Goes to the Guillotine; Monte Carlo; Smokes and Shadows; Sex and the Married Detective; Grand Deception; and Murder, a Self Portrait. English SDH. Over seven hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. $14.95

DVD 469196X MR. PEABODY & SHARKY: THE COMPLETE CARTOON SERIES. Fullscreen. Join the world’s smartest dog, Mr. Peabody, and his boy Sherman as they travel way back in time in order to change the course of history. Includes all 91 episodes. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $7.55

DVD 4693384 GALAXY QUEST. Widescreen. Twenty years after cancellation, the stars of the Galaxy Quest TV series cling to their careers apparently unrelated to the set of the cancelled show. When a distressed interstellar race mistakes the show for “historical documents,” Jason (Tim Allen) and his crew of has-beens are unexpectedly pulled to save them from a gienical warlord. CC. 102 minutes. Paramount $5.95

DVD 469383X CLOVERFIELD 2-MOVIE COLLECTION. Widescreen. In 10 Cloverfield Lane a young woman wakes up in a surveillance’s underground bunker after a catastrophic car crash. Cloverfield is a non-stop terror and suspense film produced by J.J. Abrams and director Matt Reeves. CC. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

DVD 4693841 CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER. Widescreen. When Jack Ryan’s (Harrison Ford) Admiral James Greer (James B. Jones) becomes gravely ill, Ryan is appointed acting CIA Deputy Director of Intelligence. His first assignment: investigate the murder of one of the president’s friends, a prominent U.S. Bushinessman visiting the Philippines. English SDH. CC. 141 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

DVD 4693914 KISS THE GIRLS. Widescreen. Eight kidnapped women. All beautiful. All talented. All in danger of having their lives cut cruelly short if police detective Alex Cross (Morgan Freeman) and key witness Kate McTiernan (Ashley Judd) can’t locate the elusive “collector” who calls himself Casanova. English SDH. Rated R. 115 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

★ DVD 4693949 PATRIOT GAMES. Widescreen. His days as an intelligence agent behind him, former CIA analyst Jack Ryan (Harrison Ford) has traveled to London to vacation with his wife (Anne Archer) and son. Meeting his family outside of Buckingham Palace, Ryan is caught in the middle of a terrorist attack on Lord Holmes, a member of the Royal Family, making him and his family a target. English SDH. Rated R. 104 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

DVD 4687205 JACK RYAN TRIPLE FEATURE. Widescreen. Based on Tom Clancy’s best-sellers comes a trio of Jack Ryan thrillers guaranteed to keep you on the edge of your seat. The Hunt for Red October; The Hunt for Red October; The Hunt for Red October; Jack Ryan’s first adventure, showing Ryan’s brilliant strategic mind and quiet charm; Clear and Present Danger; and Patriot Games. English SDH. Over six hours on 3 DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

DVD 4687139 THE GODFATHER, PART II. Widescreen. Francis Ford Coppola’s epic masterpiece features Marlon Brando in his Oscar-winning role as the patriarch of the Corleone family. Director Coppola paints a chilling portrait of the Sicilian clan’s rise and fall from power in America. Also stars Al Pacino, James Caan and Robert Duvall. Winner of the 1972 Academy Award for Best Picture. Rated R. CC. 177 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

DVD 4687167 THE GODFATHER, PART II. Widescreen. In what is undeniably one of the best sequels ever made, Francis Ford Coppola continues his epic Godfather saga with this saga of two Christian missionaries (Adam Beach, Benjamin Bratt) sent on a dangerous journey into the heart of power within the Corleone family. Coppola crafts two interwoven stories that work as both a prequel and sequel to the original. Stars Al Pacino and Robert De Niro. Winner of six Academy Awards. Rated R. CC. Over three hours. Paramount. $3.95

DVD 4694015 SILENCE. Widescreen. The powerful story of two Christian missionaries (Adam Driver and Andrew Garfield) who travel to Japan in search of their missing mentor (Liam Neeson) at a time when Christianity was outlawed. When they are caught, both men are plunged into an odyssey that tests their faith and challenge their sanity. Directed by Martin Scorsese. Rated R. CC. 160 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

DVD 469449X LA BELLE CAPTIVE. Widescreen. After encountering a mysterious woman (Golshifteh Farahani) at a Paris nightclub, secret agent Walter Raim (Daniel Mesquich) finds the woman lying bound on a country road. He takes her to an isolated mansion, setting in motion this mesmerizing tale of erotic passion, film noir, and horror. Not Rated. French with English subtitles. 89 minutes. Adult only. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

★ DVD 4689542 HOT TIMES AT THE LOST OASIS. Fullscreen. Off the beaten path, in the deserts of Nevada, is a private resort that travelers thought was out of commission due to the war. It is a that a humble Psychology professor (Tabitha Stevens) loses herself in the hedonistic heat and through a series of erotic encounters becomes Queen of the Oasis. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Adult only. Full Moon. $9.95

★ DVD 4689648 HOT TIMES AT THE LOST OASIS. Fullscreen. Off the beaten path, in the deserts of Nevada, is a private resort that travelers thought was out of commission due to the war. It is a that a humble Psychology professor (Tabitha Stevens) loses herself in the hedonistic heat and through a series of erotic encounters becomes Queen of the Oasis. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Adult only. Full Moon. $9.95

NEW AUDIO BOOKS

★ CD 4684087 A PROMISED LAND. By Barack Obama. Read by the author. In this stirring, highly anticipated first volume of Obama’s presidential memoirs, his narrative captures his conviction that democracy is not something lost, but something founded on empathy and common understanding and built together, day by day, over 28 hours on eighteen CDs. Random House AudioBooks. Pub. at $65.00 $44.95
NEW DVDS

★ DVD 4659615 A FRENCH VILLAGE: The Complete Series. Widescreen. This French drama chronicles the impact of World War II on a small village in central France. The series documents the lives of the village during the war as their lives become irrevocably changed by the German occupation and its aftermath. Includes all 72 episodes of the complete series. In French and English subtitles. Over 70 hours on thirty three DVDs. M.Ht. Pub. at $159.95 $119.95

DVD 4656519 ACE VENTURA COLLECTION. Widescreen. Ready to laugh? All right then! Jim Carrey showed us he was a movie farce to reckon with in these two comedy classics. Ace Ventura Pet Detective has a surprise-tongued hero racing to find a dolphin—the mascot of Miami’s football team. Ace Ventura When Nature Calls features Ace’s adventure to Africa to rescue a ball! CC. Three hours on two DVDs. Warner. $7.95

DVD 4659365 PLUNDER OF THE SUN. American insurance adjuster Al Colby (Glenn Ford) unwittingly becomes involved with a fortune in ancient curios after being asked to carry a mysterious package aboard a ship sailing from Havana to Mexico. Colby’s mission becomes a dangerous game of pursuit when he discovers that others are determined to take possession of the parcel he carries. CC. 81 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

DVD 4667213 JOHN WAYNE’S SUSPENSE COLLECTION: Man in the Vault, Ring of Fire, Track of the Cat, and Plunder of the Sun. All films were produced by John Wayne’s production company, Batjac. Although Wayne himself doesn’t star in these films, plenty of other popular stars do, including Robert Mitchum, Mickey Spillane, and Glenn Ford. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. CC. Over 5 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

DVD 4692438 SANDS OF THE KALAHARI. Widescreen. A plane crashes in the African desert after colliding with a swarm of bees. The harsh surroundings and the vicious baboons are the least of their problems; first they’ll have to survive a crazed fellow passenger, Stars Stuart Whitman, Stanley Baker, Susannah York, and Nicky Davenplo. 120 minutes. Olive. DVDs. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

DVD 4689119 JOSIE AND THE PUSSYCATS: The Complete Series. Josie, from Archie Comics fame, is here to put on an unforgettable show! So put on those Saturday Pussycat pajamas, grab some cereal, and join your friends and rock out to this collection! English SDH. Over five hours. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $36.99 $7.95

DVD 4689208 REBA: Seasons 1-4. Fullscreen. It takes a lot of heart to keep a family like this one together. Country music superstar Reba McEntire is Reba Hart, and keeping the peace is her crazed, acrophobic detective (James Stewart) rescues a mysterious blonde (Kim Novak) from the bay and must unravel the secrets of the past to find the key to his future. English SDH. 128 minutes. Universal. $5.95

DVD 4689240 STARGATE ATLANTIS: Season 1 & 2. Widescreen. Dive into an adventure as infinite as the universe itself with the first two seasons of this sci-fi hit. When SG-1 discovers what they believe to be the remnants of the Lost City of the Ancients—the originators of the Stargates—a new team of explorers, headed by Dr. Daniel Jackson, is sent on an extraordinary mission. Collects 40 episodes. Twenty-nine hours on ten DVDs. MGM. $14.95

DVD 4693825 THE BRADY BUNCH 2-MOVIE COLLECTION. Widescreen. Break out the double knits in The Brady Bunch Movie, because this is back in the ‘60s. Good-time that is, because the gang is back in town for a groovy, good-time romp. Mike (Gary Cole) and Carol (Shelley Long) have just one week to come up with $20,000 in back taxes or they’ll lose their house. 88 minutes. In A Very Brady Sequel, Mike and Carol are giving a surprise 60th birthday party for Carol. 89 minutes. Both CC. Two DVDs. Paramount. $6.95

DVD 4687523 K-9 THE PATROL PACK: The Franchise Collection. Widescreen. Detective Thomas Dooley (Jim Belushi) takes on canine partner Garry Lee, a German Shepherd, to chase crime and an appetite for destruction, in this action-comedy trilogy. Witness the side splitting antics of these unlikely partners in three adventures: K-9; K-9 1; and K-9: P.I. Over 4 hours on a double-sided DVD. Universal. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

DVD 4687094 DEATH WISH. Widescreen. In this explosive story of revenge and urban violence, Charles Bronson plays Paul Kersey, a bleeding-heart liberal who has a change of opinion after his wife and daughter are violently attacked by a gang in their apartment. Bronson turns vigilante as he stalks the mean streets of New York to track the growl for bad guys. English SDH. 93 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

DVD 4694589 RIOT. Widescreen. While the warden of a state prison is away, the isolation block erupts and 35 of the most violent criminals (led by Bronson) stage a riot and take over part of the prison. Cully Briston (Jim Brown), in for five years and awaiting his parole, impulsively gets involved, defending a prison guard and protecting him from the maniacs in the block. Rated R. DVDs. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

DVD 4687108 DEFANCE. Widescreen. The extraordinary true story of the Bielski brothers, simple farmers—outnumbered and outgunned—who turned a group of war refugees into powerful freedom fighters. The brothers motored their band of civilians to join them against the Nazi regime. Stars Daniel Craig and Liev Schreiber. Rated R. CC. 136 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

DVD 4693906 THE ITALIAN JOB. DVD. When master thief Charlie Croker (Mark Wahlberg) and his mentor (Donald Sutherland) plot one last heist, they score $35 million in gold bars from an Italian palazzo. But the team suffers a devastating double-cross from one of their own, and the survivors must face a war of members seek vengeance. CC. 110 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

DVD 4687051 ADORE. Widescreen. Two lifelng friends find themselves entangled in passionate sexual relationships with each other’s sons. As they struggle to make sense of conflicting emotions and desires, the line between friendship and morality are blurred. Stars Jennifer Jason Leigh and Robin Wright. Rated R. 111 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

DVD 468902X BLADE RUNNER: The Final Cut. Widescreen. Visually spectacular, intensely action-packed and powerfully prophetic since its debut, Blade Runner dazzles in Ridley Scott’s definitive Final Cut, including extended scenes and previously unseen special effects. Stars Harrison Ford, Rutger Hauer, Sean Young and Edward James Olmos. Rated R. English SDH. 117 minutes. Warner Bros. DVDs. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

DVD 4693381 VERTIGO. Widescreen. Set in San Francisco, the film creates a dizzying web of mistaken identity, passion and murder after an acrophobic detective (James Stewart) rescues a mysterious blonde (Kim Novak) from the bay and must unravel the secrets of the past to find the key to his future. English SDH. 128 minutes. Universal. $5.95

DVD 4693248 BACKDRAFT 2. Widescreen. Fire investigator Sean McCaffery, is working at the same Chicago firehouse his father did along with his uncle Brian. When Sean is assigned to investigate a deadly fire, he and partner Maggie soon realize that they are dealing with something much more than a routine fire. The clues he discover lead them down a treacherous path of arson, murder, and terrorism. Rated R. English Universal. $5.95

DVD 4691559 STARRY & HUTCH: THE COMPLETE SERIES. Fullscreen. Mixing action with tongue in cheek humor, addictive characters and plenty of ‘70s swagger, Starry & Hutch remain a beloved TV favorite to this very day. Collecting all 93 episodes of the original detective classic, this set features stars David Soul and Paul Michael Glaser in all four action-packed seasons. 77 hours on sixteen DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98 $52.95

DVD 4691415 KNIGHT RIDER: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Buckle up for all four seasons of the pulse-pounding ‘80s favorite. David Hasselhoff is charismatic crime fighter Michael Knight, driver of the world’s most dynamic, high-tech talking car, K.I.T.T. Together, this brave duo take on criminals and big small across 85 explosive episodes. Over 63 hours on sixteen DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98 $52.95
**NEW DVDS**

**★ DVD 4691547 WINGS: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. For eight great seasons, the hackett brothers (Tim Daly and Steven Weber) and the nevess family of Tom neviss field sold into the heights of hilarity to become one of the funniest sitcoms of all time. you can take a first class seat and enjoy all 171 episodes in one collection. also stars thomas haden church, tony shalhoub and crystal bernard. over 64 hours on sixteen DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98 $52.95

**DVD 4693264 CLASSIC WAR COLLECTION: 4 Movie Marathon.** Fullscreen & widescreen. You’ll experience four times the action with these classics (wake island (brian donnelly and macdonald carey), to hell and back (audie murphy and charles drake), battle hymn (rock hudson and martha hyer), and gray lady down (clare heston and david carradine)). english sdh. over two DVDs. Universal. $9.95

**★ DVD 4691504 THE SHIELD: The Complete Series.** Critically acclaimed, this series reinvented the police genre and gave us one of the greatest antiheroes in television history. Vic Mackey (michael chiklis), a corrupt cop, runs his elite Strike team under his own set of rules, bringing conflict to the streets of los angeles and within his precinct. Collects all 88 episodes. english sdh. over seventy hours on 18 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $79.98 $54.96

**★ DVD 4699054 COOL HAND LUKÉ: Widescreen.** His crime: nonconformity. his sentence: the chain gang. paul newman plays one of his best-loved roles as the loner who won’t-or can’t-bend to the arbitrary rules of his captivity. a cast of fine actors includes george kennedy, strother martin, and jo van fleet. english sdh. 126 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

**DVD 4692448 SLEEPY HOLLOW/SWEENEY TOOLE: Widescreen.** Storyteller tim burton delivers twine stories in the academy award-winning Sleepy Hollow, Johnny Depp is Ichabod Crane, in investigator determined to stop the murderous Headless Horseman. Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street will win your heart with a vengeance, also starring Johnny Depp. both r. english widescreen. SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Paramount. $7.95

**★ DVD 4951334 CHARLIE’S ANGELS: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Enjoy every action-packed episode of this pop culture favorite, following three beauties who work for charles townsend’s beverly hills detective agency. One of the biggest hits of the 1970s is gathered here in its entirety, with stars Kate Jackson, Farrah Fawcett, Jaclyn Smith, Cheryl Ladd, Shelley Hack, Tanya Roberts, and david doyle. twenty DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98 $32.95

**★ DVD 4691474 QUANTUM LEAP: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Get ready for the кварантиме adventures of this sci-fi classic. join dr. sam beckett (scott bakula), a time traveler lost in suburbia. in color and b&w. over 107 hours on twenty-three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98 $32.95

**★ DVD 4691318 BEWITCHED: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Recapture yourself with TV’s enchanting classic with all 222 episodes. Stars david garland (adam), esther (clair bill), Libby (lanette cropper), and medea (vivian dine). Collects all 57 episodes. 222 hours on twenty-four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98 $32.95

**★ DVD 469144X MARRIED WITH CHILDREN: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Spend some quality time with the family as you join hard-working husband Al (Ed O’Neill), housewife-hating wife Peg (Katey Sagal), their cute daughter Christina (Applegate), and hopeless son Bud (David Faustino) for all 11 seasons (262 episodes in all) of this brilliantly tasteless, daringly raunchy, and devilishly clever comedy classic. Nearly 100 hours on twenty-one DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $52.95 $32.95

**★ DVD 4691490 ROSEANNE: The Complete Series.** Celebrate the hysterical banter, honest alteration, and gut-busting hilarity that broke all the rules and changed sitcom history forever. rossanne and Dan’s unconventional parenting methods entertained millions as they navigated the ups and downs of blue-collar life with their children. Enjoy all 222 episodes of the original, award-winning sitcom series. Over 51 hours on twenty-seven DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98 $52.95

**★ DVD 4691466 PARTY OF FIVE: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. After the sudden loss of their parents, the cousins must band together to keep their own lives on track, discovering first loves, last calls and themselves along the way to growing up. this series firmly placed its place as a pop culture phenomenon for all time. Stars Matthew Fox, Neve Campbell, and Scott Wolf. Collects all 143 episodes. Over 36 hours on twenty-four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $52.95 $35.95

**★ DVD 4691393 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Jonathan Smith (Michael Landon) isn’t your average helpful handsome who hams it on as an angel on a mission from God, traveling the country with ex-cop mark gordon (victor french) to guide the lost and suffering back to the path to heaven. Full of everyday miracles and remarkable transformations, this set includes all 111 episodes of the celebrated series. Over 67 hours on twenty-three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98 $52.95

**DVD 4694058 VAN WILDER: Freshman Year.** Widescreen. It’s freshman year at coolidge college and van wilder is ready to party. to his dismay, all the girls have taken a vow of chastity and an uptight dean rules the school. Van embarks on an epic crusade to land the campus hottie and liberate his school from sexual oppression. Rated R. CC. 100 minutes. Paramount. $9.95

**DVD 4692314 JOHN WAYNE 4-MOVIE COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Four action-packed John Wayne films including the high and the mighty; Hondo; island in the sky; and McLintoc! Co-stars include Robert stack, Geraldine Page, Ward bond, James arness, Andy devine, Maureen O’Hara and Patrick wayne. CC. 256 minutes. on four DVDs. Paramount. $7.95

**DVD 4694031 SUBURBICON.** Widescreen. The small idyllic town of Suburbicon is the perfect place for Gardner Lodge (Matt darron) to make a home. But beneath this tranquil surface lies a disturbing reality, where nothing is as it seems. When a break-in leads to the shocking murder of his wife, Gardner must navigate the town’s underworld to protect his family. Rated R. CC. 104 minutes. Paramount. $6.95

**DVD 4695267 SILENT WAR: Battles Beyond The Sea Widescreen.** For the second half of the 20th century, the world’s most powerful nations were engaged in an intense struggle for political and territorial supremacy. As the usa and the ussr developed huge arsenals of nuclear weapons, they and their allies would regularly bring the world close to annihilation–these stand-offs often happening underwater. english sdh. 104 minutes. BBC. $3.95

**DVD 4693981 THE RUINS.** Widescreen. It was just another stop on the ultimate pleasure trip–until it became a dead end. When a group of light-skinned college friends venture deep into a_profile.ruin, they stumble into an ancient trap. an unspoken evil waiting to drag its victims into an endless nightmare of fear and horror. Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. DreamWorks. $5.95

**DVD 4691492 THE ROCKFORD FILES: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. James gandolfini stars as con-man private investigator jim rockford, standing under the radar as he takes on the cases of the lost and dispossessed. In 122 episodes brimming with chilling suspense, wry humor and engaging cases, Rockford has the best friend and the best girl in the business. on the sunbaked streets of L.A. Over 103 hours on twenty-two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98 $52.95

**DVD 4693523 HERE ALONE.** Widescreen. Isolated in the wilderness, Ann (Lucy Walters) struggles to survive after a mysterious epidemic decimates society. Reluctantly she offers shelter to two survivors she meets while foraging for food. As the infected close in and the trio is forced to fight for their lives, Ann must face the fact that these survivors are more dangerous than the infected. english sdh. 97 minutes. Vertical. $6.95
**DVD 4693809 AGAINST THE ROPES.** Widescreen. Inspired by a true story, Meg Ryan stars as Kallen, a sassy, brassy boxing manager in the making determined to change “Lethal” Luther Shaw (Omar Epps) from a world class prizefighter. CC. 110 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 468964X VELVET: Complete Series.** Widescreen. It’s Madrid in the late 1950s and 1960s, sensuallity and seduction flourish in a clothing emporium Velvet Galleries. What shoppers don’t see is the tender love story unfolding in the Galleries between Ana and Alberto, the owner’s son. As family conflicts simmer the lovers fight for destiny and pursue their forbidden love. Includes all 13 episodes of the Complete Series. In Spanish, subtitled. Sixty-eight hours on 18 DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $159.95 $119.95

**DVD 4691458 MASTERS OF SEX: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. The series stars Michael Sheen and Lizzy Caplan, who portray the real-life pioneers of the science of human sexuality, William Masters and Virginia Johnson. Their research touched off a sexual revolution. The series chronicles the lives, romance and culture trajectory of this pair. Collects all 46 episodes. Over 43 hours on eight DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $54.99 $39.95

**DVD 4691369 GIRLS, GUNS AND G-STRINGS.** These films were all created under the unmistakable formula of Andy Sidaris: beautiful people filmed in exotic locations. Two films: The Dallas Connection; Once A Warrior; Do or Die; Enemy Gold: Fit to Kill; Guns: Hard Hunted; Hard Ticket to Hawaii, Malibu Express; Picasso Trigger; Savage Beach; and Return to Savage Beach. Rated R. Over 18 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $49.99 $17.95

**DVD 4687586 NATURE’S TREASURES.** Fullscreen. The animal kingdom is richer than any empire. This 16-part series covers an open vault full of vibrant wilderness, from the Deep Sea Magicians; Amazing Babies, Dry Desert, Night Life, and White Woodland. Includes a bonus CD of soothing music. Packaged in an embossed tin case. Over six hours on 5 DVDs. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $29.98 $15.95

**DVD 4687087 BAD NEWS BEARS 4-MOVIE COLLECTION.** Widescreen. It’s a Bad News Bears bonanza with this grand-slam collection of films! The Bad News Bears: starring Walter Matthau; The Bad News Bears in Breaking Training starring Richard Jennifer; The Bad News Bears Go To Japan with Tony Curtis; and the 2005 reboot Bad News Bears with Billy Bob Thornton. CC. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 4694056 WHISKEY TANGO FOXTROT.** Widescreen. Stuck in a rut, reporter Kim Baker (Amy Poehler) decides to shake things up by leaving her desk job in New York and taking a dangerous assignment in Afghanistan. Far from home and completely out of her comfort zone, a culture-shocked Kim befriends an adventurous reporter, a non-nonsense Colonel and a charming photojournalist to help her navigate this crazy new world. Rated R. Widescreen. 160 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

**DVD 4693779 A.C.O.D.** Widescreen. Meet Carter. It’s been years since his parents’ divorce, but now that the world-renowned older brother, he must keep mom and dad from annihilating each other all over again. That’s when the real surprises start! Features Adam Scott, Christopher Meloni, Richard Jenkins, and Amy Poehler. Rated R. CC. 87 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 4694007 SCOUTS GUIDE TO THE ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE.** Widescreen. Three scouts and lifelong friends join forces with one badass cocktail waitress to become the world’s most unlikely team of heroes. When their peaceful town is ravaged by a zombie invasion, they’ll fight for the badge of a lifetime and put their scouting skills to the test to save mankind from the undead. Rated R. CC. 92 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 4694570 THE RATING GAME.** Fullscreen. Danny DeVito stars as a trucking magnate whose only dream is hitting it big as a Hollywood producer. Luckily for him, he has a girlfriend (Rhea Perlman) who works for the TV ratings service. Together they pull off a hilarious scam on television’s sacred ratings system. 102 minutes. Olive. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

**DVD 4687248 UP IN SMOKE/STILL SMOKE.** Widescreen. Cheech and Chong (Cheech Marin and Tommy Chong) have a hilarious double-duty: in their outrageous film debut. Up In Smoke. They’re still in Black In Smoke and they are at their wildest, craziest, most medicated selves. A double feature that proves Cheech and Chong fans ultimate pipe dream! Both Rated R. English SDH. 175 minutes. On two DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 4693957 THE PEACEMAKER.** Widescreen. When a train carrying atomic warheads mysteriously crashes in the former Union, two brilliant U.S. nuclear scientists, driven by their love for each other, decide to steal the weapons. Assigned to help her recover the missing bombs is crack Special Forces Captain Thomas Devoe (Kidman). A thrilling action story of two passion-driven people. Rated R. CC. English SDH. 123 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 469452X NED KELLY.** Widescreen. In peaceful pursuit of living off the land, but harassed by both the law and his neighbors, bushranger Ned Kelly (Mick Jagger of the Rolling Stones) eventually turns to a life of crime when his mother (Clariessa Kay), unjustly accused of murder, is sent to prison. In Color and B&W. 113 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

**DVD 4687191 THE ISLAND.** Widescreen. Ewan McGregor and Scarlett Johansson star as residents of an isolated, high-tech compound. But when they discover they’re actually clones, and worse more dead than alive, they stage a daring escape. Battle an unfamiliar environment and avoid a team of mercenaries in hot pursuit, they’ll risk everything to reveal the truth about The Island. CC. 135 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 4694503 LULLU BELLE.** Fullscreen. Recounts the rags to riches story of Broadway singing sensation Lulu Belle (played by Dorothy Lamour). Set in the early 1920s, Belle’s downfall goes hand in hand with the end of silent movies. The plot follows her odyssey that will test their faith and challenge their sanity. Directed by Martin Scorsese. Rated R. CC. English SDH. 183 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

**DVD 4684457 BROTHERHOOD.** Widescreen. Former Danish servicemen Lars and Jimmy meet while joining the Danish police. Birthed from a long attraction between the two men soon becomes too strong to ignore, and though they feel torn between ideology and emotions, they begin a dangerous secret relationship. Not Rated. In Danish with English subtitles. 185 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $25.95 $15.95

**DVD 4694511 MY SON JOHN.** Fullscreen. Director Leo McCarey helms this infamous Academy Award-nominated drama about a conservative religious couple (Elena Hayes and Dean Jagger) who suspect their only son’s (Robert Walker) is a communist. Things go from bad to worse when an FBI agent (Van Heiflin) arrives, revealing that the young man may indeed be a spy. In B&W. 122 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $15.95

**DVD 4687221 SILENCE.** Widescreen. The powerful story of two Christian missionaries (Adam Driver and Andrew Garfield) who travel to Japan in search of their missing mentor (Liam Neeson) at a time when Christianity was outlawed. When they are bestowed with the honor of bringing Christianity to the country, they come face to face with a difficult decision that will test their faith and challenge their sanity. Directed by Martin Scorcese. Rated R. CC. 160 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 4694473 CHILD’S PLAY.** After hearing an anachronistic story of an ancient school he attended, the reclusive, 75-year-old student (Bill Murray) travels to the Catholic boy’s school, suspecting that one of the older professors is responsible. Also stars Robert Preston and James Mason. Directed by Sidney Lumet. 100 minutes. Olive. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

**DVD 4693817 ASHBY.** Widescreen. After moving across the country with his newly single mom, a thoughtful high school senior struggles to fit in and secretly desires to make the football team. He connects with only one other student, brainy Eloise and befriends his quirky new neighbor, a former CIA assassin who happens to be at a crossroads and looking to settle an old score. Rated R. CC. 102 minutes. Paramount. $5.95
DVD 469398X SAME KIND OF DIFFERENT AS ME. Widescreen. Successful art dealer Ron Hall and his wife Debbie, seemingly have the perfect life. But when their faith and family are tested, an unlikely bond with a homeless drifter leads them on a remarkable journey that forges an everlasting friendship. CC. 119 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

DVD 4693892 HERE AND NOW. Widescreen. Vivienne (Sarah Jessica Parker) is an established singer with a successful music career. On the eve of a major performance, Vivienne receives some unsettling news that causes her to reevaluate her priorities. Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

Dvd 4694597 TOO LATE BLUES. The second film by John Cassavettes, this gritty drama features music legend Bobby Darin as a jazz bandleader. When a would-be singer (Stella Stevens) with a dark past joins the band, the two fall in love. But that romance comes crumbling down after Darin flees from a bar fight, resulting in crippling humiliation. 1962. In B&W. 101 minutes. Olive. Pub. at $24.95

Dvd 4693930 NIGHT FALLS ON MANHATTAN. Widescreen. Sean Casey (Andy Garcia) is just another idealistic assistant D.A., until his prosecution of a cop-killing cop goes wrong, landing him in New York’s tempestuous political arena. Vowing to follow the clues, the young D.A. embarks on a search for the truth that will force him to question his faith in the law. Rated R. CC. 113 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

Dvd 4694449 BRAZIL. Fullscreen. Virginia Bruce and Latin singing sensation Tito Guizar star in this light musical comedy set in Rio de Janeiro, it tells a story of a fish out of water author, cupid’s wayward arrows, dual identities, and of course, plenty of dancing feet. In B&W. 91 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

Dvd 4687132 FATAL ATTRACTION. Widescreen. Michael Douglas plays Dan Gallagher, a New York attorney who has a tryst with seductive Alex Forrest (Glenn Close) while his wife (Anne Archer) is away. Dan later shreds off the affair and considers it over. But Alex won’t be ignored. Not now, not tomorrow, not ever. Rated R. CC. 119 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

Dvd 4694430 BLACKWOODS. Widescreen. Tormented by memories of having caused a deadly car accident years earlier, Matt Sullivan (Patrick Muldoon) struggles to rebuild his life with his girlfriend Dawn (Keegan Connor Tracy). But his tentative happiness is shattered when he is attacked by an axe-wielding maniac in a secluded motel. Plunging into the forest to save Dawn, he is captured by a deranged family. Rated R. CC. 95 minutes. Paramount Entertainment.

Dvd 4693973 THE RELIC. Widescreen. Come in if you dare. The opening night gala for a new exhibit at Chicago’s natural history museum is underway. But be advised: something terrifying wants to make sure no one ever leaves. Rated R. CC. 109 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

Dvd 4693833 CASE 39. Widescreen. A social worker has been assigned the unusual and disturbing case of Lila Lander. With a strange and mysterious past, when Emily (Renée Zellweger) opens her home in an attempt to help Lillith, it turns into a deadly nightmare she may not survive. Rated R. CC. 109 minutes. Paramount. Pub. at $12.97

Dvd 4693485 ALIEN INVASION. Widescreen. After receiving a package containing a mysterious documentary, Sara, a young journalist and UFO investigator takes a trip to one of the biggest UFO cover-up sites in history. It’s there that she meets Joe, the park ranger whose job is to guide her around the forest while protecting her from all the dangerous predators who lead them into a macabre game of cat and mouse. English SDH. 82 minutes. Vertical.

Dvd 4693868 THE CLOVERFIELD PARADOX. Widescreen. Orbiting Earth on the brink of a devastating war, scientists prepare to test a device that could provide unlimited power, or trap them in a terrifying alternate reality. CC. 104 minutes. Alliance. $3.95

Dvd 469404X TRACK OF THE CAT. Widescreen. A snowbound ranching family is threatened by both internal conflicts and a deadly, predating predator in this breakout Western from Baltac productions. Robert Mitchum stars as Hugo Brixton, one of three sons born to immortal Madge Brides (Beulah Bondi) and her weak alcoholic husband. CC. 102 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

Dvd 4693280 CONSPIRACY COLLECTION: 4 Movie Marathon. Widescreen. A four film collection of conspiracy thriller State of Play (Russell Crowe and Rachel McAdams); Spy Game (Robert Redford andBrad Pitt); Breach (Chris Cooper and Ryan Phillippe); and Closed Circuit (Eric Bana and Julia Stiles). Some Rated R. English SDH. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $5.95

Dvd 469130X AIRWOLF: The Complete Series. Widescreen. Assigned to covert missions by the CIA’s mysterious “Archangel” (Alex Cord), Special Forces flyer Jake (Ian Michael VIncent) and his friend Dominant Santini (Ernest Borgnine) soar across the dangerous skies in the cutting-edge Airwolf helicopter, searching for international criminals and spies. Collects all 79 episodes of the long-running series. Over 63 hours on fourteen DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $44.98

Dvd 4691512 SLIDERS: The Complete Series. Widescreen. Journey to parallel Earths with the iconic sci-fi adventure series that thrilled fans for five gripping seasons. Jerry O’Connell, John Rhys-Davies, Sabrina Lloyd, and Cleavant Derricks are still-inter-dimensional travelers on a grueling journey to find home. Collects all 79 mind-bending episodes. Over 65 hours on fifteen DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $44.98

Dvd 4691407 I DREAM OF JEANNIE: The Complete Series. Widescreen. With a blink of her eye and a flick of her head, Jeannie brings her 139 charming episodes of the romantic and riotous TV classic. Meet Captain Anthony “Tony” Nelson (Larry Hagman), an astronaut who finds himself in a magical TV series “to a beautiful and charming genie” (Barbara Eden) whom he unknowingly releases from a bottle. In Color and B&W. Nearly 58 hours on twelve DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $44.98

Dvd 4691423 THE LARRY SANDERS SHOW: The Complete Series. Widescreen. Larry Sanders stars as Larry Sanders, a neurotic, late-night talk show host flanked by his foul-mouthed producer (Rip Tom) and his bumbling sidekick Hank (Jeffrey Tambor). With an amazing supporting cast and plenty of celebrity guest stars, this hilarious series is still celebrated as the best TV show about a TV show ever. Collects all 88 episodes. Over 35 episodes. Over 65 hours on nine DVDs. Mill Creek. $32.95

Dvd 4691520 SOAP: The Complete Series. Widescreen. Full with its combination of melodramas, exaggerated melodrama, and a liberal dose of wackiness, this Emmy Award-winning parody of TV soap operas defined the late ’70s. Starring Jimmy Baio, Diana Canova, Billy Crystal, and many others, the show’s controversial first was available in its entirety in this 90-episode collection. Over 38 hours on twelve DVDs. Mill Creek. $32.95

Dvd 4693701 KNIGHTS OF THE DAMNED. Widescreen. After a deadly Dragon relentlessly attacks his kingdom, a king sends four of his brightest soldiers on a quest to defeat the beast. But it has been terrorizing his subjects and besieging his castle. Along the way the Knights will encounter beautiful, but malicious creatures all determined to halt their tracks. Rated. English SDH. 85 minutes. Vertical. $5.95
NEW DVDS

**DVD 4689038** CHIPS: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Set in the sun-drenched sprawl of Los Angeles, this TV classic combines action, humor and fun. In 22 Season One episodes whose event-packed storylines range from freeway gridlock to wild roadway pursuits. Stars Erik Estrada, Larry Wilcox and Robert Pine. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

**DVD 4689224** THE RETURN OF THE KING. Fullscreen. Frodo's quest to destroy the One Ring continues. With faithful servant and friend Samwise at his side, he faces many perils on the quest. Will Frodo resist the ring's ominous power and defeat the Dark Lord Sauron? Revisit the Rankin/Bass animated classic in this remastered edition. English SDH. 97 minutes. Warner Home Video. $7.95

**DVD 4695518** LUTHER AND I. Widescreen. The wedding of Martin Luther and Katharina von Bora marks the beginning of an entirely new life for Katharina and she begins her journey as a wife, a successful businesswoman and the mother of six children. A gripping drama commemorating the 500th anniversary of the Reformation. In German with English subtitles. 105 minutes. Mhrz. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

**DVD 4691978** THE MUSKETEERS. Widescreen. A thrilling, new look at the beloved characters from the novels of Alexandre Dumas. See the young D'Artagnan, Athos, Porthos, and Aramis for action-packed adventure in ten episodes from the BSR. English SDH. Nearly six hours on 4 DVDs. BBC. $29.95

**DVD 4689593** BLUE EYES. Widescreen. With eight weeks to go until the Swedish national elections, a local representative for a right-wing political party is brutally stabbed and killed in the town of Uddevalla. In Stockholm, Justice Minister Gunnar Elvestad urgently needs a replacement for his missing chief of staff, and his foremost candidate, Erik Hivju stars in duel roles as Erik and Adam in this

**DVD 4689577** AGATHA CHRISTIE'S CRIMINAL GAMES: Season 4. Widescreen. Agatha Christie’s world-famous mysteries are delightfully adapted in a new series of highly stylized French TV movies—definitely addictive! Set in the 1950s, these iconic stories introduce new investigators in classic Christie Style: Chief Inspector Laurence, and the young ambitious journalist Alice Avril. Includes all five episodes of Season 4. In French with English subtitles. Over seven hours on 3 DVDs. $29.95

**DVD 4696361** TWIN. Widescreen. Kristoffer Hivju stars in dual roles as Erik and Adam in this Scandi-Noir thriller. The identical twin brothers are living lives that couldn't look more different. During a flight and meet the improbable replacement team

**DVD 4691342** CHILLERS: The Complete 12 Part Anthology Series. Anthony Perkins delves into the darkest depths of human nature in this collection of six evocative anthology stories based on Patricia Highsmith's hair-raising short stories. Imagine tales so bone-chillingly cold you'll beg for a warm bed to hide under! The stellar cast includes Ian McShane, Tuesday Weld, Ian Holm, Bill Bixby, and more. Over 10 hours. In Widescreen. $39.98

**DVD 4685534** TINY TOON ADVENTURES: Season 1, Volume 1. Rejoice, potatoes du couch, cause look what’s finally here! The first half of Season One –35 furry, funny, episodes stretching from inner Burbank to outer space and featuring Buster Bunny, Babs Bunny, Plucky Duck, Hamton Pig, Elmyra Duff, Dizzy Devil and more denizens of Acme Acres. English SDH. Over 12 hours on four DVDs, one double-sided. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

**DVD 4689959** WEEPJIES! Halloween Night. Widescreen. It’s Halloween Night in Las Vegas and three enterprising young ladies are throwing a “Bud Bash” party. But when the mysterious Baroness introduces them to the Weep G Board, they play a game that opens a portal beyond our world, and unleashes a freakish gaggle of party-loving nightmare creatures from beyond known as the Centros. Not Rated. 76 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

**DVD 4689550** ROBOT WARS. Widescreen. In a gas-ravaged future,

**DVD 4689534** THE DAY TIME ENDED. Widescreen. Deep in the desert, a rural American family is forced to endure a night of inter-dimensional, extra terrestrial terror when a UFO appears over their home. Suddenly the clan is beset by a wanton race of reptile monsters, a fleet of lethal, laser-shooting miniature spaceships and a rift in the very fabric of time and space itself. Rated R. 80 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

**DVD 4687176** TOM AND JERRY'S GRIEF OF CHASES. The fast and funny adventures of Tom and Jerry are at it again! They cause fireworks in

**DVD 4689011** 3-MUNSTER LAUGH PACK. Collects three films starring our lovable monster family, the Munsters! Includes Munster, Go Home!, 97 minutes, The Munsters' Revenge, 97 minutes, and The Munsters Family Portrait, 111 minutes. In Widescreen. English SDH. Two DVDs: Universal. $7.95

**DVD 4689135** LETHAL WEAPON: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Combining high-octane action with humor, Lethal Weapon reboots the hit film franchise and its iconic cop duo. When good cop, bad cop SEAL Mel Gibson (Clayne Crawford) moves to California to start over, he’s paired with Roger Murtaugh (Damon Wayans), who’s back at the LAPD after a heart attack. Includes all 18 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $24.95

**DVD 4691857** RETURN OF THE THUNDERING HERD. Tells the uplifting story of Marshall University, the school that overcame the deaths of most of its football team, coaches, and many devoted fans in a devastating 1970 plane crash. Hear the stories of players who missed the flight and meet the improbable replacement team that a town and a nation took to its heart. 44 minutes. Warner Home Video. $9.95

**DVD 4692306** YOONIS: Triple Collection. Fullscreen. Legendary tough guy Charles Bronson ignites a firestorm of action as urban avenger Paul Kersey in these three pulse-pounding. Death Wish 2; Death Wish 3; and Death Wish 4: The Crackdown. All 111 minutes. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. MGM. Pub. at $15.98 $5.95

**DVD 4693590** THE PAGAN KING. Widescreen. On his deathbed, the King appoints an unexpected successor, Namay, to whom he bestows the Ring of Kings. When Namay’s illegitimate son launches a crusade against the pagans to become ruler, Namay’s courage is tested. English SDH. 111 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

**DVD 4692195** THE GIRL WHO KNEW TOO MUCH. Widescreen. Adam West plays Johnny Cain, a suave retired CIA agent and nightclub owner. After his murder of a crime boss, Cain is pressured to take on the case. But underneath everything lies a conspiracy between communists and the underworld involving a stolen Tibetan statue worth $500,000. Rated R. 97 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95
NEW DVDs

**DVD 4691954** APPOINTMENT WITH CRIME. Fullscreen. Injured during a failed robbery and left to shoulder the blame by the criminals who employs him, Leonard Martin (William Hartnell) vows revenge in this stylish British noir. Directed and written by John Harlow, it co-stars Raymond Lovel, Herbert Lom, and Joyce Howard. In B&W. 91 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

**$5.95**


**$9.95**


**$9.95**

**DVD 4689996** I KNOW WHAT YOU DID LAST SUMMER: The Trilogy. After a freak accident in I Know What You Did Last Summer, four teens dump their victim’s body into the sea. A year later, the dead man returns, looking for murder and revenge. Film 2 continues in I Still Know What You Did Last Summer; and I’ll Always Know What You Did Last Summer. Stars Jennifer Love Hewitt, Sarah Michelle Gellar, and Freddie Prinze, Jr. Rated R. CC. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures.

**$7.95**

**DVD 4692534** THE BRAIN. Widescreen. A train has been commissioned to transport NATO funds from his Brussels, and criminals on board plan a hijack. On the French side are resourceful crooks Arthur and Anatole, on the British is “The Brain” (David Niven), a brilliant super criminal. Only Scarpaccio (Eli Wallach), a malicious gangster, stands in their way. In French with English subtitles. 115 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

**$5.95**

**DVD 4687671** THE SCORPION KING 4: Quest for Power. Widescreen. After the King of Norvania is assassinated, the Scorpion King Mathayus is framed for a murder and must light off an entire kingdom of soldiers. Now Mathayus and his only remaining allies, a mysterious woman and her unconventional father, are the last hope to stop the evil heir to the throne. Stars Victor Webster and Lou Ferrigno. Enger Comedy Christmas Double and The Scorpion King.

**SILENT MOUNTAIN. Widescreen. May, 1915. Blossoming young love between Andreas (William Moseley) and Francesca (Eugenia Costantini) is set ablaze by the fires of war when Italy and Austria erupt in conflict. As the battle rages, Andreas and Francesca venture into the mountainous Alps, determined to rescue Francesca from imminent danger. English SDH. 98 minutes. E One. Pub. at $19.98

**$5.95**

**DVD 4691865** I KNOW WHAT YOU DID LAST SUMMER: The Trilogy. After a freak accident in I Know What You Did Last Summer, four teens dump their victim’s body into the sea. A year later, the dead man returns, looking for murder and revenge. Film 2 continues in I Still Know What You Did Last Summer; and I’ll Always Know What You Did Last Summer. Stars Jennifer Love Hewitt, Sarah Michelle Gellar, and Freddie Prinze, Jr. Rated R. CC. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures.

**$7.95**

**SILENT MOUNTAIN. Widescreen. May, 1915. Blossoming young love between Andreas (William Moseley) and Francesca (Eugenia Costantini) is set ablaze by the fires of war when Italy and Austria erupt in conflict. As the battle rages, Andreas and Francesca venture into the mountainous Alps, determined to rescue Francesca from imminent danger. English SDH. 98 minutes. E One. Pub. at $19.98

**$5.95**

**DVD 4695155** HANNA-BARBERA HOLIDAY TRIPLE FEATURE. Celebrate the Holidays with this all-star line-up: A Flintstones’ Christmas Carol; Yogi Bear’s All-Star Holiday Celebration. English SDH. 140 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 4689100** JONATHAN STRANGE & MR. NORRELL. Widescreen. Spend some time with the diabolical duo of Jonathan Strange and Mr. Norrell in this exhilarating fantasy series. The clash between these two English magicians is about to be a dangerous duel of the dark arts where, in the midst of the Napoleonic wars, the real battle is between their egos. Stars Bertie Carvel and Eddie Marsan. English SDH. Pub. over two DVDs. BCC. $5.95

**DVD 4687612** ORGAZMO. Widescreen. Joe Young (Trey Parker) is a devout Mormon visiting Hollywood to convert the unenlightened. While spreading the word, Joe is offered $20,000 to play Captain Orgazmo in a porn director’s film. Minutes of theraphic financial burdens of his upcoming wedding, Joe accepts the role, not certain what he’s in for! Also stars Matt Stone. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 4694414** SECOND SIGHT: Season 1. Fullscreen. Ross Tanner (Clive Owen) is a hotshot police detective who lives for the thrill of the chase while desperately to keep his vision. Competitive graduate officer D.J. Catherine Tully (Claire Skinner) is drafted into Tanner’s police unit and will be his eyes. Tanner’s relationship with the world becomes increasingly fragile, he learns that there is more to murder than meets the eye. CC. Three hours. WGBH. $5.95

**DVD 4692543** THE BRAIN. Widescreen. A train has been commissioned to transport NATO funds from his Brussels, and criminals on board plan a hijack. On the French side are resourceful crooks Arthur and Anatole, on the British is “The Brain” (David Niven), a brilliant super criminal. Only Scarpaccio (Eli Wallach), a malicious gangster, stands in their way. In French with English subtitles. 115 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

**$5.95**

**DVD 4692268** INNOCENT BYSTANDERS. Widescreen. John Craig (Stanley Baker) is a James Bond-like British secret agent who's given one last chance to redeem himself after a failed mission. When the head of the organization sends out a younger and more ruthless agents to finish the job, Craig joins forces with Israeli spy Miriam Loman (Geraldine Chaplin) to decide if the targeted scientist should be rescued or eliminated. 111 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

**$5.95**

**DVD 4698700** OTB: The First Eight. Widescreen. Filmmaker Tara Wood takes us on a journey through the first eight wildly divergent films that Quentin Tarantino has helmed, narrated by the actors and collaborators who have worked with him. From Reservoir Dogs to The Hateful Eight, the film digs deep into the story of one of the most important filmmakers of our time. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Olive Films.

**$9.95**


**$9.95**

**DVD 4691926** 3RD ROCK FROM THE SUN: The Complete Series. Blast off into out of this world hilarity with all six seasons of the award-winning sci-fi comedy. Ever since the Solomon family began their mission to study the inhabitants of Earth, their awkward and hilarious moments captured the hearts of fans and critics alike. Includes all 139 episodes. Stars John Lithgow, Jane Curtin, and Joseph Gordon-Levitt. Over 51 hours on seventeen DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $44.98

**$32.95**

**DVD 4691431** MAD ABOUT YOU: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Paul Reiser and Helen Hunt star as the Buchmans, an endearing neurotic couple living in New York City. Paul, a documentary filmmaker, and Jamie, a PR consultant, are navigating the madness of modern marriage through romance and hilarious bickering, along with their friends, family, and dog Murray. Collects all 164 episodes of the ‘90s sitcom. Olive Films. Pub. at $69.98

**$29.95**

**DVD 4694736** LOVERBOY. Widescreen. Kyra Sedgwick plays Emily, a beautiful and brilliant lancer obsessed with having the perfect child. Passionately determined, Emily’s desperation will drive her to commit shocking and cereal acts that push her closer and closer to the edge of insanity. Also stars Matt Dillon, Marisa Tomei, and Kevin Bacon. Rated R. CC. 86 minutes. Screen Media Films.

**$4.95**

**DVD 4687762** THE SCORPION KING 4: Quest for Power. Widescreen. After the King of Norvania is assassinated, the Scorpion King Mathayus is framed for a murder and must light off an entire kingdom of soldiers. Now Mathayus and his only remaining allies, a mysterious woman and her unconventional father, are the last hope to stop the evil heir to the throne. Stars Victor Webster and Lou Ferrigno. Enger Comedy Christmas Double and The Scorpion King.

**$4.95**

**DVD 4691896** SILENT MOUNTAIN. Widescreen. May, 1915. Blossoming young love between Andreas (William Moseley) and Francesca (Eugenia Costantini) is set ablaze by the fires of war when Italy and Austria erupt in conflict. As the battle rages, Andreas and Francesca venture into the mountainous Alps, determined to rescue Francesca from imminent danger. English SDH. 98 minutes. E One. Pub. at $19.98

**$5.95**

**DVD 4694422** SUCCUBUS: Hell-Bent. Widescreen. For a fairy hot deep in the woods: Adam home from a wild Spring Break trip, a ultra-rich playboy’s life is turned upside down. The body count is rising as Lilith, hell bent on payback, uses all her power and passion to exact her revenge. Screening Line. Pub. at $14.98

**$5.95**

**DVD 4693612** BEYOND WHITE SPACE. Widescreen. When a deep sea fishing vessel is robbed by a gang of pirates, the Captain makes an executive decision to pursuit and rare and thinly extinct species. On the hunt, his obsession propels him further into space and danger as the crew spins into a downward spiral of mutiny and betrayal. English SDH. 95 minutes. Vertical.

**$5.95**
**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 468706X AEON FLUX.** Widescreen. Charlene Theron stars as Aeon Flux, the underground operative fighting totalitarian rule in a future Earth's last living city. While on assignment to gun down the government's leader, she uncovers a web of startling secrets that could change everything. Based on MTV's groundbreaking animated series. 75.92 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 4687361 CHRISTMAS IN YELLOWSTONE: NATURE.** Widescreen. Breathtaking landscapes frame intimate scenes as Yellowstone's diverse animal residents make their way through the most challenging season of the year, when nature's inhospitality is matched only by its serenity. Now your family can journey deep into the snow-covered solitude and bare Yellowstone at SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

**DVD 4687442 HITLER ON TRIAL.** Widescreen. A brilliant young lawyer, Hans Litten, dares to cross-examine Adolf Hitler in a Berlin courtroom in 1931. Litten's goal: to expose Hitler's true character and murderous plans and halt the rapid rise of the Nazi Party. His reward—the red-hot revenge of a hostile witness. English SDH. 90 minutes. BBC. $5.95

**DVD 4691904 BATTLE UNITS UNDER FIRE: Germany at War.** Widescreen. Using original German film footage, this documentary focuses on light and heavy field artillery in battle operations, and the rules of the German Wehrmacht during World War Two. In Color and B&W. 55 minutes. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**DVD 4691395 DENNIS THE MENACE. The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Featuring the legendary voice talent of Mel Blanc, this beloved animation series follows Heathcliff, the cunning kitty who thrives on mischief. From his undying love for fancy feline Sonja to his fur-flying confrontations with bulldog Spike and his regular raids of the local fish market, every classic Heathcliff moment is brought together for this 86-episode set. Over 32 hours.

**DVD 4691385 HEATHCLIFF: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Featuring the legendary voice talent of Mel Blanc, this beloved animation series follows Heathcliff, the cunning kitty who thrives on mischief. From his undying love for fancy feline Sonja to his fur-flying confrontations with bulldog Spike and his regular raids of the local fish market, every classic Heathcliff moment is brought together for this 86-episode set. Over 32 hours.

**DVD 4689585 ARDE MADRID: Burn Madrid Burn.** Widescreen. It's Franco's Madrid in the 60s. Pedro and Ava Gardner (Debi Mazar) has moved there to flee ex-husband Frank Sinatra, MGM, and the paparazzi. Her household staff consists of a pair posing as husband and wife who are actually spies. Includes all 8 episodes. In B&W. In Spanish with English subtitles. Four hours on 2 DVDs. Mrz. Pub. at $29.98 $21.95

**DVD 4689623 LUISA SPAGNOLI.** Widescreen. During the early years of the 20th century Luisa Spagnoli founded two of Italy's most famous clothing companies—the candy factory Perugina and the women's clothing company that bears her name. This two-part series reveals that no hardship was too difficult for this accomplished woman to overcome, except perhaps having to give up the love of her life. In Italian with English subtitles.

**DVD 4690490 AIR SEA WARFARE: Germany at War.** Widescreen. Using original German film footage from WWI, this program shows how air and sea warfare played the key role in the devastating battles and the final armistice that ended the First World War. 55 minutes. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**DVD 4694325 WAR AT SEA: Germany at War.** Widescreen. Using original German archive footage, the two films presented here explore the varying units of the Kriegsmarine in action, as well as many of the songs that were sung aboard ship. In Color and B&W. 55 minutes. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**DVD 4687027 STEALING A SURVIVOR.** Widescreen. A Philadelphia chauffeur company is on the verge of bankruptcy. The Hollywood career of Genevieve Peterson is hanging on a thin thread. The two worlds collide in this hilarious comedy when Ray Martin concocts an elaborate scheme to help them all pull through and land on top again. Stars George Wendt. Not Rated. 69 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95

**DVD 4688942 15 YEARS.** Widescreen. Yoav, a successful architect, has everything he's ever wanted—Dan his lover of 15 years and his best friend, Alim. However when Alim announces she's pregnant, it ignites Dan’s desire to come to terms with himself. But his parental urges have the opposite effect on Yoav who is haunted by long buried demons. Not Rated. In Hebrew with English subtitles. 89 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95

**DVD 4687019 SOUTH MOUNTAIN.** Widescreen. Lisa (Talia Balsam) has built a modest ranch in the daddy's old favorite hill station, the mountains near Madrid. After burning out in Hollywood, Lisa meets and falls in love with her husband, Edgar. Soon after their daughter is born, Lisa moves there to flee ex-husband Frank Sinatra, MGM, and the paparazzi. Her household staff consists of a pair posing as husband and wife who are actually spies. Includes all 8 episodes. In B&W. In Spanish with English subtitles. Four hours on 2 DVDs. Mrz. Pub. at $29.98 $21.95

**DVD 4686999 DISCLOSURE.** Widescreen. When a four-year-old girl makes an allegation against the son of a politician, an attempt by the children's parents to resolve the situation soon degenerates into a vicious confrontation. Stars Geraldine Hakewill and Mark Leonard. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95

**DVD 4686950 DAY 13.** Widescreen. Colton is convinced of the girl next door’s father’s ill-intentions toward her and aims to prove his evil, but doesn’t know or understand exactly the occult dealings he’s charging himself into. Stars Martin Kove and Alex MacNicoll. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95

**DVD 4687035 UNION BRIDGE.** Widescreen. After burning out in the city, Will Shipman is summoned back home where he uncovers dark truths about his family and the town he grew up in. Stars Scott Friend and Emma Duncan. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95


**DVD 4699080 A NIGHT IN CASABLANCA.** Fullscreen. After a five-year hiatus from the silver screen, the legendary Marx Brothers are in top form as they set out to through this extraordinary battle ever in a Devil's Desert of November dreamscape. 105 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**DVD 4699801 FIGHTER PILOT: Operation Red Flag.** Experience front line training for pilots and their aircrews before being sent into actual combat. Follow pilot John Stratton as he makes his way through this extraordinary battle ever in a Devil's Desert of November dreamscape. 105 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**Over 3 hours on two DVDs.** Midwest Video. $5.95

**Over 3 hours on two DVDs.** Midwest Video. $5.95
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Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Midwest Video. $5.95
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Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Midwest Video. $5.95

---

Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Midwest Video. $5.95
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**NEW DVDS**

- **DVD 4689976** MEXICO: Experience Mexico Like Never Before. Using text from Mexican novelist Carlos Fuentes and ancient Aztec and Mayan poetry, this documentary leads viewers on a visual journey through this country’s rich and varied past and present. A vivid and insightful portrait of the Mexican people and culture. 42 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

- **DVD 4690192** WILD OCEAN. Widescreen. Plunge into an underwater feeding frenzy and experience an epic struggle for survival where whales, sharks, dolphins, seals, gannets, and billions of fish collide with man during one of nature’s greatest migration spectacles. Filmed off the Wild Coast of South Africa and set to the rhythm of the local people. 40 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

- **DVD 4699985** MCLAUGHLIN’S BAR. As the wind meanders up the western coast of Ireland and across the bridge to Achill Island at West Mayo, all its fury is gone, able only to drift softly up the main road. On that road, Mclaughlin’s Bar, a generations-old Irish pub, welcomes patrons in with the breeze. This is the second episode from the series A Proper Pint. 27 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

- **DVD 469995X** MA MURPHYS BAR. Ma’ Murphys Bar is a four-generation family pub in Bantry that’s been home to the Leonard family for over 35 years. This is the third episode from the series A Proper Pint, which celebrates pub culture in Ireland and a pub’s role as an essential part of a rural community. 25 minutes. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

- **DVD 4690057** DON’T EVER WEEP YEARS WITHOUT GLOVES. Widescreen. A tasteful and heart-wrenching love story set in Stockholm’s gay community about Benjamin, the 18 year old son of devout Jehovah’s Witnesses in the neutral, Sweden, who is struggling to come to terms with his homosexuality. Swedish with English subtitles. 174 minutes. MHR. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

- **DVD 4690775** HUA MULAN. Widescreen. Hua Mulan is an icon of Chinese literature and a worldwide phenomenon. This documentary takes a look at the legend of Hua Mulan, a story that has endured for centuries, and continues to inspire to this day. Take a journey to ancient China and discover this fascinating legend. 41 minutes. WVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

- **DVD 4690044** RESCUE: Disaster Response. Follows a Canadian naval commander, two pilots, and a volunteer rescue technician as they train for action. When an earthquake strikes Haiti, the audience is swept along, joining with the massive effort that brings military and civilian responders and hardware from around the world. 46 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

- **DVD 4690024** PERSHING’S PATHS OF GLORY. Through the use of archival footage and photography combined with new contemporary segments of the cadets throughout their journey, this film details the commanding General’s historical military strategies, his influence during both World War I and World War II, and the generations that have followed. 43 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

- **DVD 4690087** STORMLAPSE. This non-narrative documentary, in the style of Fricke and Reggio, is visceral immersion that transports viewers into spectacular supercell thunderstorms and tornadoes. Stationing himself in Tornado Alley, Chad Cowan shot, directed and edited this film over the course of six years across America’s Great Plains. 102 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

- **DVD 4691260** THE FAKE. Widescreen. Pastor Sung, the beloved shepherd to his rural flock, finds himself under the thumb of Elder Choi, an unscrupulous man who manipulates him into swindling the villagers out of the money they’re to receive for a relocation project. The warnings of a local outpost, Min-chul, fall on deaf ears, but he will not be silenced. In Korean with English subtitles. 101 minutes. Olive Films. **$5.95**

- **DVD 4693531** THE JOLLY HOLIDAY COLLECTION. Deck the halls with these Jolly Holiday favorites: The Year Without Santa Claus; A Miser Brothers’ Christmas; and Elf! Buddy’s Musical Christmas. English SDH. Over three hours. Warner Home Video. **$5.95**

- **DVD 4693922** MOTHER. Widescreen. Academy Award winners Jennifer Lawrence and Javier Bardem deliver unforgettable performances in Academy Award-nominated Darren Aronofsky’s film which shattered audiences and critics around the world. Experience the visually arresting, psychological thriller that will leave your heart pounding and your mind blown. Rated R. CC-D. 121 minutes. Paramount. **$5.95**

- **DVD 4693313** TOP CAT: The Movie. Widescreen. A new police chief wants to automate the police force, including Officer Dibble, tasked with keeping an eye on Top Cat. Realizing that a capable new police force will spoil his fun, Top Cat sets out to foil Chief Sinickland’s plans and save the city from a fleet of robotic police. Features the voices of Rob Schneider and Danny Trejo. 91 minutes. Viva Pictures. **$5.95**

- **DVD 4689283** SUPERMAN VS. THE ELITE. Widescreen. When catastrophe strikes, Superman once again rushes into action, but this time he faces an unexpected helper and a new squad calling themselves The Elite. This new force brings a raw, no holds barred mentality to the battle. With public support of The Elite’s vicious methods, Superman is left outnumbered and outmatched. Warner Home Video. **$5.95**

- **DVD 4687744** TOM AND JERRY’S MUSICAL MAYHEM. The funniest cat and mouse of all time will make you dance to the sound of crazy and endless chases. From classical music concerts to evenings at the opera house and Waltz rhythm chases, these two inseparable frenemies will continue to fight without any pause. Collects seven classic cartoons. English SDH. 50 minutes. Warner Home Video. **$5.95**

- **DVD 4687299** THE BEST OF SUPERMAN. The superhuman crime-fighting champion who started it all battles the forces of evil in 14 breathtaking, fan-favorite animated episodes drawn from multiple Superman series. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. **$5.95**

- **DVD 4687779** TOM AND JERRY: No Mice Allowed! Family members of all ages will laugh out loud at the timeless antics of this mischievous duo. Everyone’s favorite mouse pal, Jerry, is outnumbered as Tom is joined by a legion of his catty friends in this two-DVD set of 30 cartoon classics. Over three hours. Warner Bros. Enter. **$5.95**

- **DVD 468933X** WACKY RACES: Start Your Engines! Widescreen. Inspired by the classic series, these 10 adventures are jam-packed with fast, furious fun! Your favorite racers like Penelope Pitstop, Peter Perfect, the diabolical Dick Dastardly and his snickering sidekick Muttley are all here. The laps and laughs don’t end until the finish line. English SDH. Over 3 hours. Warner Bros. Enter. **$5.95**

- **DVD 4689259** SCOOBY-DOO! VOLUME 1, SEASON ONE: Mystery Incorporated. Widescreen. This Scooboo-Doo series is perfect for families who want their mysteries like Scooby-Doo! With Shaggy want their clues with extra sauce! So, get triggered with Scooby, Shaggy, Freddy, Daphne and Velma in four action-packed adventures from the cool show that’s a lot of doggone fun! English SDH. **$5.95**
NEW DVDS

**DVD 4687787 TOM AND JERRY: Tricks & Treats.** Fullscreen. Tom and Jerry are in for spooko galore in this monster collection. With 20 eerie cartoons and two bonuses, your goodie box will be overflowing with fun. Tricks and treats are at every turn, from ancient Egypt to Transylvania, from creepy houses to haunted forests, the hair-raising halloween is non-stop. English SDH. 161 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 4689291 TOM AND JERRY DOUBLE FEATURE: Shiver Me Whiskers/Whiskers Away.** It's a swashbuckling pirate adventure when Tom and Jerry must work together to get past continous monkeying and wiznapa the pirates to find a buried treasure in Shiver Me Whiskers. Then, in Whiskers Away catch your favorite cat and mouse team as they race from one exciting adventure to another in a two action-packed cartoons. 127 minutes on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 4693736 THE REAL ANIMALS OF PETER RABBIT.** Fullscreen. The Peter Rabbit stories are classic, but do you really know these actual, real life animals as well as you think? Catch a glimpse into the hidden worlds of rabbits, squirrels, hedgehogs and mice—a world entirely more complex, yet just as plain adorable as you could ever imagine. Narration by David Attenborough. English SDH. 105 minutes. BBC. $5.95

**DVD 4693663 BLOOD OF THE VIKINGS: Last of the Vikings.** Widescreen. This documentary follows the progress of Danish Viking King Canute, who built his North Sea Empire across Britain and Scandinavia. See how Viking culture integrated with the indigenous cultures of Britain and Ireland and can still be seen in customs and practices in the present day. English SDH. 100 minutes. BBC. $5.95

**DVD 4692947 A BOYFRIEND FOR MY WIFE.** Widescreen. Lacking the courage to ask his wife (Valeria Bertuccelli) for a divorce, a man (Adrian Suar) hires a womanizer nicknamed The Crow (Gabriel Goyt) to romance her and woo her away. Maybe she'll be the one who asks for the divorce once she realizes she no longer loves her husband. In Spanish with English subtitles. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Olive. Pub. at $29.95

**DVD 4674754 HAROLD & KUMAR ESCAPE FROM GUANTANAMO BAY.** Widescreen. On their flight to Amsterdam, Harold and Kumar are mistaken for terrorists and sent to Guantanamo Bay—but not for long. They bust out and go on a cross-country road trip to clear their names and win over their hotties! Stars John Cho and Kal Penn. Rated R. CC. 101 minutes. New Line Home Enter. $5.95

**DVD 4692519 VARSITY BLUES/MAJOR LEAGUE.** Widescreen. Varsity Blues captures all the fighting spirit, humor, pressure, and temptations of small-town high school football, starring Paul Walker, James Van Der Beek and Amy Smart. Tom Berenger, Charlie Sheen and C. Thomas Howell bring a hilarious lineup that’s destined for disaster. Major League. Both Rated R. CC. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 4689194 PUERTO RICANS IN PARIS.** Widescreen. The fashion world of Paris is not ready for Luis and Eddie, two New York detectives recruited by a fashion agency to track down a black market thief who has stolen the latest handbag designs. These two strangers in a strange land must travel with their wits to track down the thief and collect a large bounty. Stars Luis Quzman. Rated R. English SDH. 82 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 4689097 GHOSTBUSTERS.** Widescreen. Ghostbusters makes its long-awaited return with this unique and hilarious take on the classic supernatural comedy, led by the freshest minds in comedy today, Melissa McCarthy, Kristen Wiig, Kate McKinnon, Leslie Jones and Chris Hemsworth. English SDH. 117 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

**DVD 4693426 GAS S-S-S-.** Widescreen. Roger Corman offers his take on the end of the world in this unique mash-up of dark comedy, science fiction, and dystopian adventure. When a military chemical accident kills everyone on the planet over age 25, Earth is left in the hand of the youth. Hippies Coel (Robert Conti) and Cilla (Elaine Giftos) lead a quest for survival. Olive. 78 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**DVD 4692217 THE GREAT SPY CHASE.** An arms dealer bequeaths his castle and a collection of his patents to his beautiful widow (Mireille Darc); patents that would give them beholder an edge in the international arms race. The French agent Lino Venture is under orders to seduce the heiress and retrieve the documents in this action-packed comedy. In B&W. In French with English subtitles. 105 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

**DVD 4692357 MAMMOTH.** Widescreen. After retiring, 60 year old Serge (Gerard Depardieu) is shocked to learn that his former employers have neglected to declare his earnings. To receive full benefits, he has to travel back and gather the missing affidavits. Climbing aboard his old Mammoth motorcycle, he sets off on a trip to recover lost wages and buried memories. In French with English subtitles. 91 minutes. Olive. Pub. at $23.95 $5.95

**DVD 4687604 ONE LAST THING.** Widescreen. When Dylan (Michael Angarano) and his mother are approached by an organization that grants last wishes to the terminally ill, Dylan surprises everyone with his request: a steamy weekend with a supermodel (Sunny Mabrey). After a disappointing meeting, Dylan and his buddies take matters into their own hands. Rated R. 93 minutes. Magnolia. $9.95

**DVD 4687396 A DIRTY SHAME: The Neuter Version.** Widescreen. After an accidental concussion awakens the carnal urges of a convenience store owner (Tracy Ullman), the people of Baltimore become pitted against each other in an epic battle of decency vs. depravity. John Knoelke, Selma Blair and Chris Isaak also star in this comedy. Rated R. CC. 88 minutes. New Line Home Enter. Pub. at $27.95 $5.95

**DVD 4693434 KEEP YOUR RIGHT UP!** Directed by and starring the legendary Jean-Luc Godard—and bowing much to Jerry Lewis, Bob Keaton, Jacques Tati, and even Dostoyevsky—this mindboggling, bizarrely episodic comedy follows a hapless filmmaker and his attempts to meet a deadline to deliver a film within 24 hours. Not Rated in French with English subtitles. 83 minutes. Olive. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

**DVD 4693388 BLAST-OFF.** Widescreen. In this ensemble comedy-adventure, Burt lives stars as Pat, Bamboozling the blu-ray showman determined to be the first to project a film that can travel to the moon. On his slapstick mission, he’s joined by an eccentric cast of characters: devious politicians, voluptuous paramours, dazzling young Americans and more. 119 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

**DVD 4692349 MAD DOG TIME.** Widescreen. Full of notable cameos and pitch black humor, this is a mafia film unlike any other! Richard Dreyfuss plays mob boss Vic, recently released from a psychiatric hospital, who returns to find both his confidence and the women who make up his empire. Also stars Jeff Goldblum, Diane Lane, Gabriel Byrne, and Ellen Barkin. Rated R. 93 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**DVD 4687280 BEST NIGHT EVER.** Widescreen. Chelsea's biological clock is on overdrive and she desires to be either Claire, her gorgeous, fun-loving Zoe and quirky new friend Janet set off to Las Vegas for a one-night bachelorette party that turns out to be more than they bargained for. The girls band together and embark on an unforgettable night in bachelorette history. Stars Desi Rees. Rated R. English SDH. 82 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

**DVD 4687558 LOVE STINKS.** Widescreen. Love is a many splintered thing, or so Seth Winnick (Frank Stewart) soon learns when he gets his comeuppance with the beautiful Chelsea Caulfield (Brigitte Wilson). She seems perfect but Chelsea's biological clock is on overdrive and she aims to trap Seth into marriage any way she can. Rated R. CC. 94 minutes. Columbia. $5.95
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**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 4687337** THE BRASS TEAPOT. Widescreen. John and Alice live in small town America—married, very much in love, and broke. But an ill wind leads them to a roadside antique shop where Alice is spontaneously drawn to a mysterious brass teapot. Soon enough they realize this is no ordinary teapot and that perhaps it’s the answer to all of their money woes. Thriller. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

**DVD 4690899** DON’T THINK TWICE. Widescreen. For 11 years, the six-person comedy team known as The Commune has killed onstage, waiting for its big break. The team finds itself at crossroads when one of the group becomes a solo success, and the others begin to wonder if they will make it after all. Stars Keegan-Michael Peete and Gillian Jacobs. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 4692020** BLUMENTHAL. Widescreen. Harold Blumenthal (Brian Cox) literally drops dead while laughing at one of his own jokes. The stage is now set for an intelligent, witty and altogether dysfunctional comedy experience. 86 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

**DVD 468768X** SEND ME NO FLOWERS. Widescreen. Rock-Hudson, Doris Day and Tony Randall team up in this comedy gem from director Norman Jewison. Hypochondriac George (Rock Hudson) enlist's his best pal Arnold (Randall) to find a new husband for his “soon to be widowed” wife (Day). The final onscreen teaming of Rock Hudson and Doris Day. CC. 100 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**DVD 4687752** TOM AND JERRY MEET SHERLOCK HOLMES. Widescreen. Jewel heists around the city of London befuddle Scotland Yard, and the beautiful singer Red is framed for the crook. Only the legendary Sherlock Holmes can find the real thief with the help of his assistant Dr. Watson—and of course, Tom and Jerry. English SDH. 50 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 4687515** JOHN F. KENNEDY: Years of Lightning, Day of Drums. Widescreen. Fullscreen, Gregory Peck narrates this unique film that beautifully conveys the spirit, hope and vitality of John F. Kennedy’s presidency with excerpts from many of his speeches and footage of both his public and family life. Voted one of the top ten films of 1965 by the National Board of Review. In Color and B&W. English SDH. 86 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 4692500** THE TIME MACHINE. Widescreen. Desperate to alter the course of time, a visionary scientist invents a revolutionary machine that propels him 800,000 years into the future. There he discovers that humans have evolved into hideous and the hunted. Now he must fight to save himself, and all of mankind, in a final desperate battle. 95 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 4692233** HIMIZU. Widescreen. Inspired by the popular Manga, Himizu centers upon two teenagers struggling for survival in a town devastated by the 2011 tsunami. Alienated from his family and devoid of hope for the future, Yuichi becomes a vigilante and commits a string of very violent acts upon the world’s evildoers, including his abusive father. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 130 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

**DVD 4691997** BLOOD RED. Widescreen. The Collogeros are Sicilian immigrants who own and operate a family vineyard. When confronted by rival magnate William Beringer (Eric Roberts), a man hell-bent on taking control of the land for his new railroad, the confrontation quickly devolves into a mess of greed, murder, and revenge. Also stars Eric Roberts and Giancarlo Giannini. Rated R. Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

**DVD 4687701** SOLDIERS OF FORTUNE. Widescreen. Captain Craig Mackenzie (Christian Slater) is a disgraced special forces officer hand-picked to lead the ultimate extreme vacation. Five super-rich thrill-seekers have paid a premium to have themselves inserted into a real-life military mission. But when the plan backfires, Mackenzie and his amateur soldiers find themselves fighting for their lives. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**DVD 4687418** THE DRAGONS OF CAMELOT. Widescreen. After the death of the mother of Arthur, his uncle sorceror seizes control of the throne, plunging the kingdom of Camelot into darkness. Commanding three deadly dragons with her dark magic, she hunts the remaining Knights of the Round Table to the ends of the Earth. Now 80 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

**DVD 4692667** RELENTLESS JUSTICE. Widescreen. Victoria’s life is thrust into chaos when her daughter fails to return home from a camping trip. As a single mother, and former Australian Intelligence operative, Victoria springs into action, stopping at nothing to find her daughter. 95 minutes. Maximum Entertainment. $5.95

**DVD 4692055** THE CARDINAL. Fullscreen. In the 16th-century Italian court, Cardinal Giovanni de Medici (Matheson Lang) learns that his brother, Giuliano (Eric Portman) has been wrongfully accused of murder. Faced with a crisis of conscience and obligation to church doctrine, the Cardinal is torn between serving his god and saving his family. In B&W. 74 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**DVD 4692187** FRENCH POSTCARDS. Widescreen. The story of a group of American students attending the Institute of Film Studies for one-year stay. Laura (Blanche Baker) is the unofficial narrator of the group’s romantic interests via her postcard writing to a never-seen boyfriend back in the States. 95 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

**DVD 4687809** THE WALK. Widescreen. Guided by his real-life mentor, Papa Rudy (Ben Kingsley) and aided by an unlikely band of international recruits, Philippe Petit (Joseph Gordon-Levitt) and his gang overcome long odds, betrayals, dissension and countless close calls to conceive and execute their mad plan—the walk between the World Trade Center towers. English SDH. 122 minutes. Sony Pictures Classics. $5.95

**DVD 4692659** NUMERO DEUX: THE JLG Collection. Directed Jean-Luc Godard brilliantly mixes video and film in this inventive dual-screen drama. Unfolding with Godard’s signature offbeat style, the eloquent JLG essentially concerns a young working-class couple’s marital discord, set off by the wife’s infidelity. In French with English subtitles. 88 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $3.95

**DVD 469354X** THE LAST WHISTLE. Widescreen. High school football coach Victor Trenton is beloved by his town and is a father figure to his team. When an all-star player collapses during an intense practice, instead of motivating the situation, Trenton pushes the team to continue their winning streak. Now the player’s mother is pressing charges, and Trenton has to decide if his career is worth his pride. Vertical. $5.95

**DVD 4692276** FACCICE. Fullscreen. As WWI looms, Gallipoli soldier Jean Dax (Victor Francen) seeks to create a revolutionary armor to cease the bloodshed. But when his desperation for peace drives him to madness, it allows a fellow glassworks investor to appropriate his creation, knowing that the war will bring him great profit. In B&W. In French with English subtitles. 120 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

**DVD 4692632** IT WAS YOU CHARLIE. Widescreen. A dark comedy-drama that tells the story of a lonely graveyard shift doorman named Abron who harbors an accomplished sculptor and former college art teacher, but now a mere shadow of his former self. After meeting Zoe, a young taxi driver, something magical happens to Abron as he begins to quest to seek redemption. 80 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95
**NEW DVDS**

**DVD 4692683 THE TEMPTATION OF ST. TONY.** Widescreen. In this beautifully photographed, intoxicatingly Kafkaesque exploration of good and evil, a middle-aged corporate manager is plunged into his state professional and personal life. Hungry for a more vivid and meaningful life, he strikes a dangerous bargain with a mysterious figure. In Estonian English subtitles. 110 minutes. Olive. Pub. at $20.95. **$5.95**

**DVD 4693493 A CROOKED SOMEBODY.** Widescreen. Michael Vaughn (Rich Sommer) is a phony psychic medium who is kidnapped by a guilt-ridden murderer who believes Michael can help him make peace with the spirit of his dead victim. But when Michael learns that his captor’s crime is a high-profile unsolved case, he devises a plan to use his secret to gain fame and fortune. Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. Vertical. **$5.95**

**DVD 4692209 GOTO, ISLE OF LOVE.** Widescreen. In this Walerian Borowczyk classic, Pierre Brasseur stars as Goto, a jealous dictator married to the beautiful Glossia (Ligia Branice). Little does Goto know, Glossia has been in an affair with one of his guards. And that’s not all: Gronzo, a petty thief, is hatching his own plot to win Glossia’s heart. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. In French with English subtitles. 94 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. **$5.95**

**DVD 4687264 ATONEMENT.** Widescreen. When 17-year-old subshorts her sister in a passionate embrace with a childhood friend, her jealousy drives her to tell a lie that will irrevocably change the course of all their lives forever. Stars Keira Knightley and James McAvoy. Rated R. English SDH. 123 minutes. Universal. **$5.95**

**DVD 468771X THAT’S MY MAN.** Fullscreen. Don Arneche stars as a bookkeeper whose dreams to own a racehorse come to life with the promising stallion named Gallant Knight. But this begins to race when threats to spoil his relationship with his wife (Catherine McLeod), who shares Joe’s idealism but not his willingness to weather their future on a high-stakes dream. In B&W. 99 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. **$5.95**

**DVD 4692594 FUGLY!** Widescreen. Jesse (John Leguizamo), an artist/comedian gives the performance of his life. During a New Year’s party, Jesse takes a suicide attempt wrapping a retrievable dog leash around his neck, accidentally knocks himself out, and sinks into the waters of his bachelor party. “I got the chance to reflect upon my life and love.” 100 minutes. Olive Films. **$5.95**

**DVD 468754X LANDLINE.** Widescreen. Two sisters come of age in ‘90s New York when they discover their dad’s affair—and it turns out he’s not the only cheater in the family. Everyone still smokes inside, no one has a cell phone, and the Jacobs finally connect through lying, cheating and hibachi. Stars Jenny Slate and Edie Falco. Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. Broad Green Pictures. **$5.95**

**DVD 4692578 FLIRT: THE Hal Hartley Collection.** Director Hal Hartley tells three versions of an age-old dilemma: make a commitment or end the relationship. Bill Sage and Parker Posey tell the tale in New York City. Dodge well plays it out in Brooklyn, and Mito Nikaido and Toshizo Fujinara star their own rendition in Tokyo. Rated R. 85 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. **$5.95**

**DVD 4699143 MAUDIE.** Widescreen. Based on a true story, this film follows the unlikely romance between Canadian folk artist Maud Lewis (Sally Hawkins) and John Matthias (Matthew Macfadyen, Ethan Hawke). English SDH. 116 minutes. Sony Pictures. **$5.95**

**DVD 4692039 BORDERLESS.** Widescreen. An engaging, emotional rumination on the effects of war as seen through the eyes of a child. The child of the story, lives alone on an abandoned ship hand-employed and of an unnamed war-torn border. The boy’s solitary existence is torn apart when a young refugee appears in search of shelter, carrying an infant. In Persian with English subtitles. 102 minutes. Olive Films. **$5.95**

**DVD 469208X CHATTANOOCHEE.** Widescreen. Emmett Foxey (Gary Oldman), a Korean War hero institutionalized in the State Hospital in Chatahtoothoe following an attempted suicide, becomes an unlikely counterer, fighting to change a system that allows doctors and staff to bruise their patients. Also stars Dennis Hopper and Frances McDormand. Rated R. 97 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. **$5.95**

**DVD 4687477 THE IMMIGRANT.** Widescreen. Ewa Cybulski (Marion Cotillard) and her sister set sail to New York from their native Poland in search of the American dream. But upon their arrival, they find the opposite. Ewa falls prey to Bruno (Joseph Phoenix), a man who will force her into prostitution. Can the dashing stage magician Orlando (Jeremy Renner) come to her rescue? Rated R. English SDH. 117 minutes. E One. Pub. at $29.98. **$5.95**

**DVD 4683702 BIGGER, STRONGER, FASTER.** Widescreen. Director Chris Bell combines an original mix of pop culture references, a diverse cast from elite athletes to U.S. Congressmen, with an emotional family story to illustrate the bungling of a “nation on steroids.” If you discover that your heroes have broken the rules, do you follow the rules, or do you follow your heroes? 106 minutes. Magnolia. **$5.95**

**DVD 4687647 RENDITION.** Widescreen. When a married woman from an overseas posting disappears, her disappearance sends shockwaves all the way to the nation’s capitol. Desperate for the truth, his wife begins a search which leads a CIA unit head and a novice agent into a web of deceit, conspiracies and top-secret truths. Stars Jake Gyllenhaal, Nathan Petrelli, Meryl Streep. Rated R. CC. 122 minutes. New Line Home Enter. **$5.95**

**DVD 4693574 LYING AND STEALING.** Widescreen. Ivan, a successful art thief, inherited his father’s life of crime, but unlike most thieves, Ivan regards the art as much as the art of the crime. When he meets Elyse, a beautiful con-woman with her own debts to pay, they team up to pull off the ultimate heist. With both the FBI and the mob on their trail, the towering, hypnotic éyed Ivan and Elyse. Rated R. English SDH. 83 minutes. Vertical. **$5.95**

**DVD 4693728 R.** Widescreen. Reduced to just another nameless prisoner, “R” is sent to serve his sentence for a violent assault at Denmark’s toughest prison: an unforgiving world where the inching march into the system: “The aim is to navigate its brutality, and fight for survival.” In Danish and Arabic with English subtitles. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Olive. Pub. at $23.95. **$5.95**

**DVD 4693647 ACTS OF DESPERATION.** Widescreen. A desperate cop on the edge is obsessed over the fact that his beautiful desperate cop on the edge is obsessed over the fact that his beautiful desperate cop on the edge is obsessed over the fact that his beautiful desperate cop on the edge is obsessed over the fact that his beautiful desperate cop on the edge is obsessed over the fact that his beautiful desperate cop on the edge is obsessed over the fact that his beautiful desperate cop on the edge is obsessed over the fact that his beautiful desperate cop on the edge is obsessed over the fact that his beautiful desperate cop on the edge is obsessed over the fact that his beautiful desperate cop on the edge is obsessed over the fact that his beautiful desperate cop on the edge is obsessed over the fact that his beautiful desperate cop on the edge is obsessed over the fact that his beautiful desperate cop on the edge is obsessed over the fact that his beautiful desperate cop on the edge is obsessed over the fact that his beautiful desperate cop on the edge is obsessed over the fact that his beautiful desperate cop on the edge is obsessed over the fact that his beautiful desperate cop on the edge is obsessed over the fact that his beautiful desperate cop on the edge is obsessed over the fact that his beautiful desperate cop on the edge is obsessed over the fact that his beautiful desperation sends shockwaves all the way to the nation’s capitol. Desperate for the truth, his wife begins a search which leads a CIA unit head and a novice agent into a web of deceit, conspiracies and top-secret truths. Stars Jake Gyllenhaal, Nathan Petrelli, Meryl Streep. Rated R. CC. 122 minutes. New Line Home Enter. **$5.95**

**DVD 4692424 SANCTIMONY.** Widescreen. Casper Van Dien stars as an arrogant serial killer known as “The Monkey Maker.” Not satisfied with murdering and mutilating his victims, he begins to taunt the authorities by involving himself in their investigation as a guest witness. Written and directed by Uwe Boll. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Martini Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95. **$5.95**

**DVD 4693604 THE STRANGE ONES.** Widescreen. Two travelers, presumably brothers, as they make their way across a remote American landscape. On the surface all seems normal, but what appears to be a simple vacation soon goes haywire with dark and complex secrets and lies. Rated R. English SDH. 82 minutes. Vertical. **$5.95**

**DVD 4692128 DEJA VU.** Widescreen. While attending a screening of a documentary on the life of ballet legend Brooke Ashley, engaged couple Margaret and Greg are struck by a resemblance to the late dancer. When Greg also learns that he shares a strange connection to Brooke, it lays out an eerie path of repeating history that could prove fatal. Rated R. 96 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. **$5.95**
NEW DVDS

DVD 4693582 THE OPERATIVE. Widescreen. Rachel, a young Western woman, is recruited by the Mossad to go undercover in Tehran where she falls into the center of an international espionage conspiracy. There she meets a young business woman who becomes the target of her missions. When Rachel begins to fall in love, she is forced to navigate the treacherous triangle between her handler, her subject and her loyalty to her country. English SDH. 116 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

DVD 4693418 DRAWN IN BLOOD. Widescreen. When her brother’s suicide brings Marian (Anna Fin) to Berlin, she is unaware of the terror that awaits her in this psychological 2006 send-up of Hitchcock and Argento. Horror. murders grip the region, each mirroring the storyline of a popular comic book. When Marian learns that the comic book’s artist lives next door, her suspicion—and fear—begin to grow. Not rated. English SDH. 92 minutes. Universal. $5.95

DVD 469340X CINCO DE MAYO. Widescreen. Humberto Valdez, aka “El Maestro,” teaches a Chicano Studies course at a small town junior college—but lately, he has been taking his lessons far too literally. He has been hired for his electrically, the professor comes down with a bad case of “Aztec Blood Lust,” unleashing bloodshed while donning a Day of the Dead mask. Not Rated. 71 minutes. Martin Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95

DVD 4693567 GHOST HOUSE. Widescreen. A young couple vacationing in Thailand falls in love with photographing the small shrines called “Ghost Houses.” After acquiring a small discarded shrine as a souvenir, they are increasingly plagued by visits from a malevolent spirit that threatens their sanity and their life. English SDH. 99 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

DVD 4692454 THE SENDER. Widescreen. Zelko Navinichans as John Doe #38, a patient addicted to a psychiatric hospital after suicide attempt. When Dr. Gail Farmer (Kathryn Harold), the psychiatrist assigned to his case, begins experiencing vivid hallucinations, she suspects that she may be telepathically connected to his new patient, envisioning what he is experiencing in real time. Rated R. 92 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

DVD 4687469 I’LL TAKE YOUR DEAD. Widescreen. William has a simple job—he makes dead bodies disappear at his farmhouse in the country. After a woman’s body is dumped at the house, William begins his process when he realizes she’s not dead. He patches her up, but when he wakes up, he’s sure that she would be much better off. To prevent her from dying, he sets out to finish the job. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.95

DVD 4687655 THE SACRAMENT. Widescreen. Two journalists set out to document their friend’s journey to reunite with his estranged sister. They track her to an undisclosed location, the remote world of “Eden Parish,” a self-sustained rural utopia overseen by a mysterious leader. It quickly becomes evident that this paradise may not be as it seems. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

DVD 4687388 THE DEVIL’S CANDY. Widescreen. A struggling artist moves with his family to a rural Texas town, unaware that the house they bought at an unbelievable price contains a grisly history. Their dreams turn into a nightmare as disturbing demonic occurrences culminate with the appearance of Ray, the home’s former resident, who’s destined to do the devil’s bidding. Not Rated. English. 88 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $14.95

SDH. 80 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $14.95

DVD 4693671 DRIVER. Widescreen. Art Mathews (Rick Lundgren) is a washed up drunk. He was once a police officer, but after the death of his wife, Art’s attempt to find and bring the killer to justice ended with multiple incidents of police brutality for which Art was indefinitely suspended. When the serial killer responsible starts to lose control, the killer’s inner demons are unleashed. CC. 79 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $5.95

DVD 469466X FENDER BENDER. Widescreen. Seventeen-year-old Hilary has just received her driver’s license, only to have her first accident shortly thereafter. After exchanging her car insurance information with the remorseful stranger behind the wheel, Hilary returns home. But this man is not what he seems, and soon Hilary will find herself in a head-on collision with terror. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Second Run. $9.95

DVD 469355 BLOOD MONKEY/MAN EATER/IN THE SPIDER’S WEB. In Blood Monkey (F. Murray Abraham, 88 minutes), grad students are terrorized by a vicious species of chimps. In Man Eater (Gary Busey, 88 minutes) a Bengal tiger lurks in the Appalachian Mountains. In The Spider’s Web (Lance Henriksen, 88 minutes) a team of backpackers who become victims to a ritual in which spiders feast on corpses. Not Rated. 3 DVDs. Gravitas Ventures. $9.95

DVD 4693639 14 CAMERAS. Widescreen. An unassuming family with two daughters rents a new home for the summer, having no idea their possessive landlord, Gerald, is broadcasting their every move online. Viewers become increasingly fixated on the two college girls. When a follower on the website offers to buy one of the girls, Gerald must protect what is his. CC. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $5.95

DVD 4692365 A NEW LIFE. Widescreen. Alan Alda writes, directs, and stars in this authentic romantic comedy. After 26 years of marriage, Steve Giardino (Alan Alda), an abrasive workaholic Wall Streeter and his wife Jackie (Ann-Margret) divorce and find themselves thrust back into the dating world. Can they both find love in another’s arms? 104 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

DVD 4692292 JINXED. Widescreen. High-rolling gambler Harold (Rip Torn) is on a winning streak thanks to “jinxed” blackjack dealer Willie (Ken Wahl). Harold just can’t lose his winning streak thanks to the jinx, and when he’s playing at Willie’s table. The only way for Willie to break his streak of bad luck is to take something prized from Harold—like his mistress Bonita (Bette Midler). Rated R. 103 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95

DVD 4689186 PLAYING FOR KEEPS. Widescreen. A down on his luck former soccer star (Gerard Butler) returns home to put his life back together. Looking for a way to rebuild his relationship with his son, he gets roped into coaching his son’s soccer team. In the process he realizes that he still loves his ex-wife (Jessica Biel) and will do anything to get his family back. English SDH. 105 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

DVD 4693668 HUMAN WEAPON: Military Combat. Mixed martial artist Jason Chambers and football pro Bill Duff put their bodies on the line as they train in the most lethal forms of combat, before going toe to toe with masters of each fighting style, including Krav Maga and the USMC Martial Arts Program. 94 minutes. New Video. $5.95

DVD 4693744 STARSHIP TROOPERS. Widescreen. From the bridge of the fleet Battleship Ticonderoga, with its sweeping galactic view, to the desolate plains of Klendathu, teeming with shrieking, fire-spitting, brain-sucking creatures, Robert A. Heinlein’s classic sci-fi adventure comes to life. Stars Casper Van Dien, Dina Meyer, and Denise Richards. Rated R. CC. 124 minutes. TriStar. $6.95
**NEW DVDS**

**DVD 4693558 THE LAST BOY.** widescreen. Following a catastrophic event that has eliminated a majority of the Earth’s population, a young boy must navigate the barren landscape on a dangerous journey to bring his dying mother to a sacred place where wishes are granted. English SDH. 89 minutes. Vertical. **$9.95**

**DVD 4692101 DARK BY NOON.** widescreen. Patrick Buchanan stars as Rez, a man who has found the ability to leap across time and space, allowing him to see an impending apocalypse. Jumping back to the past, Rez now has only eight hours to discover the cause and save a city unaware of its own imminent doom. Also stars Michael O’Flaherty and Anthony Murphy. Not Rated. 82 minutes. Martin Erhem, all the way to America where he arrived at age 18. This film offers fans the opportunity to get a close-up look at his 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $29.99

**DVD 4683173 THE ROYAL WEDDING.** widescreen. In a future where Earth’s ecosystem verges on collapse, the team has just three days to find out what it can do to save the planet. English SDH. Includes all nine episodes. Nearly 9 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 4693469 NEATH THE ARIZONA SKIES.** Fullscreen. Chris Morell (John Wayne) is guardian to the Hohokam, a half-Indian girl. He sets out in search of her father in order to prove her birthright and lay claim to money she’s owed from her late mother’s oil lease. A pair of lawless cowboys also want to get their hands on Nina’s inheritance. Co-stars Sheila Terry and Gabby Hayes. 1954. In B&W. 53 minutes. Olive. Pub. at $14.95 **$9.95**

**DVD 4687336 TIME TEAM AMERICA: SEASONS 1 AND 2.** Fullscreen & widescreen. From the discovery of prehistoric alligators, the Everglades, and everything in between, including rare views of Florida’s prehistoric alligators, the largest theme park on the planet, and some of the hottest vacation destinations. 60 minutes. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99 **$9.95**

**DVD 4685714 WORLDWIDE: TRAVEL THE WORLD.** widescreen. Code named “The November Man,” Peter Devereaux (Pierce Brosnan) is a lethal and highly trained ex-CIA agent living in Switzerland. When he’s lured out of retirement to safeguard a witness targeted for murder, he’s drawn into a deadly game of cat and mouse with his former protege. Rated R. 108 minutes. VFS Films. **$9.95**

**DVD 4691025 TORCHED.** Fullscreen. Deanna, a pretty young nurse has her life changed forever when she is brutally gang-raped by five men. Traumatized and angry, she is consumed with hatred for her attackers and is intent on revenge. One by one, she wreaks brutal vengeance on her wretched assailants. Not Rated. 44 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $21.99 **$18.95**

**DVD 4690926 DEATH RACE: BEYOND ANARCHY.** widescreen. After a failed attack on an inmate and legendary driver, Frankenstein, Black Ops specialist Connor Gibson (Zach McGowan) infiltrates a super maximum federal prison with one goal—enter the immortal and illegal Death Race and destroy Frankenstein. Rated R. 78 minutes. VFS Films. **$9.95**

**DVD 4699348 WITCHES OF EAST END: THE COMPLETE FIRST SEASON.** widescreen. Julia Ormond stars as Joanna Beauchamp, a mother who keeps a supernatural secret from her daughters, Freya (Jewna Deyaw-Tatum) and Ingrid (Rachel Boston). But when Joanna’s estranged sister (Madchen Amick) arrives to warn her of an enigmatic evil entity, Joanna is forced to reveal the truth. Also stars Virginia Madsen. English SDH. Nearly 7 hours on three DVDs. 20th Century Fox. **$19.95**

**DVD 4691822 DANE COOK’S TOURGASM.** widescreen. Catch up with Dane Cook and three of the hottest fellow comedians around as they perform 20 hilarious shows in just 30 days across 28 states. Jay Davis, Robert Kelly and Gary Gulman share a tricked-out bus with Dane for this wildly unpredictable, always outrageous sold out tour. Packaged in a Steelbook case. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. HBO. **$9.95**

**DVD 4695526 MURPHY BROWN: THE COMPLETE FIRST SEASON.** Candace Bergen portrays Murphy Brown, star reporter for a Washington DC-based TV news magazine, delivering a performance so funny and dynamic that she earned five Emmys. A colorful crew back up genre from romance to friendship to national politics to office politics. Includes all 22 Season One episodes. Nearly 9 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. **$9.95**

**DVD 4686720 OVER FLORIDA.** Miami, Disney World, The Keys To the sunny skies and see it all in this thrilling aerial trip over Florida. You’ll grace the everglades, and everything in between, including rare views of Florida’s prehistoric alligators, the largest theme park on the planet, and some of the hottest vacation destinations. 60 minutes. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99 **$9.95**

**DVD 4692135 DESPAIR.** widescreen. Against the backdrop of the Nazis’ rise to power, Herrmann (Dirk Bogarde), a Russian emigrant and successful chocolate magnate, starts experiencing mental breakdowns. Upon meeting Felix, an unemployed laborer he believes is his doppelganger, Herrmann hatches an elaborate plot to free himself of his incessant nightmares. Not Rated. 121 minutes. Olive Films. **$24.95**

**DVD 4687590 THE NOVEMBER MAN.** widescreen. Code named “The November Man,” Peter Devereaux (Pierce Brosnan) is a lethal and highly trained ex-CIA agent living in Switzerland. When he’s lured out of retirement to safeguard a witness targeted for murder, he’s drawn into a deadly game of cat and mouse with his former protege. Rated R. 108 minutes. VFS Films. **$9.95**

**DVD 4690625 DEATH RACE: BEYOND AnARCHY.** widescreen. After a failed attack on an inmate and legendary driver, Frankenstein, Black Ops specialist Connor Gibson (Zach McGowan) infiltrates a super maximum federal prison with one goal—enter the immortal and illegal Death Race and destroy Frankenstein. Rated R. 78 minutes. VFS Films. **$9.95**

**DVD 4690807 EXTRA INNINGS.** widescreen. Set against the enchanting backdrop of 1960s Brooklyn, this film tells the story of a young man who is caught up in pursuing his dream of playing baseball and staying devoted to his Syrian-Jewish family. Based on the true-life story of writer, director Albert Dubah. Stars Aiden Pierce Brennan. Not Rated. 116 minutes. Breaking Glass. **$9.95**
NEW DVDS

★ DVD 469015X TROLLS AND GOBLINS. Mythical creatures like trolls, goblins, gremlins, and ogres have haunted our minds for centuries. Their legend will continue to endure, inspire, and scare the pants off people. But could there be some form of fact behind their fictitious folklore? Let’s take a look at the history and mystery behind these fascinating creatures. 45 minutes. Ruthless Studios. Pub. at $19.95 ★  $14.95

★ DVD 4689747 ALICE IN DEATHLAND. After leaving her abusive and addicted family years ago, the beautiful Alice returns only to be thrust into the middle of an upside down world of drugs and decadence as she attempts to hold on to her sanity and her life. Unrated. 91 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95 ★  $14.95

★ DVD 4694635 PSYCHOPATHIC MANIACS. Terrifying stories from acclaimed cult and exploitation director Jason Impey. Prepare for over three hours of gruesome stories of revenge, sadism, murder, rape, sexual perversion, hatred and more gore than you can swing a cat at. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.99 ★  $14.95

★ DVD 4690184 WEREWOLF ISLAND. Widescreen. Werewolf Island has been the scene of many unexplained attacks and murders. After a close family member is attacked, a detective finds himself obsessed with the island and its secrets, unravelling a legacy of mystery and murder dating back to colonial times. Stars T.J. Storm. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 ★  $14.95

★ DVD 4689852 THE HEX. A gripping British girl unravels her murdered mother’s secrets connected to a South African witch doctor’s curse. She wants to put an end to this haunting hex by traveling to South Africa, but instead it casts her deeper into sinister depths. Unrated. Stars Coco Lloyd. 82 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 ★  $14.95

★ DVD 4690052 SAY YOU LOVE THE DEVIL. Widescreen. When the victim of a cult sacrifice turns up at a roaming house, the landlord’s son sets up a series of cameras to investigate the residents of the home. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.99 ★  $14.95

★ DVD 4690109 THAT UNCERTAIN FEELING. Fullscreen. Jill and Larry Baker have been living in marital bliss for six years—until Jill develops a nasty bout with the hiccups. Exhausting all remedies Jill goes to see a psychiatrist. This leads to disenchantment with her husband, causing marital mayhem! Stars Merle Oberon and Melyn Douglas. In W&G. English SDH. 84 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 ★  $14.95

★ DVD 4689992 MONSTER FORCED ZERO. After their comic book dreams are crushed, a group of sci-fi cosplayers are granted superpowers by ancient aliens and are transported into the multiverse to do real battle with evil forces bent on earth’s destruction. Stars Adrienne and Rated. 84 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 ★  $14.95

★ DVD 4694643 SCI FI BABES, VOL. 2. The awesome second edition of sci fi babes! From interdimensional witches, to sword wielding female warriors, sci fi babes volume 2 is an action packed baba fest! 170 minutes on two DVDs. Adults only. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.99 ★  $14.95

★ DVD 4694627 NEMESIS: The New Model. It is the year 2017 and a terrorist organization known as The New Hammerheads now dominates Earth. The fate of humankind now rests in the hands of “The New Model,” the ultimate Cyborg Hybrid. Trained under the wing of Alex Sinclair, she must form an army of Cyborg Humans to take down the regime and regain control. 75 minutes. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.99 ★  $14.95

★ DVD 4694651 UFO’S AND THE EXTRATERRESTRIAL THREAT: Battlefield Earth. Overturns common theories about extraterrestrial visitors, providing evidence that a war is being waged between extraterrestrial aliens—a secret battle that the government will do all it can hide from the public eye. Over 3 hours on three DVDs. WMWM. Pub. at $19.95 ★  $14.95

★ DVD 4693337 PREDATORS: 4 Movie Midnight Marathon Pack. Widescreen. These four thrillers will have you on the edge of your seat! Includes The Watcher starring James Spader and Marisa Torina; Fear with Mark Wahlberg and Reece Witherspoon; Taking Down Stargirl starring Jon Favreau and Lolita Davidovich; and Cry Wolf with Julian Morris and Jon Bon Jovi. Most Rated R. English SDH. Over 6 hours. Universal. ★  $6.95

★ DVD 4689993 PRETENDING I’M A SUPERMAN. Widescreen. In 1999 the video game “Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater” shook the world when it sold nine million copies upon its release and forever changed the skateboarding scene. This film is the story of the skaters and developers who came together to create the best-selling gaming franchise. 73 minutes. Breaking Glass. ★  $11.95

★ DVD 4689860 HIGH RISK. Fullscreen. Four naive Americans in need of cash—James Brolin, Chick Vennera, Bruce Davison and Chris Lemmon—fly down to Columbia and sell a notorious drug lord with connections to a ruthless, corrupt military leader. None of them have any combat experience, but how hard can it be, right? Also stars James Coburn. Rated R. 95 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.95 ★  $11.95

★ DVD 4689995 JANE AND THE LOST CITY. Widescreen. Jane (Kirsten Hughes) and her companion Jungle Jack Buck (Sam Jones) travel with a team of British adventurers to Africa and the mythical lost city. Their mission is to find the fortune in diamonds before they fall into the hands of the Nazis, led by Lola Pagnola. 93 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.95 ★  $11.95

★ DVD 4689933 KEYS TO TULSA. Widescreen. Richter Bourdreau (Eric Stoltz) is the black sheep of a wealthy family who sinks deeper into corruption. When he decides to return to his hometown he gets caught with the wrong people, putting himself in a dangerous situation. If he hopes to survive he has no other option but to outsmart them all. Also stars James Spader. Rated R. 114 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.95 ★  $11.95

★ DVD 4689844 GUNCRAZY. Widescreen. Anita Minteer (Drew Barrymore) is a troubled teen who has undergone a sexual transformation by her step-father and then helps get her reformed prison pen-pal released on good behavior. In the style of Bonnie and Clyde, there’s no turning back the two lovers on the run from the law. Not Rated. 97 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 ★  $11.95

★ DVD 4689755 AMERICAN DRILLER KILLER. In this bloody and, at times, strangely humorous film, a struggling screenwriter is driven to violence by the defeat of the city around him. To silence his demons, he latches onto an electric power drill. Not Rated. 73 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $14.95 ★  $11.95

★ DVD 4689798 CHRISTMAS MOUNTAIN: The Story of a Cowboy Angel. Fullscreen. Imprisoned, down on his luck drifter, Gabe Sweet (Mark Miller) is forced to seek redemption by imparting a Christmas charity campaign on behalf of the town. With the help of a dearly-departed Angel wannabe (Slim Pickens), Gabe quickly learns that the ones truly in need are the ones who already have the most. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 ★  $11.95
NEW DVDS

**DVD 4686500** LIONS FOR LAMBS. Widescreen. An idealistic professor (Robert Redford) attempts to inspire a student to do more with his life, while a charismatic Senator (Tom Cruise) pitches a new Middle East strategy to a skeptical TV journalist (Meryl Streep). Meanwhile two of the professor’s former students are trapped between enemies in Afghanistan. Rated R. C.C., 92 minutes. MGM. $5.95

**DVD 4686060** THE SENSUAL JUNGLE. Laura receives an envelope from her lover with an order to open it only if he dies. When he is killed, she opens the envelope, finding half of a mysterious map and instructions. She travels to Guayaquil where she finds the owner of the other half of the map. Together, they head in search of a treasure and facing danger along the way. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 89 minutes. Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**DVD 4686551** THE BIRTH OF A NATION. An immensely successful silent film of the time (released in 1915), it is controversial by today’s standards because of the use of blackface by white actors and the style of performances given by those actors. The film portrays the founding of the Ku Klux Klan and the assassination of Abraham Lincoln. In B&W. Over 3 hours, Reel Vault. $9.95

**DVD 4686578** THE CLUTCHING HAND. Craig Kennedy, super detective, is out to get “the Clutching Hand,” a fiend who has stolen a formula that will turn metal into gold. This 15 chapter serial was released in 1936. Stars Jack Mulhall and Rex Lease. In B&W. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Reel Vault. $9.95

**DVD 4686595** THE MYSTERY TROOPER. Set in the Old West, this serial involves the quarreling heirs to a gold mine. Jack Logan (Robert Frazer) has half of an old Indian map, and the other half is held by a woman and her younger brother. A greedy trader sends his henchman to get the map and the gold. However, they have one resource on their side—the Mystery Trooper. In B&W. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Reel Vault. $9.95

**DVD 4686600** TO BE OR NOT TO BE. During the Nazi occupation of Poland, an acting troupe becomes embroiled in a Polish soldier’s efforts to track down a German Spy. Impersonation, love, lust, deceit and intrigue wrap themselves around everyone involved in this theater performance gone horribly wrong. Stars Carole Lombard and Jack Benny. In B&W. 99 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**DVD 4686640** THE MAN WHO COULD WORK MIRACLES. Roland Young stars as Fotheringay, a man bestowed upon him great powers by the gods themselves in this comedic fantasy based on the moral tale by the Greek playwright Menander. Also starring Richard Haydn and Edward Chapman. In B&W. 82 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**DVD 4686845** TWO KNIGHTS IN BROOKLYN. This cabbie comedy stars William Bendix and Joe Sawyer as Tim and Eddie, the owners of a successful Brooklyn-based taxi service. Things are looking up for the mugs, until Tim’s wife and Eddie’s girlfriend each suspect their man of cheating on them with the company’s new secretary. In B&W. 71 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**DVD 4686616** THE GOOSE STEPS OUT. A bumbling teacher turns out to be the double of a German general. This 1942 comedy stars out to be the double of a German general. He is flown in to impersonate the general and cause chaos in a Hitler Youth college. This 1942 comedy stars Will Hay and Frank Pettingell. In B&W. 75 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**DVD 4686721** SO THIS IS WASHINGTON. A young and earnest businessman moves to Washington D.C. after Abner develops a new form of synthetic rubber for the war effort. After first being out of place in the city, they are soon a sought after commodity of wisdom in this patriotic comedy of 1942. Also known as Invasion of the Killer Hogs. Stars Chester Lauck and Norris Norris. In B&W. 64 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**DVD 4686675** QUEEN FOR A DAY. Based on a popular radio program and television show where audience members share personal experiences, stories, and sometimes the reasons why they deserve to be queen for a day. The film examines these three stories in detail. Hosted by Jack Bailey and featuring Leonard Nimoy in his first role. In B&W. 107 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**DVD 468690X** WHISKY GALORE! During World War II, the small Scottish island of Todday is suffering from the most terrible thing they believe could’ve happened—a wartime shortage of whisky! Fortunately for the islanders, a ship carrying the precious cargo is wrecked on a reef and it’s up to the locals to rescue it. Stars Richard Attenborough. In B&W. 83 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**DVD 4686799** THROW THE ANCHOR! When an unemployed widower moves to Florida to live on a houseboat he buys from an ad in a magazine, his aim is to marry the woman he admires for him and his children when they realize the boat doesn’t exist. Stars Richard Egan and Dina Merrill. 90 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**DVD 4686845** THE ADVENTURES OF REX AND RINTY. A twelve chapter serial featuring canine star Rin Tin Tin Jr. and Rex billed as “The King of Wild Horses.” Rex is captured off the coast of Africa and taken to the U.S. to be trained for military use. He escapes and soon joins forces with Rinty until they are aided by people more sympathetic to their desires of freedom. In B&W. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Reel Vault. $7.95

**DVD 4686681** VANITY FAIR. This classic 1932 drama stars Myrna Loy as Becky Sharp, a society girl determined to cement her reputation as a member of the upper crust. In her quest to live the opulent life of a socialite, she betrays those closest to her. In B&W. 78 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**DVD 4686586** THE CRIME OF MONSIEUR Lange. When the boss is believed dead, the formerly oppressed company employees turn the business into a prosperous cooperative, but what will they do when the boss suddenly comes back? Directed by Jean Renoir. In French with English subtitles. In B&W. 90 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**DVD 4686691** SAGA OF THE WEST. A man picks up and heads West by train to try to find some direction in his life. He soon finds himself in trouble, but finds it’s up to the locals to rescue it. Stars George O’Brien and Dorothy Wilson. In B&W. 68 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**DVD 4686632** THE LAST DAYS OF PATTON. Tells the story of General Patton’s last days in Europe following World War II. The day before he was to transfer back to the U.S., Patton was in a serious auto accident, leading to his death shortly thereafter. The film showcases his final moments remembering events from his life. George C. Scott reprises his role as General Patton. 146 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**DVD 4686594** DISAPPEARANCE OF FLIGHT 77. A radar screen in two DVDs. Flight 771 witnesses the disappearance of two fighter jets scrambled to intercept a UFO but the Air Force is determined to cover up the incident. Colonel Moore (Glenn Ford) now must get to the bottom of the disappearance while under scrutiny of his superiors. Not Rated. 72 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**DVD 4686686** WOMAN ON THE RUN. An artist goes into hiding after witnessing a mob murder, leaving his wife open to attack by the killers who believe she is the last person she should trust. Powerful film-noir filmed on location in San Francisco. Stars Ann Sheridan and Dennis O’Keefe. Not Rated. In B&W. 77 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95
NEW DVDS

★ DVD 468687X THE VIOLATORS. In 1930s New York, an idealistic youth probation officer’s concern for his charges rouses his superior the wrong way and leads him to neglect his own child. His behavior rebounds on him when his now-grown daughter gets involved with a WWII vet who arranges a crooked investment scheme. Stars Arthur O’Connell. In B&W. 76 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4686780 THREE CAME HOME. This postwar film explores the life of Agnes Newton Keith starting before the Japanese invasion in 1942. Living on the British island colony of North Borneo, she witnesses and becomes a part of an entire community that is held in an internment camp until the island is liberated in 1945. Stars Claudette Colbert. In B&W. 106 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4686756 THE STRANGE WOMAN. Just out of her teens, Jenny Hager (Hedy Lamarr) marries the much older Isaiah Poster and beneath her sweet exterior, Jenny is a shrewd, conniving woman and makes a fine life for herself with her husband’s money but she continues to consider all men fair game, including her stepson. In B&W. 100 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4686829 TOO LATE FOR TEARS. After driving off the road, a couple turns on their hazard lights, but another car interprets this as a prearranged signal and a bag containing $60,000 is tossed into their car, leading to a series of tragic, greed-induced events in this classic film-noir. Stars Elizabeth Scott and Don DeFore. In B&W. 99 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 468673X SPANISH CAPE MYSTERY. New York detective Ellery Queen travels to the California coast with his friend Judge Macklin for a relaxing vacation. But they don’t even have a chance to unpack before they become swept up in kidnapping and murders. It’s up to Ellery to come to the rescue and solve the crimes. Stars Donald Cook. In B&W. 74 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4686813 THE SILENT PASSENGER. When a body is found in a trunk on board a train en route from London to the English Channel, amateur sleuth Lord Peter Wimsey might solve the mystery to prove the innocence of his friend. The dead man is a blackmailer, and signs point to one man. Who’s the cold-blooded killer? Stars John Loder. In B&W. 75 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4686772 THEY MADE ME A CRIMINAL. A boxer goes on the run in the mistaken belief that he killed someone while drunk, though he has been falsely accused. Lost to the public and now presumed dead, the prizefighter takes on another identity with though he has been falsely accused. Lost to the public and now presumed dead, the prizefighter takes on another identity with

★ DVD 4686624 THE GREEN GLOVE. Veterans seek a stolen treasure and get involved in a murder while doing so. Set in Southern France, we find the character of Mike Blake revisiting a religious relic left behind by a Nazi art thief during World War II. This film is also known as The White Road. Stars Glenn Ford. In B&W. 89 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 468655X THE CHASE. In this 1946 film noir an unemployed veteran gets a job as a chauffeur in Florida. Unfazed by his new employer is a murderous gangster, and the chauffeur has fallen for the mobster’s wife. The two lovers high-tail it to Cuba and soon after, the chase is on. Stars Robert Cummings. In B&W. 86 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4686896 WENT THE DAY WELL? An English village is occupied by disguised German paratroopers who plan to use the village as an advanced post for a planned invasion. When the plan is uncovered a vicious Nazi officer holds the village captive. Stars Leslie Banks. In B&W. 92 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4686705 THE SECOND WOMAN. Visiting her aunt in California, Ellen Foster meets Jeff Cohalan, a neighbor afflicted with depression and paranoia in this captivating thriller. Jeff reveals that his fiance was killed the night before their wedding and he blames himself. As strange events transpire, Jeff worries he might be losing his mind. In B&W. 81 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4686888 VODOO BLACK EXORCIST. The mummy of a disgraced Caribbean prince slays and terrorizes the passengers of a South Sea’s ocean liner. Filmed in such exotic locations as Jamaica and Haiti, this supernatural tale stars Aldo Sambrell and also features Eva Leon as a passenger who reminds the mummy of an old love. Not Rated. Dubbed in English. 88 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4686748 SPRING IN PARK LANE. Anna Neagle stars as Judy Howard, the niece and secretary of a wealthy art collector. Her uncle hires a new chauffeur who acts like anything but a lowly servant. She is determined to find out his true identity and why he is posing as a lowly chauffeur. Also stars Michael Wilding. In B&W. 91 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4686662 THE PROJECTED MAN. A scientist experimenting with matter transmission from place to place by means of laser beam suddenly decides to use himself as a test specimen. But the process goes awry and he converts himself into a murderous monster. Stars Mary Peach and Bryant Haliday. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4686653 UNKNOWN WORLD. Several scientists band together to find a safe place for human civilization in the event of a thermonuclear war. They are able to employ the use of a cyclotron, a ship which can withstand the heat and pressure within the Earth to attempt to locate a livable cavern in this 1951 sci-fi adventure with Dogo splen and a strong performance. In B&W. 94 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4686683 ROLL ALONG, COWBOY. After two ranch hands are given a note on another ranch as part of their yearly pay, they discover the ranch is about to go under because of back taxes. Working to save the property and the ranch as part of their yearly pay, they discover the ranch is about to go under because of back taxes. Working to save the property and the

★ DVD 4686694 YUMA. As drama threatens to explode and drag an entire town down with it, a vicious crew of villains runs riot with no one left to reign them in. Someone needs to step in and hold them accountable. A tough marshal (Clint Walker) is sent in to bring law and order to a lawless town! 74 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4686861 LAST MUSKET MAN. In Kentucky just after the Civil War, the Hayden-Colby feud leads to Jed Colby being sent to prison for 15 years for murder. When Colby gets out of prison he seeks revenge. The head of the Hayden family tries to stop his killing, but the inevitable showdown has to occur. Stars Randolph Scott. In B&W. 70 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4686537 THE TRUE GLORY. Academy Award-winning documentary detailing the history of Europe, culminating with the fall of Berlin. The film highlights the major battles and events of this phase of WWII while presenting personal stories told by civilians and soldiers about their experiences during this time. In B&W. 87 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ DVD 4686608 THE GOLDEN LADY. A team of female mercenaries are hired To sabotage an oil deal between a sheik and his corporate competitors. The female James Bond-esque team use their brains and
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18-page booklet on the territory and this music by a well-known blues artist. Blue Rhythm Fantasy; CD collects 20 tracks, including King: Book of Souls. Scorpion King 4: Quest for Power; Scorpion King; The Scorpion 2: Rise of a Warrior; franchise– The Revenge of Scorpions; The Scorpion King: 2. Quest for Power; and Scorpion King 4: Quest for Power;

This boxed set features 10 tracks from the finest exponents of Spanish music.

CD 4686446 GENE KRUNA ‘LIVE’: America’s Favorite Drummer. Kupka was one of the most charismatic performers during the Swing Era and is still remembered as one of the greatest drummers of all time. This CD collects 20 tracks, including "First Star of the Electric Guitar." The 'live' performances on this CD are but a small sampling of the young genius from Oklahoma City who became the first star of the electric guitar. This track collection, including "I'm a Sick Chick; China Stomp; I'm a Sick Chick; China Stomp;

CD 4686487 CARDINAL’S JAZZ SESSIONS – VOLUME II. Collects 21 tracks from the big band legend, including "Everybody Loves My Baby (But My Baby Don't Love Nobody but Me); Stompin' at the Savoy; Chattanooga Choo Choo; My Buddy; Bye Bye Blue; Why Dream?; and more. Star Line Productions.

CD 4687188 CANNONBALL ADDERLEY ‘LIVE’; A<br>Photo-Set. His long-time guitarist for Frank Sinatra recreates the iconic album "That's Old Fashioned Love; Stardust; Chattanooga, Lose My Mind; Aunt Hager's Blues’ Rockin’ and Roll Time; Them There Eyes; Swing That Music; Aunt Hager’s Blues’ Rockin’ and Roll Time; Them There Eyes; Swing That Music;

CD 4688147 HENRY MORTON STERN “MEET THE</br>NEW YORK ORCHESTRA”. Collects 20 tracks, including "New York Moon; Stompin’ at the Savoy; Chattanooga Choo Choo; My Buddy; Bye Bye Blue; Why Dream?; and more. Star Line Productions.

CD 4688148 HENRY MORTON STERN “MEET THE</br>NEW YORK ORCHESTRA”. Collects 20 tracks, including "New York Moon; Stompin’ at the Savoy; Chattanooga Choo Choo; My Buddy; Bye Bye Blue; Why Dream?; and more. Star Line Productions.

CD 4688243 CHARLIE CHAILOU ‘LIVE’: First Star of the Electric Guitar. The 'live' performances on this CD are but a small sampling of the young genius from Oklahoma City who became the first star of the electric guitar. This track collection, including "I'm a Sick Chick; China Stomp; I'm a Sick Chick; China Stomp;"
Buellion E Rock & Roll; Hoo; and, Atomatical Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

New Music CDs

**CD 4689925** Johnny Mathis. Gold. Collects 49 songs from the popular singer/songwriter, including A Certain Smile; Wonderful, Wonderful; Too Much, Too Little, Too Late; Love Me Tender; Once Before I Go; The Twelfth of Never; and more. Three CDs. Cimarron. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**CD 4699263** BANGLES. Gold. Collects 40 songs from the iconic American pop rock band, including 8-6-8-12-8, Mary's Got a Baby, She's Not There, Dark Side Of The Moon, Take On Me, Woman, I Don't Want To See You; I'm Not Your Mama; Color Of The Sun; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Mailboat Records. $5.95

**CD 4693434** Maria Muldaur. Yes We Can! Thirteen tracks from Maria Muldaur with the lead vocals and fiddle, accompanied by The Jimmie Rodgers Project. Make a Better World; Inner City Blues; Yes We Can; Can; John Brown; This Old World; War; and more. Concord Music Group. $5.95

**CD 4694006** ROMANTIC Moods. Ten tracks of instrumentals that will make your romantic mood with your significant other; Endless Tide; Seas of Serenity; Starfinder; Halcyon Blue; Leeward Shore; Fantasia; Forest; The Waves; Atlantic; Driftwood and Ocean Dreams. Network Music. $5.95

**CD 4693492** Peter, Bethany & Rufus: Put & Other Family Classics. Comprises eleven tracks from Peter (originally of Peter, Paul and Mary), Peter’s daughter Bethany and Rufus Cappadocia, reinterpreting the original popular folk group. Songs include Blue Tail Fly; Cindy; Careless Love; The Cuckoo; You Better Mind; Long Chain On; Frankie & Johnny and more. Salasaree Records. $5.95

**CD 4690831** That'll Flat Git It! Vol. 35. Thirty-five tracks from the original performers include: Shady Jack; A Walk Up by Conway Twitty; Drop Top by Roy Perkins; Can’t Stop Me by George Young; Maybe Later, Baby by Gary Shelton, and many more in this collection of rock a billy and rock n roll music. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99 $15.95

**CD 4690036** The Ray Anthony Collection 1949-62. This must-have 82-track, three-CD set comprises A and B sides from Anthony’s one hundred or so singles on the Capitol label during this era and his other Top 10 hits. Songs include Sentimental Me; Count Every Star; Can Anyone Explain; Harbor Lights; Nevertheless; At Last; Peter Gunn; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 4689914** Lol Coxhill & Fred Frith: French Gigs. The duets collected on this CD were originally recorded from the late 70s to the early 90s. Six tracks: Reims; Limoges 1; Poitiers; Limoges 2; Munich/London; and Aubervilliers. Klang. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 4689771** The Billy Eckstine Collection 1947-1962. This great 74-track, three-CD set comprises selected A and B sides from Eckstine’s releases on the MGM, RCA and Mercury labels during these years. Songs include Bewitched; Foofy Rush In; Temptation; Sitting By the Window; My Foolish Heart; This is the House I Want to Be In; Love; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 4690834** There’s Gonna Be A Ball: Rock ’n Roll Espanol. This three CD, 54 track collection takes you on an exploration of music Espanol from 1948 through to 1963 and offers an exploration of the genre which became known as Chicano Rock. Sung by the original performers songs include Sugaree; I Don’t Want To Be Town; Reel; Thot, I’m Gonna Take My Ball; Mean Old Whore; and more. Atomicat Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 468978X** The Carlisle Collection 1951-61. This 61-track, two-CD set comprises most of the band’s A and B sides. Songs include Tired of It; Columbia labels for the era. Songs include No Help Wanted; Too Old to Cut the Mustard; Knobble; Is Zat You, Myrtle; Tain’ Nice (to Talk Like That); I Would If I Could (but I Can’t); and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 4690828** The George Coleman Collection on Ballad. One of jazz’ s most powerful tenor saxophonists is heard at his freewheeling, unfettered best on this CD, a hitherto unheard live recording from the Famous Ballroom in Baltimore in 1971. Five tracks: My Little Brown Jug; I'm Getting Sentimental Over Mary; This Is My Heartbreak Ahead, If You Don’t Want My Love; Pepper-Hot Baby; and more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 469091X** The Four Knights’ Atlantic & Columbia Collection, 1955-62. This excellent 60-track, two-CD collection comprises A and B sides of the band’s singles on the Capitol and Coral labels during this era. Songs include Happy Day, Oh Baby Mine); I Got So Lonely; If I May; That’s All There Is To That; Just in Case You Change Your Mind; A Few Kind Words; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 4690918** The Jaye P. Morgan Collection, 1952-62. This excellent 84-track collection takes you on an exploration of Morgan’s singles on the RCA, Derby, Decca and MGM labels during the era. Songs include Tain’t Nice (to Talk Like That); I Would If I Could (but I Can’t); and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 4690117** Tony Bennett With The Count Basie Big Band. This incredible collaboration collects 10 tracks: If I Had You; I’ve Grown Accustomed to Her Face; Chicago; Anything Goes; Poor Little Rich Girl; Are you Havin’ Any Fun?; Jespers Creeper; With Plenty of Money and You; I guess I’ll Have to Change My Plans; Life Is A Song; and Growing Pains. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 4689917** Jimmy Giuffre: The Atlantic and Verve Collection. Contains eight complete albums originally released between 1956 and 1960, this extraordinary collection is produced in thishd unadorned jazz master. Sixty-two tracks, including soul; Deep Purple; Iowa Slumber; Goodnight My Someone; Four Brothers; I Got Those Blues; and more. Acrobat Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 4690796** Mothership II. Eleven tracks feature Celestial Mind; Stu, Father, The Thunder, I Want You; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 4688877** Hurricane Smith: Classic Archives. Norman “Hurricane” Smith was the first recording engineer to work with The Beatles - I引擎 s his, and his own solo recordings, including Don’t Let It Die; Oh Babe, What Would You Say; I Don’t Know Why I Love You; From Me to You; and more. Angel. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**CD 4686499** Gemelan Madu Sing: Hive. Featuring vocalists Anis Astuh, Sutrisno Hartana, Ben Rogalsky and more this CD presents its second recording of new music for Javanese gamelan, a richly diverse mix of nine tracks of instrumental local pieces. Songlines. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95
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